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HOUSE & GARDEN

Fresh inspiration for your

 scouting and decorating

ady wonderful ideas for your windows

Sunshine colors to make your house sparkle

sp to space

ook: SOUP-AND-SALAD SUPPERS
In time they could become collectors’ pieces

More important, the Henredon Folio Four collection is just right for life today. Scaled to fit the homes we live in, city apartment or suburban house. So versatile it can be used in many different rooms. Moves happily when you move. Looks perfectly at home with pieces from other periods.

Crafted from solid mahogany with glowing walnut veneers, fine hickory inlays, Folio Four is functional as well as handsome in every one of the ninety distinctive pieces for bedroom, living room, dining room.

Buffers are fitted with shelves and trays. Come in a variety of sizes. Servers glide on casters, open to convenient service areas. Tables, like this parquetry-topped beauty, expand to remarkable lengths for hospitable occasions. Henredon’s thoughtful planning at work!

If there’s a wedding in your future, shop these pages for a gift. It could turn out to be an heirloom.

Henredon

There’s a quality about a home with Henredon.

Factories at Morganton, High Point, N.C., Grand Rapids, Michigan.

For booklets showing living room, dining room and bedroom collections, send $2.00 to Henredon, Dept. HG-3, Morganton, North Carolina.
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SUBSCRIBERS
The U.S. Post Office is currently putting the new Zip Code plan into effect which would result eventually in greatly improved service. While this change is under way, your subscription copy may be late in arriving.

Please be patient with us—
the delay is unavoidable.
Throw away your pencil
... and get the best secretarial job in town!

Why be an ordinary stenographer when you can be a high-salaried Stenotype specialist working in top-level places where the important things go on? Stenotype is the amazing machine shorthand that frees you from the drudgery of written note-taking, yet enables you to take dictation at a speed faster than the speed of speech!

STENOTYPE
WORLD’S FASTEST SHORTHAND

Learn it at home in your spare time— even if you’ve never taken a shorthand note before!

STENOTYPE machine notes are easier to take—easier to read—easier to transcribe than written notes. You never have “cold” notes, for you “take” in plain English letters that you can readily read back. Even if you’ve had difficulty mastering ordinary shorthand, you can become proficient in Stenotype in a short time. Then you won’t be doing ordinary work — your services will always be in demand where the unusual secretary is needed.

You can learn Stenotype at home, without interference with your present job. The Stenotype machine itself is included in your course.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET
If you are serious about advancing your career and earning more money — if you are willing to devote a few spare hours a week to low cost home study — then you should investigate the many splendid opportunities that await you as a Stenotype expert. Mail the coupon for free descriptive booklet. LaSalle, 417 South Dearborn, Chicago, Illinois 60605.

Name
Address
City & State
County
Zip No.

If under 18, check here for special booklet.

FREE BOOKLET

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution
417 S. Dearborn, Dept. 63-079, Chicago, Illinois 60605

Please mail me, without obligation, your free booklet on Stenotype — the modern machine shorthand.
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Kitchen and dining area floors: Kentile Moda Moresca Solid Vinyl. Individual 12" x 12" tiles. Easy to clean, greaseproof. Note use on stairs, and walls. 5 Mediterranean colors. Interior by James Childs Morse, A.I.D. Your Kentile® Dealer? See the Yellow Pages under "F".

This Kentile Vinyl Tile makes any room your castle in Spain.

announcing a new book club for people who care about what's really going on in the world

I who would like to save at least 40% the kind of books they enjoy most

The public image of Winston Churchill differs from the real man? How can societ
ty itself against crazed killers like the notorious Boston Strangler who murdered at 11 women? Is the public being given the truth about the mystery of flying saucers? are that raise questions like these not only

Our Club serves you. As a Charter Member, you are in advance of publication. You will receive a flood of books. As a Charter Member, you are invited to choose any three for only $1 plus shipping and handling.

**You Buy Only Books You Want**

Then every month you will receive, free, the Club bulletin reviewing the forthcoming selection and describing several timely alternatives as well. If you want the selection, the Club edition will be rushed to you as soon as the publisher's original edition is released. Or you may request an alternate—or no book at all for that month—on the form always provided.

You will not be asked to accept a book every month. You need purchase only four books within the next two years out of dozens to be offered. Each book you do buy, you will be billed at the Club's special low price—at least 40% off the publisher's original edition. Every fourth purchase entitles you to choose a free bonus book.

If you want to keep up with the books that place you in the mainstream of events and issues of the day, don't miss this opportunity to get the most out of your book reading. You needn't send the $1 now for your three introductory books—just mail this coupon.

If I decide to continue, I agree to purchase on my Club charge account as few as four more selections or alternates during the next two years at the members' special price, guaranteed to be at least 40% less than the publishers' editions (a modest charge is added for shipping and handling). Each month you will receive the free Club bulletin describing the forthcoming selection and other vital, provocative books, together with a convenient form for requesting an alternate or no book at all if you do not wish to receive the selection. Every fourth purchase of a selection or alternate will entitle you to choose a free bonus book.

As a charter member of the new MAINSTREAM BOOK CLUB

Choose Any 3 Books for only $1

and take as few as four more books any time within the next two years

**MAINSTREAM BOOK CLUB**, Dept. 73-H6C, Garden City, N.Y. 11531

Choose Any 3 Books for only $1

Please enter my Charter Membership and send me the three books whose numbers I have printed on the box at the right. Bill me only $1 plus shipping and handling for all three books.

If I decide to continue, I agree to purchase on my Club charge account as few as four more selections or alternates during the next two years at the members' special price, guaranteed to be at least 40% less than the publishers' editions (a modest charge is added for shipping and handling). Each month you will receive the free Club bulletin describing the forthcoming selection and other vital, provocative books, together with a convenient form for requesting an alternate or no book at all if I do not wish to receive the selection. Every fourth purchase of a selection or alternate will entitle me to choose a free bonus book.

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Miss (Please Print) 

Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

If under 18 parent must sign here: 

Offer good in Continental U.S.A. only 

1-MS1E
ADAPTIQUE starts an exciting new tradition in custom-designed elegance for your home. From this collection, you can choose contemporary originals as richly ornamented as the finest European designs. The classical flair of Mediterranean and Country English motifs give this furniture its fashionable, continental air. Crafted by artisans, beautiful Adaptique can make a beautiful difference in your decorating. See for yourself.*

* Send 50¢ for the handsome 36-page Adaptique catalog. White Fine Furniture, Dept. HG-3-67, Mebane, North Carolina.
HELP CURE BEDROOM NEGLECT.

Stop letting your bedroom embarrass you. There is something you can do about it besides gazing for it. You can change its whole look just by putting a new Bates on the bed. And to do so, you won't have to scrimp and save for months. With $20 or $30, you're ready to decorate right now.

You can get six feet of roses that look everywhere but wrinkled because they're permanently pressed. You can get a George Washington room® to make your furniture look more American than Early Attic.

You can get a nice summery pastel and not worry about fingerprints because one dunk in the water will get them out. You can get a plaid or a print and alternate them to keep yourself from getting bored. And best of all, you can get a bedroom that looks like a decorator's been at it and you did it yourself.

This is Nottingham from our famous "Country Collection." It comes zippered up in a reusable vinyl storage case. In many colors, all sizes from twin to dual king, at fine stores. From $30.00.

112 W. 34 St., N.Y. 10004
I am an architect. I bought this house.

I remodeled it with redwood.

Architect Barry Smith's home, Mill Valley. C

We asked 1000 architects to help you decide how to build or remodel. 3 out of 4 specified redwood for use in their own homes. Is that any indication?
WALTER J. BLACK’S CLASSICS CLUB INVITES YOU TO ACCEPT

ALL 3 of these beautiful de luxe library editions

FOR ONLY $100 AS A NEW MEMBER
(Regular Price $101.75)

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF

Shakespeare

EVERY word Shakespeare ever wrote—yours com-
plete in this beautiful 1,312-page volume. Chuckle at the ever-modern comedy of Falstaff; be
fascinated by glamorous Cleopatra; shudder at the
intrigues of Macbeth; thrill with Romeo in the
ecstasies of love. Here is the one writer who under-
stood human nature as no other ever has!

THE ESSAYS OF

Bacon

HERE is another titan of the Elizabethan era—Sir
Francis Bacon, whose surpassing intellect laid
the groundwork of science and philosophy for gen-
erations. Anyone in search of a practical philoso-
phy of life can do no better than cultivate the
immortal essays on love, politics, books, business,
friendship, and other subjects.

PARADISE LOST AND OTHER POEMS OF

Milton

YOU will be spellbound by Paradise Lost—the
supreme achievement of the blind poet who
fought for man’s right to think. Or, in a gay
spirit, you will enjoy “tripping the light fantastic”
with L’Allegro. Or again, perhaps, the dreamy
meditation of the beautiful Il Penseroso will
suit your mood. Here are over 30 of Milton’s poems.

Why The Classics Club Offers You This Superb Value

These books, selected unanimously by distin-
guished literary authorities, were chosen because they
offer the greatest enjoyment and value to the “pressed
for time” men and women of today.

Why Are Great Books Called “Classics”? A
true “classic” is a living book that will never
grow old. For sheer fascination it can rival the most
thrilling modern novel. Have you ever wondered how
the truly great books have become “classics”? First,
because they are so readable. They would not have
lived unless they were read; they would not have
been read unless they were interesting. To be interesting
they had to be easy to understand. And those are the
very qualities which characterize these selections: readability, interest, simplicity.

Only Book Club of Its Kind

The Classics Club is different from all other book
clubs. 1. It distributes to its members the world’s
classics at a low price. 2. Its members are not obli-
gated to take any specific number of books. 3. Its
volumes are luxurious De Luxe Editions—bound in
the fine buckram ordinarily used for $7 and $10
bindings. They have tinted page tops; are richly
stamped in genuine gold which will retain its original
lustre—books you and your children will read and
cherish for years.

A Trial Membership Invitation to You

You are invited to accept a Trial Membership. With
your first books you will be sent an advance notice about
future selections. You may reject any book you do not
with. You need not take any specific number of books—
only the ones you want. No money in advance, no mem-
bership fees. You may cancel membership at any time.

Mail this Invitation Form now. Today’s low introduc-
tory price for these THREE beautiful volumes cannot be
assured indefinitely, so please respond promptly. THE
CLASSICS CLUB, Roslyn, L. I., New York 11576.
Questions & Answers
By Louise Ade Boger

Steinway
the keys you love to touch

The Steinway pays continuing rewards, and the most articulate is its tone because you produce it. It expresses you in the language of music, like a second-self, with response that is so intuitive. Such superior piano performance traces back to piano-building skill in which Steinway is supreme. The greatest concert pianists depend on the Instrument of the Immortals. You can, too.

Steinway & Sons 111 W. 57th St. New York


It is a store-size coffee grinder and dates between 1880 and 1900. The Enterprise Company was a leading maker of such grinders.

Can you tell me the history or the age of this antique knife recently found near an Indian battleground? The handle is carved bone; the blade appears to be hand-forged steel.

C.R.A.—Thermopolis, Wyo.

Judging from the picture and description, you have a bowie knife made between 1830 and 1870, and named for James Bowie who died during the siege of the Alamo. Such hunting knives were very popular; no cattleman was without one.

Continued on page 16
ONE THING FOR SURE... IT'S A CADILLAC.

Fleetwood Eldorado has earned instant acclaim as the newest idea in luxury motoring. Its unique combination of front wheel drive, variable ratio power steering and automatic level control provides incomparable handling and performance. Its five-passenger luxury, its many prior conveniences and its unexcelled safety features provide a sense of satisfaction totally new to personal cars. And its poised elegance imparts an air of youthful dignity and daring that makes the Eldorado the most desired motor car of its kind. At the same time, it is completely a Cadillac in the way it performs, rides and looks. Drive the Eldorado soon. It's the best possible way to learn what all the excitement is about.

Fleetwood ELDORADO by Cadillac

WORLD'S FINEST PERSONAL CAR
NEWS IN THE AIR—
THE FRAGRANCE THAT
MAKES ITSELF AT-HOME

Estée Lauder's very own personal masterpiece—Youth-Dew fragrance—is what she brings home to you here, in an innovational series of preparations for about-the-house. Youth-Dew, which began its career in the home as a bath scent and made its presence felt throughout Estée Lauder's cosmetic and fragrance collections, now comes full circle. Estée Lauder brings Youth-Dew back home, to dispense the same kind of charm, warmth and allure-in-the-air for an elegant house that it does for the elegant woman who lives in it.

Youth-Dew Fragrance for the home—
SCENTED CANDLELIGHT, 10.00
SCENTED LINGERIE DISCS, 5.00
ROOM AND CLOSET SPRAY, 3.75
DRAWER LINING PAPER, 6.50

Estée Lauder
Sometimes we feel more like jewelers than silversmiths.

When our designer showed us his sketches for Laurel Mist we told him he must be kidding. All that florentining. All that incising. What did he think we were, jewelers?

Nobody did things like that in silverplate. Who knew if it could even be done?

But our designer looked very confident surrounded by books on Cellini and the Renaissance. He knew we'd find a way.

And we did.

Our new pattern Laurel Mist looks just like he meant it to.

And it's DeepSilver. Which means we place an extra block of solid silver in the spoons and forks you use most. Right at the most vulnerable point.

Then we plate with more pure silver than any other leading silverplate.

That's what our "IS" mark tells you. It tells you we make each piece of DeepSilver so you can use it every day.

Even though it looks as if it were meant to be pinned to your dress.

Laurel Mist is $100 for a 48 piece service for 8.

We'd be happy to show you all our other patterns too. For a free color brochure write The International Silver Company, Meriden, Connecticut.

International
DeepSilver\*
magnificent moment in London

A town house in Mayfair sets the scene for a gala after-theatre supper party. This is the moment that belongs to your hostess. Infinitely charming. Serenely confident.

Distinguished hostesses everywhere select internationally renowned Lenox China and Lenox Crystal for their own tables.

LENOX
CHINA • CRYSTAL
The enclosed tracing is the mark on the back of a decorated platter which belonged to my great-grandmother. Can you identify it for me?

N.H.J.—San Angelo, Tex.

You have an ironstone platter made by Davenport of Longport, Staffordshire. It probably dates between 1850 and 1870. "Friburg" was the pattern name.

ENGLISH IRONSTONE MARK

We don't know the history of this old clock found in my husband's family attic. A yellowed paper behind the brass pendulum states: "made and sold by Brewster and Ingrahams, Bristol, Connec-
ticut." Perhaps you could tell its age.

Brewster and Ingrahams were in business at Bristol from 1844 to 1852, so your steeple-case shelf clock dates somewhere between these two dates.

STEEPLE-CASE CLOCK

I would appreciate any information you can furnish as to the age, origin, and style of this cherry sewing stand which originally belonged to my great, great-grandmother.

I.W.—Durham, N.C.

Late Sheraton is the style of your sewing table mounted on a turned pedestal with four splayed supports. The table was made in America, probably around 1810-1830.

SHERATON-STYLE SEWING TABLE

Excuse the rough sketch as I can't get a clear picture of my miniature glass goblet. It has a design of divided hearts around it, but there is no mark. Could it be an antique? It has been in the family for years.

J.B.—Parma, Ohio

You have an antique goblet of American pressed glass in the Broken Heart pattern made by the Boston and Sandwich Glass Co., about 1865-1875. Full table settings were made in this pattern, but few pieces have survived.

PRESSED GLASS GOBLET

I would certainly appreciate your identifying this chair for me. We have a pair of them and they are decorated with colorful fruit and gold acanthus leaves. They have been in our family for years.

F.R.—Plainview, Tex.

Your chairs are American Hitchcock-type fancy chairs and were probably made around 1820-1850. From your description of them, they seem to have retained their original decoration, which is most unusual.

HITCHCOCK FANCY CHAIR

B & B is the drier liqueur. Eloquent. Magnificent. The only proper blend of B & B is made and bottled in the abbey at Fecamp, France. That's where exquisite Benedictine is blended with superb cognac to produce the perfect B & B. Benedictine's own B&B. Always uniform. Always delicious. After coffee, enjoy B&B. Straight or on-the-rocks.
Just months ago
all I could talk about
was babies and recipes

...then The National Observer came into our home,
bringing fascinating new food for thought
—and conversation—for the whole family.”

Soon after Carol Sue was born, I found my
hole life was absorbed by her. All I could
ink about was her needs. All I could talk
out was babies and formulas and recipes.

“When friends dropped in, and the conversa-
tion turned to world affairs, or the new books
and plays, I had absolutely nothing to say.

“Of course, I love my family and I wouldn’t
range places with anyone on earth. But I was
eginning to feel very sorry for myself, so left
out of things!

“Then I decided to take a friend’s advice and
set aside time for myself to catch up with the
world. I subscribed to The National Observer.

and it turned out to be one of the most rewarding
decisions I’ve ever made.

“Because The Observer is a weekly news-
paper, it has time to explore the news in depth
...and I have time to read it thoroughly. I get
clear picture of what’s happening in the world
and why. And not only does The Observer
report on all the major news, it also has dozens
articles on fascinating news sidelights. For
stance, items such as these:

...why an expedition of eight Americans to
the South Pole is considered vital to the
space program
...why some people in Pennsylvania are
being forced to buy coal mines to pro-
tect their homes
...why people 65 and over are still buying
health insurance, despite Medicare

...why Pop Art’s best days may be still
ahead
...why the ancient art of bagpipe playing is
undergoing a renaissance

“So you see, I have lots to talk about these
days, besides Carol Sue. And that’s a good
thing. Because pretty soon Carol Sue will be
talking for herself!”

Today, thousands of families everywhere are
enriching their lives and adding to their read-
ing enjoyment through The National Observer.

The National Observer is published by Dow
Jones & Company, the same worldwide news-
gathering organization that publishes The Wall
Street Journal. For three successive years, The
Observer has won top national awards for dis-
tinguished reporting.

Because newspapers can be “made up” and
printed faster than magazines — last minute
stories can be included only hours before The
Observer comes off the
press.

You get more news
—and you get more out
of it. In its full-size
newspaper format
(printed on our own
special crisp white
newsprint) you often
get more reading ma-
terial than in other news weeklies — not just one
major “cover story,” but five or six. Inside
pages are important news pages, too — there’s
no “letdown.” More than 50 excellent pictures
and illustrations open windows not only on the
people, places and events in the headlines, but
also on such colorful sidelights as the Laguna
Indians doing a traditional dance to celebrate
their new electronics plant.

Many Enjoyable Special Features
Each week, too, The National Observer brings
you more than a dozen special features that
add to your enjoyment or broaden your knowl-
edge in important areas. “The Week in Wash-
ington,” for example, can be read in a matter
of minutes, yet it brings you up to date on
significant happenings. “How’s Business?” fills
you in quickly on important trends in business
and industry.

For Bridge enthusiasts, there’s “Better
Bridge”; for crossword fans, a really challeng-
ing puzzle; for recipe collectors, a gem or two
almost every week in “Food for Thought.” And
for both you and your youngsters, there’s a
weekly news quiz, plus “Current Events Class-
room”—a column which brings you news back-
ground on such topics as how the Federal Re-
serve Board exercises its power and protects
itself from Administration control ... the mys-
tery of certain Unidentified Flying Objects for
which the United States Air Force has no ex-
planation ... and much, much more. “A Chat
With the Doctor” brings you helpful medical
hins. On the lighter side, “Reflections” explores
random aspects of life: the “good old days”
when a pocket watch was a major status sym-
bol. And the whole family will enjoy the dry
humor of “Grass Roots Philosophy,” culled
from the home-town press. (“Brush your teeth
regularly with an electric toothbrush and see
your electrician twice a year.”)

TRY IT 25 WEEKS FOR ONLY $2.67
Send No Money — Just Mail Card

You really have to try The National Observer
a while to appreciate how much it can mean to
your whole family. So we invite you to accept
the no-risk trial subscription offer outlined in
the postpaid reply card provided here. You
needn’t send any money now — just fill out, and
mail this card today.

Special Introductory Offer: Try 25 Weeks for Only $2.67, barely more than HALF PRICE
That’s less than 1¢ a copy. Send no money—just detach, fill out, and mail postpaid reply card.

(RCH, 1967)
now...

Frigidaire wall ovens that clean themselves automatically... give you a 5-year warranty*

Model RBE-94K. Electri-clean Oven on top, conventional oven below.

Both models in 2-tone Tahitian Green, 2-tone Copper, Sunny Yellow, Snowcrest White.

*New, exclusive 5-year Warranty.

1-year Warranty for repair of any defect without charge, plus a 4-year Protection Plan (parts only) for furnishing replacement for any defective Oven Heating Unit.

ANOTHER happenings FROM

it's the year of the big Happenings in appliances... and they're all Happening at Frigidaire
VANTAGE BY UNITED

A beautiful union between contemporary design and living

MAGNIFICENTLY CONCEIVED AND CREATED FOR DINING AND BEDROOMS AND LIVING ROOM ACCENTS. IN SELECTED VENEERS.

25¢ FOR BROCHURES SHOWING A REPRESENTATION OF THE UNITED COLLECTIONS. UNITED FURNITURE CORP., DEPT. V. LEXINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA
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Started to notice little dry skin lines?

Helena Rubinstein

Collagen I'lolein with Moisture Cream Skin Dew

24 hours a day.

Those little lines aren’t the end of the world. Just a warning to take the fastest action possible—Skin Dew by Helena Rubinstein.

In the morning, slip into Skin Dew Moisturizing Emulsion. Its precious moisture seeps deep. Works invisibly to help dispel dryness. Leaves the barest, silky mist over skin so make-up flows on with ease—stays fresh longer.

At night, re-dew with Skin Dew Moisture Cream with exclusive Collagen Protein (a natural substance comparable to the proteins in young skin). Its rich emollients, moisturizers and softeners—all conspire to help fight wrinkles, keep skin soft, supple, smooth.

Now go ahead and fib about your age—no one would believe the truth!

Helena Rubinstein

©1967, Helena Rubinstein, Inc.

Skin Dew helps dew away dry skin lines 24 hours a day.

When it comes to feeding large crowds, it is the consensus of most of us who do this from time to time for good causes that if the numbers exceed fifty, you are better off renting all the china, glass, and silver from a party outfit, rather than trying to assemble enough of your own and your neighbors (unless, of course, the party is informal enough to make paper plates acceptable). Not only does rented china provide a kind of decorative unity, but it also gives you a sense of security against breakage or loss.

Don’s chess club, which meets fortnightly at the house of one member or another, is going to hold its semi-final play-off at ours. A very dedicated, all-male group, they like to get together after an early, light supper at home, and play on and on—usually until about midnight—after which they’re ready to eat again. But they like to be left alone and don’t want any hostess rushing in to provide a sit-down dinner. Nor are they interested in any decorative froufrou.

Don has asked for a large pot of mulligatawny soup—that marvelous hot curried concoction. To go with it I’m going to have a large platter of thinly sliced hot pastrami, a cold vegetable salad, and a tray of no-nonsense breads—pumpernickel, homemade white, seeded rye. I’ll put bowls of mayonnaise, hot mustard, horseradish, sweet butter, and relish in my lazy Susan. My plan is to set the whole thing up beforehand at the breakfast end of our kitchen, leaving the soup in a cast-iron pot in the oven, and covering the rest of the food with plastic wrap. Nothing goes better with this kind of meal than cold, cold beer and Don wants a good supply, both light and dark, of German, Danish, and Dutch brews. That ought to relax them after the tenseness of their match.

Last year’s chess tournament prize was a box of man-sized frozen shell steaks and who won but my own Bobby Fischer, alias Don Bryan.

Notes for the Hostess

BY DIANA BRYAN

We received eight magnificent steaks, individually wrapped and packed in a Styrofoam cooler that kept them in perfect condition. The steaks were soon wolfed down but I still use the cooler for other purposes.

The meat was air-shipped Pfaelzer Brothers and I was impressed with its succulence. I ordered several of their other meats for special dinner parties—prime filet mignons, crown roast, pork hams, and dishes from my hibachi—all cuts of a quality that is not always easy to find.

My cousin Madeline came back from her trip to the Near East talking about the way they serve after-dinner coffee in glass cups set in metal frames. She said it keeps the coffee hotter and adds a little extra glamour. So for her birthday I bought her some nice.

Occasionally there is an early TV spectacular that the whole family wants to see, and since we tend to have a late dinner with lots of conversation, there is not always time to serve dessert in the dining room before the show begins. This minor problem I have now solved by putting in a stock of La Vile dulcipur cakes. Delicious and bite-sized, they make grand little token desserts with coffee in the living room. For the grand finale of a special dinner, I serve larger helpings with lots of whipped cream.

FOR STORE ADDRESSES, SEE PAGE 192.
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The design explosion is Fiberglas®: draperies will never be the same!

1967 is the year something happened to sensible, practical, no-iron, long-wearing Fiberglas draperies—color!

Color, zingy and hot, laced with pales and cools.
Color, with wild, wonderful designs on Fiberglas.
Ka-powie!
Fiberglas will never be the same.
Neither will draperies.
**Only One Meal Today...**

**CHUNG HAE KYUNG**

KOREAN...AGE 6

MOTHER DEAD

FATHER TB

ONE OF THREE CHILDREN

MOTHER DEAD

FATHER TB

CARED FOR BY ELDERLY GRANDMOTHER

HELP TO HAE KYUNG MEANS HELP TO WHOLE FAMILY

Thousands of children as needy as Hae Kyung anxiously await "adoption" by you or your group. Choose a boy or girl from Greece, South Korea, Viet Nam, Hong Kong, the Philippines, Colombia, Ecuador or Peru. Your child receives $8 a month of your money in cash as well as blankets, household equipment, clothing, medical care—and education. EVERY PLAN CHILD MUST ATTEND SCHOOL. You receive a case history and photograph. Each month you write and receive a letter (original and translation). Learn how your "adoption" benefits the entire family. Soon, through the regular letters and progress reports you and your child develop a warm, loving relationship.

CHECK YOUR CHARITY! PLAN never employs professional fund-raisers. We eagerly offer our financial statement upon request because we are so proud of the handling of our funds.

PLAN is a non-political, non-profit, non-sectarian, independent relief organization, approved by the United States Government, registered under No. VFA019 with the Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid of the Agency for International Development and filed with the National Information Bureau and the National Better Business Bureau in New York.

**H&G'S ALMANAC OF FLOWER SHOWS**

As delightful and inevitable as spring and the ubiquitous robin, flower shows, garden tours and festivals are in full swing. For more detailed information, write to the addresses listed below.

**FLOWER SHOWS**

**FEB. 18-24**

Greater Detroit Builders Home Furniture and Flower Show

Gobo Hall

Detroit, Mich. 48226

**FEB. 22-28**

Connecticut Valley Flower Show Exposition Grounds

West Springfield, Mass. 01089

**FEB. 25-MARCH 5**

Cleveland Home and Flower Show Cleveland Public Auditorium

Cleveland, Ohio 4414

**FEB. 28-MARCH 5**

American Flower and Garden Show

Municipal Auditorium

Kansas City, Mo. 64113

**MARCH 3-9**

National Capital Flower and Garden Show

National Guard Armory

Washington, D. C. 20006

**MARCH 4-12**

Southeastern Flower and Garden Show

Charlotte Merchandise Mart

Charlotte, N. C. 28205

**MARCH 4-12**

International Flower Show New York Coliseum

New York, N. Y. 10019

**MARCH 4-12**

Indiana Flower and Patio Show Manufacturers Building

Indiana State Fairgrounds Indianapolis, Ind. 46220

**MARCH 8-12**

Northwest Flower and Garden Show

Multnomah Exposition Center

Portland, Ore. 97230

**MARCH 11-19**

Spring Flower Show Philadelphia Civic Center

Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

**MARCH 11-19**

Dallas Flower and Garden Show World Exhibit Building

Dallas, Tex. 75226

**MARCH 11-19**

Chicago World Flower and Garden Show

McCormick Place

Chicago, Ill. 60603

**MARCH 16-23**

New England Spring Flower Show

Suffolk Downs

Revere, Mass. 01604

**APRIL 4-9**

Garden Home and Flower Show

Cincinnati Music Hall

Cincinnati, Ohio 45206

**APRIL 4-9**

Chicago Spring Flower Show

352 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10010-Founded 1937

**PARTIAL LIST OF SPONSORS AND FOSTER PARENTS**

Steve Allen

Sen. Paul H. Douglas

Helen Hayes

Conrad N. Hilton

Sen. Jacob K. Javits

Art Linkletter

Amb. & Mrs. Henry Cabot Lodge

Gorry Moore

Sen. William Proxmire

Sen. Robert F. Kennedy

Dr. Howard A. Rusk

Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Sarnoff

Gov. & Mrs. William Scranton

Sen. John G. Tower

**HAYA**

In this fanciful playhouse a child's imagination can take wing when the pleasures of a sandbox pall. He can even pull the ladder up after him and consider the world well lost. The simple A-frame structure of redwood highlighted the exhibit of the Lake Mahopac, N. Y., Garden Club at the Forty-ninth International Flower Show held in the New York Coliseum.

CABIN IN THE SKY

**HOUSE & GARDEN**
like mother...like daughter...

d grandmother, too. The favorite of four generations of America's art homemakers, Roper Ranges today are the finest value ever. Roper Twin Cook & Keep gives you fully automatic oven cooking is an automatic timed top burner. New Roper-Ramic Broiler is faster and smokeless. Beautifully styled in Early American or Modern . . . with Mirror Windows that show only a reflection of ir kitchen until oven lights are on. Disposable oven linings you s away. It's the finest time for you to join the Roper "family" now!

for dad...for the whole family

The rust-proof Roper Gas Broiler/Grill has Perma-Bricks that you never change, never clean. No ashes to fuss with. No hard starts. No hot spots. All the flavor and lots more fun. Choice of permanent or portable installation.

America's smartest values in gas and electric ranges

GEO. D. ROPER SALES CORPORATION Kankakee, Illinois

SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY."
The elegant pedestal of Director heralds a new form in furniture with the trumpeting grace of polished aluminum supporting a new chair, a new table. Here is lasting beauty, longer worry-proof life. This pedestal is also available in white, and table tops and chairs come in a great selection of colors and textures.

from the **DECORABLES 1967 SELECTION**

To get a colorful brochure of Chromcraft Selections and the name of the dealers nearest you, send 10¢ in coin to Department M-2, Chromcraft, Inc., Senatobia, Miss. 38668.

PRESIDENTIAL. You may have your choice of several Chromcraft bases, and many upholstery colors and designs when you choose Presidential for your living area furniture. Shown here, an innovation in finishes—Woodgrain.
It just cover up odors! Lysol Spray kills odors. Really clears the air. Kills germs, too!

When you use ordinary cover-up room deodorizers, you're just covering up odors with another odor—a heavy, perfumy odor at that. Lysol Spray* is different, scientific—it actually destroys odors as it goes through the air. Kills cooking odors, odors from garbage pails and odors from drains. And unlike these other room deodorizers, Lysol Spray is a disinfectant—prevents mold, mildew and the odors they cause.

Lysol in kitchens, bathrooms, baby's room, everywhere—kills odors on surfaces, helps make your whole house fresher and healthier!
THE BARONESS
16" high
About $13.50
at better stores

THE PRINCESS
11" high
About $7.00
at better stores

HER MAJESTY
25" high
About $15.00
at better stores

THE CONTESSA
14" high
About $10.00
at better stores

In 24 Authorized House & Garden Col
Frankly fake... but pretty and practical too. These per
manent, carefree floral arrangements will add exci
color accents to your home. Each of the four arran
is available in six color harmonies featuring Spring's s
"Sunshine Colors." Put a bit of sunshine into your ho
or gift-please a friend.

Look for the Inarco House & Garden tag on the arran
ments ... at your florist, gift shop or the decorative ac
sory shop or your favorite store.
EXPERIMENTAL SUBSCRIPTION to the BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB will demonstrate how membership insures you against missing books you promise yourself to read and own.

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY THREE FOR ONLY $1

THE SUGGESTED TRIAL: You simply agree to buy three Club Selections or Alternates within a year at members’ prices.

A home-library building plan every reading family should know about: BOOK-DIVIDENDS

- EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP suggested here will not only prove, by your actual experience, how effective membership in the Book-of-the-Month Club can keep you from missing, overlooking or overbusyness, books you really intend to read; it will also demote a further important advantage enjoyed by members: Book-Dividends. Through this unique profit-sharing system members can regularly receive valuable dividends simply by buying books they would have, in any case, found worthwhile.

- Since the inauguration of the Book-Dividend system, $375,000,000 worth of books (retail value) has been earned and received by Book-of-the-Month Club members through this unique plan.

- Members through this unique plan have been able to build a well-rounded personal library.

- Since the inauguration of the Book-Dividend system, $375,000,000 worth of books (retail value) has been earned and received by Book-of-the-Month Club members through this unique plan.

Selection or Alternate you buy, a Book-Dividend Credit. Each Credit, upon payment of a nominal sum, often only $1.00 or $1.50—somewhat more for unusually expensive volumes and sets—entitles you to a valuable Book-Dividend which you may choose from over a hundred fine library volumes whose retail prices now average $7. This is probably the most economical means ever devised for building a well-rounded personal library.

- Since the inauguration of the Book-Dividend system, $375,000,000 worth of books (retail value) has been earned and received by Book-of-the-Month Club members through this unique plan.

- The SUGGESTED TRIAL: You simply agree to buy three Club Selections or Alternates within a year at members’ prices.

A home-library building plan every reading family should know about: BOOK-DIVIDENDS

Selection or Alternate you buy, a Book-Dividend Credit. Each Credit, upon payment of a nominal sum, often only $1.00 or $1.50—somewhat more for unusually expensive volumes and sets—entitles you to a valuable Book-Dividend which you may choose from over a hundred fine library volumes whose retail prices now average $7. This is probably the most economical means ever devised for building a well-rounded personal library.

- Since the inauguration of the Book-Dividend system, $375,000,000 worth of books (retail value) has been earned and received by Book-of-the-Month Club members through this unique plan.
Introducing...

HARDWARE STORES
ANNOUNCE THEIR FINEST PAINT EVER

Official 1967 House & Garden Colors. 1400 custom colors in all. We mix 'em fresh. Mix to match your swatch of carpet, drapery or upholstery fabric while you wait.

Here it is: a superior paint with the tested and proven ability to give your home a sparkling new personality. Quickly. And easily.

No thinning. No dripping. No lap marks. TRU-TEST SUPREME flows on fast with brush or roller. Dries in 20 minutes. Leaves no odor. Cleans up in a jiffy with soap and water.

And, its Springtime fresh beauty is yours to enjoy year-round, for many a year. Because TRU-TEST SUPREME holds its true color. Because it's washable. And resists stains.

Welcome to the wonderful new world of TRU-TEST. Where the hardest thing about decorating is deciding the color.

New TRU-TEST Paints are sold exclusively by Professional Hardware Dealers.

Suggested retail price

COTTER & COMPANY 100% DEALER OWNED General Offices Chicago, Ill. 60614

Connoisseur's Corner

DESSERT PLATES

The delicious surprise that ends the meal with a flourish deserves plates dashingly different from the ones that you use for earlier courses.

Teak plate, an apt companion for our natural desserts like pears and Camembert. Teak, a particularly non-absorbent wood, if washed and dried with care, will prove happily durable. 7 inches. $4.75 from Bonnigton.

White ceramic plate from Italy with a leafy foliage border that will show up to special advantage on bright hued table linens. 10 inches. $4 at Saks Fifth Avenue.

Shell plates from Portugal, muted deep-water shades of green-blue, and green—a lovely background for a bunch of blue grapes. 8 inches. $4 at Altman.

Pop art by Roy Lichtenstein in black and white on hotel-weight, dishwasher-proof china. Six-piece place setting including 8½-inch dessert plate, $50 at Leo Castelli Gallery.

Cut-crystal plate of the greatest elegance in the Kensington pattern, originally designed for an eighteenth-century Russian czarina. 7½ inches. $60 from Baccarat.

Continued on page 34

SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY."
Walk into the store. Browse around the Bassett furniture display. Touch everything you see. The rich veneers and selected hardwoods. The delicate carvings that tingle your fingers. And the hardware. Heavy. Authentic designs. And now open a drawer. Almost floats open, doesn't it? Oh, it's a wonderful way to spend an afternoon. Better still, spend your lifetime with Bassett. To help you decide, write us for brochures on decorating and our many styles. Send 25¢ to Bassett, Dept. C73, Bassett, Va. 24055.

Bassett

The CHIMNEY CORNERS Early American bedroom and dining room collection in Harvest Tone. Charming accent pieces in Hearth Red and Dominion Blue.

Furniture designed by Leo Jiraneck, A.I.D., J.D.E.D.
The care and safekeeping of COOKWARE

How to preserve Teflon, ironware, ceramic, and other culinary stalwarts

Many professional chefs are said to feel so strongly about their favorite cookware that they carry it with them whenever they change jobs. Even the most amateur cooks are inclined to form personal attachments to certain pots and pans, firmly believing they can perform better with them than with others. Therefore keeping these prized culinary objects in top shape is of vital importance—although today the work actually required is quite casual. New materials and new finishes make cooking with and caring for pots, pans, and skillets easier on both the cook and the utensil. Cookware made of copper, stainless steel, or aluminum is cared for in much the same way as any object made with these materials (see H&G, November 1965 for copper; January 1966 for stainless steel and aluminum). But many utensils are now being made of materials that require special techniques for keeping them in prime condition. Most manufacturers pack directions for care and maintenance with their product. These valuable hints should be read, followed faithfully and filed for handy reference.

Teflon

Despite its hardness, coated cookware must be properly cleaned and cared for from the very beginning if it is to give its best service and remain stick-free. Some manufacturers recommend that Teflon-lined cookware be washed thoroughly in warm water and dried well, then given a light wiping of cooking or salad oil before the first use. (The oil should be wiped off well with a paper towel.) Fry pans and griddles should be preheated before using, but never let them remain empty over high heat. (In fact, always beware of using too high a heat or your pan may become stained.) Be sure to allow Teflon-lined pans to cool before plunging them into cold water, as sudden temperature changes may cause them to warp.

Teflon-lined utensils tend to show scratch marks from kitchen tools, and manufacturers advise using wooden spoons and rubber spatulas on them. And of course you should never cut food in a coated utensil. Rarely, however, do scratches affect a pan’s non-stick efficiency, only its appearance.

Some cake mixes, because of their high sugar content, have a tendency to stick even to Teflon-lined baking pans. Experience has taught us which to beware of, thus adding a little shortening to the mixes will help overcome stickiness.

The recommended way to clean Teflon-coated utensils is to wash them in soap and warm water, rinse, and dry. Never scrub with steel wool, metal scouring pads, or harsh cleaners. Automatic dishwashers will not harm coated utensils, although hand or other uncoated surfaces may become discolored from the detergents, high temperature, or mineral content of the water. If deposits do accumulate on a coated pan from too casual washing, they can dissipate the non-stick property. To remove such deposits, boil the panel in the utensil for 5 to 10 minutes. A solution of 1 cup water, 2 tablespoons baking soda, and ½ cup liquid bleach. Wash the pan thoroughly after the boiling, dry carefully, then wipe out with cooking or salad oil.

Today there are a number of new Teflon finishes that are virtually indestructible. Utensils with these finishes can take much harder treatment, including scraping with metal tools. Sharp knives or forks may “scalp” off small pieces from the finish (the finishes have rougher surfaces but this does not damage the surface enough to be noticeable and does not affect the stickiness.) Manufacturers claim that the major problem with the harder finishes is burned carbon residue on insufficient cleaning, allowed to build up, this residue could in time decrease the non-stick quality. You must sponge the utensil with a mild detergent after every use, and not yield to the temptation just to rinse it.

Cast iron and porcelain enamel iron

Cast-iron cookware is preseasoned at the factory, but manufacturers do recommend that you give it a thorough washing with mild soap before using it the first time. (Repeat, mild—not strong soap, nor detergents, for they will remove the factory seasoning.) New Dutch oven or chicken fry pans will function better if a little more grease than usual is added the first few times you use it. This is an extra rust preventative, as these utensils are prone to rust if not oiled. Continued on page 4.
Coffee won’t.
The next time your neighbor spills black coffee on your gold carpet, be sure it’s carpet of 100% Herculon* olefin fiber. Then it will wipe clean with a little detergent or cleaner. And so will 65 other nasty household stains. Herculon will also wear and wear for years and years. On stairs. In halls. Under kids and pets. And it’s so extravagantly beautiful all the Joneses will be keeping up with you.

Write to us, Hercules Incorporated, Dept. J7, Wilmington, Delaware for names of stores nearest you.

Since when?
Since Herculon.*

* Herculon

Stevens Gulston Windrock carpet in nugget gold.
You'll find an S. Bent chair that's just perfect for your dining room.

There's an S. Bent Early American chair that will fit just perfectly in any room of your home.

If you don't see the exact style you've been looking for . . . send for the free booklet showing our entire collection of dining and occasional chairs. Oh, and you needn't worry about matching your present furniture. S. Bent chairs are available in a variety of DuPont's Delux® Maple perfectly with any Early American chair.

Of course, some folks prefer to add a bit of color-coordination by selecting our color-coordinated finishes.

For your free booklet, write S. Bent 
& Bros., Gardner, Massachusetts.
We want to test your writing aptitude"
CARE OF COOKWARE continued from page 38

moisture condensation. In fact, while a cast-iron utensil is still new, it is a good idea to give it a coating of unsalted fat (e.g., suet) before use and after washing. (But before using the utensil, remember each time to wipe off the old fat with a paper towel in case it has become rancid.)

Always remove the cover from a new pot if it must stand a while after the cooking is finished so that condensing steam does not rust the sides. (This could happen with stews or soups, for example.) Cast iron should not be scoured—this can remove the seasoning and also leave a metallic taste in the pan. If some scorching is absolutely necessary, do it quickly and with a light touch, and the next time you cook with the utensil, add some extra grease.

Never store cast-iron pots and pans with their covers on or they may sweat, then quickly rust. Do not store them in a damp, moist place. Don't worry if they become spotted with use; spots will eventually darken and meld together to become invisible.

If you have a tried-and-true cast-iron pot that suddenly begins to show signs of rust and to discolor food slightly and give it a metallic taste, the seasoning has probably worn off. You can reseason it by this simple method: first scour thoroughly (this is the only time to scour) with fine steel wool or a metal scouring pad. Wash and dry carefully. Then coat the utensil with unsalted fat and place it in a moderate oven for about two hours. Remove (remember, it is hot) and wipe grease out with paper towels. Cool completely before using or storing. A pot or pan should give many more years of additional service after this treatment.

Cast iron finished with porcelain enamel is both attractive and sturdy, can be used over burners as well as in the oven, and is chip-resistant but not indestructible (it will chip if knocked against something hard). Let an enameled grill pan become quite hot, without grease, before you put food in to cook. Then once the food is in, reduce the flame. Never cook at high heat. Since enameled cast-iron cookware spreads heat evenly and holds the heat longer—a boon when the meal is ready, but your family is not—it should be allowed to cool before washing. It washes as easily as glass or china and can be put in the dishwasher, for it does not rust as plain cast-iron pots tend to.

Soaking before washing will loosen most cooked-on foods. A swish with a mild detergent should suffice—never use harsh or abrasive cleaners which will mar the surface. New enameled cookware with a dishwashing, however, should be washed before use with a mild detergent and water, well on difficult spots. Scouring pads are not recommended for use on porcelain enamel. If you sponge a blemish of your utensils with a mild detergent after each use, should never be burned or overcooked. These same cleaning procedures are recommended for the lighter weight cookware of porcelain enamel on steel.

Ceramic cookware

In performance, the many types of ceramic cookware vary from another. It is perfectly safe, for example, to bring a prepared sauce of glass-ceramic from the freezer directly to the oven. Some cookware warn against sudden changes of temperature. Some, but not all, ceramic pots go on an open flame on a range, as well as in the oven. A ceramic consensus seems to be that it is best it put on a glass or tamerate good idea. And some ceramic can go on a gas range should be set directly on electric burners. None, by the way, should be lowed to sit empty over high heat. (This is generally true for kinds of cookware.) The course is to read very carefully as far as manufacturers' instructions with every piece and by them to the letter, including the fine print.

The words "flameproof" or "ovenproof," incidentally, are synonymous. Flameproof means that the top of the range or in the oven, and while flameproof automatic cookware warn against sudden temperature changes. Some, but not all, ceramic can go on a gas range should be set directly on electric burners. None, by the way, should be lowed to sit empty over high heat. (This is generally true for kinds of cookware.) The course is to read very carefully as far as manufacturers' instructions with every piece and by them to the letter, including the fine print.

The words "flameproof" or "ovenproof," incidentally, are synonymous. Flameproof means that the top of the range or in the oven, and while flameproof automatic cookware warn against sudden temperature changes. Some, but not all, ceramic can go on a gas range should be set directly on electric burners. None, by the way, should be lowed to sit empty over high heat. (This is generally true for kinds of cookware.) The course is to read very carefully as far as manufacturers' instructions with every piece and by them to the letter, including the fine print.
The easiest color tuning ever:

new Admiral Color TV with
Color Sonar remote control!
Now, from across the
room, you merely push buttons
to turn set off or on, change
channels, adjust volume...
even have infinite control of color
intensity and tint! And you
do it easier and more accurately
than any other way. See it,
try it, on this new Admiral Color TV,
the Andante. Elegant
hand-finished cabinetry. Purest,
brightest picture you can buy.
Famous Admiral dependability
for long-life viewing. See Admiral
Color, from $350.
The first in a series on Museum Villages, living re-creations of America's heritage and history that have sprung up all over the country. Each has all the elements for a different, fascinating, and enlightening weekend excursion for the whole family.

THE FARMER'S MUSEUM

AT COOPERSTOWN, N.Y., MIRRORS

THE COUNTRY LIVING OF ANOTHER CENTURY

All it takes to make a country village is a few dwellings, a shop or two, a church, and perhaps a tavern along a road. Cooperstown, on New York's Otsego Lake, has several small structures (lawyer's and doctor offices, print shop) cluster between the old Farmer's Museum and the new (circa 1820) church.

A museum, by dictionary definition, is a place where objects of permanent interest in the arts and sciences are preserved. A village is a small aggregation of houses in the country. Put the two together and you have a museum village—a small aggregation of houses and objects of interest to the arts and sciences, in the country. The village at the Farmer's Museum at Cooperstown, N. Y., fits the definition perfectly. But it contributes as well something dictionaries fail to take account of—a sense of life. Life past; life present, if you have a lively sense of nostalgia; life future, if you sense the air of peace that settles with the dappled sunlight on the village street.

There is a fitting and proper museum by the shore of Otsego Lake at Cooperstown in a huge barn that once served an estate since...
The village is not, however, a restoration in any sense. It is a living community, rich in the history of the northern Catskill Mountains and the older valley. The museum consists of many complete exhibits, each comprising the tools, materials, and artifacts connected with a single craft or phase of rural life in the region a century and more ago. The harness shop, the smithy, the carriage shed, the locomotive’s offices, the general store, the toll worker’s bench, the cooper’s establishments, these are all arranged as they might have been in necessary use. Because they’re still working exhibits, their effect is simple, direct, and altogether absorbing.

Outside the museum barn and down the dirt road a piece, below the wooded hill and beneath great shade trees (not many), lies the village street. People lived here, you feel—not many, but enough. As you walk past the tavern, the small shops and offices, the general store, you glimpse the lovely image of the meeting house inverted in the still surface of the village pond—the church itself a second later, as you see the reflection first. (You don’t enter the church before passing the tavern, the small shops and offices, the general store, these are all near to the church—so your first glimpse of the meeting house.) The village street itself is a simple legend, a story.

The village is not, however, a restoration in any sense. It is a living community, rich in the history of the northern Catskill Mountains and the older valley. The museum consists of many complete exhibits, each comprising the tools, materials, and artifacts connected with a single craft or phase of rural life in the region a century and more ago. The harness shop, the smithy, the carriage shed, the locomotive’s offices, the general store, the toll worker’s bench, the cooper’s establishments, these are all arranged as they might have been in necessary use. Because they’re still working exhibits, their effect is simple, direct, and altogether absorbing.

Outside the museum barn and down the dirt road a piece, below the wooded hill and beneath great shade trees (not many), lies the village street. People lived here, you feel—not many, but enough. As you walk past the tavern, the small shops and offices, the general store, you glimpse the lovely image of the meeting house inverted in the still surface of the village pond—the church itself a second later, as you see the reflection first. (You don’t enter the church before passing the tavern, the small shops and offices, the general store, these are all near to the church—so your first glimpse of the meeting house.) The village street itself is a simple legend, a story.
Four Winds dining room in Desert Sun finish. Table $179, Chairs $59 each.*

Early American living room from the Cape Cod Collection. Sofa $289.*

The Diana Collection of luxurious Classic Designs. Sofa $399, Chair $189.*
Get your Kroehler dealer help work variations on a color

When you need just the right tones and shades for a decorating plan, you'll love the color choice available in Kroehler chair and sofa fabrics. There are hundreds of eye-catching Kroehler fabrics, each available in many different colors. So, if you know what you want, you're sure to find it at your Kroehler dealer's. If you don't know, he can help you find it. To help you, your Kroehler dealer has an imaginative and experienced staff. Talk to these people. Let them tell you their ideas. Or just give them a direction—they have the professional techniques to expand your preferences into a decorating plan. Go in, even if you're 'just looking.' Kroehler dealers encourage browsing.

You and Kroehler. You and the furniture more people joy living with than any other. Doesn't that make sense?

For the name of your nearest Kroehler dealer, look in the Yellow Pages under Furniture.

Modern Avant Designs. Sofa $249.*

Early American bedroom from the Cape Cod Collection. Cannon Ball Bed $129, Chest $169.*

*Suggested retail prices may vary slightly in different areas due to varying transportation costs and fabrics selected.
New York in the first half of the nineteenth century or before. The result is so convincing that you expect the friendly populace to greet you around the next turn. As a matter of fact, there is a friendly populace to greet you. The people who work there have the air of also living there, even though you know that after 5:30 when the entrance gates are closed, they all go separate ways to other homes.

Early of a crisp autumn morning, however, when the leaves of the maples are beginning to smolder before catching fire, and when the mists are rising from the big lake and the little pond, you become, however briefly, fellow inhabitants of a friendly and inhabited place.

You nip into the public room of the tavern to warm your fingers and exchange a civil word with the proprietor. You cross the way to the general store, half bowing to the inscrutable Indian on the loading platform as you enter. There, to be sure, the museum atmosphere threatens for a moment to close in on you, until the amiable man behind the cracker bars engages you in conversation. Then you simply shift gears and speed back in time (you are already there in place). You were afraid at first the store was going to be overstocked, as many such stores are likely to be. But it is not. Everything you see you could conceivably use or have used at one time or another.

Main Street is really the only street

Without lightening your purse, you move on down the street, stopping in at the lawyer's office (the lawyer later became a notable judge) and the print shop (the type cases and the smell of the ink and the presses and the journeyman in charge are all authentic; you know because years ago you worked as a printer's devil in a shop much like this—learned your type case, there, too, before you had gotten through the third reader). Feeling almost shamefully hale, you drop in at the doctor's office. He has just stepped out. But the door is on the latch and there is a cheerful fire in the iron stove in the front room. In back you find shelves of professional-looking tomes and many jars of herbs and simples (you know instinctively they must be herbs and simples). Then you recall that the doctor, more often than not in small villages of this sort, was his own apothecary. Indeed, there on the sunny window sill beside his desk are the unreplaceable fingers (now belong to the harness maker's?). Substituting for the irreplaceable fingers there is a heavy hook. Plain, serviceable, and unadorned, all the greater its authenticity. There, to be sure, the museum atmosphere threatens for a moment to close in on you, until the amiable man behind the cracker bars engages you in conversation. Then you simply shift gears and speed back in time (you are already there in place). You were afraid at first the store was going to be overstocked, as many such stores are likely to be. But it is not. Everything you see you could conceivably use or have used at one time or another.

Main Street is really the only street

Without lightening your purse, you move on down the street, stopping in at the lawyer's office (the lawyer later became a notable judge) and the print shop (the type cases and the smell of the ink and the presses and the journeyman in charge are all authentic; you know because years ago you worked as a printer's devil in a shop much like this—learned your type case, there, too, before you had gotten through the third reader). Feeling almost shamefully hale, you drop in at the doctor's office. He has just stepped out. But the door is on the latch and there is a cheerful fire in the iron stove in the front room. In back you find shelves of professional-looking tomes and many jars of herbs and simples (you know instinctively they must be herbs and simples). Then you recall that the doctor, more often than not in small villages of this sort, was his own apothecary. Indeed, there on the sunny window sill beside his desk are the unreplaceable fingers (now belong to the harness maker's?). Substituting for the irreplaceable fingers there is a heavy hook. Plain, serviceable, and unadorned, all the greater its authenticity.
Get out a key and scratch away up there. See? There goes the wood grain! Same sort of thing happens when you scratch ordinary print-grain panelings.

Sure they come at a nice low price. And they look fine when they're new. But scratch away the inks and what's left is a blank panel.

You deserve something better for your money. And now, for the same kind of money, you can get something better.

You can get new Weldwood® Duragard™ paneling.

In Duragard paneling, the grain patterns are underneath a tough, clear vinyl film that's bonded to the panel's surface. Dirt and scratches can't penetrate this barrier. You can always restore its original luster merely by spong­ing it with mild soap and water.

Like the others, Duragard costs less than $8.00 for a 4' x 8' panel. Like the others, it looks great when you buy it. But unlike the others, it keeps on looking great.

Give a look yourself, at your Weldwood Headquarters dealer's. He's listed in the Yellow Pages under "Plywood."

Magnified cross section shows Duragard's grain underneath vinyl.
THE FARMER'S MUSEUM continued from page 50

Many feet and many winters have left their mark on the farm, and the farm is a monument to the work of the past. The sun is warming in the sun now, but not rapidly enough. Besides, smoke rises at the top of the farmhouse chimney. You knock hesitantly and are hidden to enter, immediately to be greeted by warmth and the smell of fresh gingerbread. Not only the smell, but the thing itself—brown, friable, fresh from the big Dutch oven on the kitchen hearth. As you enter other rooms, you understand why your pleasant hostess wears a couple of bulky sweaters. The heat from the kitchen fire is only too central, and you half expect an icicle instead of a slow stream to emerge from the curving spring pipe in the pantry sink. And it seems not one whit incongruous to top off the motel breakfast with a chunk of fresh gingerbread in an eighteenth-century farm kitchen.

A donkey's bray and the gobble of turkeys draws your attention behind the house. In the fenced space between the house and the hill pasture you encounter hens, geese, ducks, and dog and cat or two, a pair of massive and impassive swine—and the so-innocent turkeys (Thanksgiving is still weeks away). The horses and cattle have come straight from the Ark, grouping themselves by two's up the slope. Now the sun is climbing above the ridgepole of the barn, and the animals stand quietly, inviting its warmth to their willing backs.

The museum village—an American institution

Elsewhere there are scores of similar small villages that capture the spirit of their own American past. Cooperstown contains but one, although there are other museums in the town (not the least the Baseball Museum) and in the Fenimore House one of the finest collections of Early American folk art anywhere. These re-creations of American life require only a little looking for off the important superhighways between here and there. Some are simple, like Cooperstown; some pretentious. Many of them are capable of filling a child's day, or a man's, with awareness and delight. From time to time we shall drop in on other villages.

Cooperstown, N.Y., lies southeast of Utica some 25 miles south and east of the Herkimer exit of the New York State Thruway (write Cooperstown Chamber of Commerce and check with your gasoline company's road map). As for the Museum itself, it lies just north of town on the west side of Otsego Lake. You can't miss it. Admission is nominal. It is open the year-round. There is a combined ticket for both the Farmer's and the Fenimore Museums, too. While you cannot get full-blown meals at the museums, you are only a hop, skip, and jump from half-a-dozen pleasant eating places, several good motels serving meals, and at least one good hotel.

For the newest ways for windows to look

Get this brand new book and learn how to create exciting personality at your windows. Whatever your color scheme or style of decor, scores of color illustrations will help you use these fresh window decorating ideas.

Written by Mary Davis Gillies, for years Decorating Editor of McCall's Magazine, THE ELEGANT WORLD OF WINDOW SHADES will make an important (and practical) addition to your decorating library.

Available at fine stores everywhere, or send coupon.
our centuries ago, furniture like this would have come castle-size.

This is Vizcaya. Adapted from 16th century palace furniture designs—scaled to a practical modern-day size. Touched with the splendor of Renaissance Italy. Rich with elaborate detailing. Hand-worked highlights dark Appalachian oak and fine ash burl veneers. New. But with a past. There are more than 50 pieces Vizcaya for your whole house. See it all, and our other collections in colorful brochures. Send 50¢ to Carolyn Langley, Dept. HG-367, American of Martinsville, Martinsville, Va.
Cottage...or castle?

Tasteful decorating must begin with a plan based primarily on the decor you prefer to live with, and the proper harmony of color and design to complement the basic type of room setting you choose. Rugs, carpets, wallpaper, draperies, upholstery, slipcovers and bedspreads must be expertly schemed in color, pattern and texture to achieve the total look. That's where Schumacher's can be of most help. All three categories...fabrics, carpets and wallpapers are available from Schumacher's, with an almost infinite variation of each, to make perfect coordination a relatively simple matter. In fact, we designed many as "go-togethers" to insure correctness. So, whether it's a cottage or a castle you happen to be scheming, it's smart to start with Schumacher's. Ask your decorator. F. Schumacher & Co., 58 W. 40th St., N.Y., N.Y. Showrooms: 939 3rd Ave., N.Y. (at 56th St.).
Pioneer Treasury makes entertaining just that much more fun.

It belongs. The distinctive styling of the Pioneer Treasury Collection belongs where there's fun and laughter and good things to eat! Here is Early American furniture that fits so comfortably into even the most elegant of contemporary settings. Notice the deeply sculptured panels . . . the solid turnings . . . the gracefully molded edges . . . and the rich glow of famous Temple-Stuart Rockport finish.

TEMPLE-STUART CO., BALDWINVILLE, MASS., DEPT. HG-610
Please send me your booklet showing the entire Pioneer Treasury Collection. Enclosed is 10¢.

Name
Address
City
State Zip

FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY" SEE HOUSE & GARDEN WHEREABOUTS, NEXT TO LAST PAGE.
What's new for living

Olympic Color TV StereoCenters!

This is color television so beautiful it belongs in your most beautiful room! You'll love the authentic fine furniture styling of these new Olympic "3-At-Once" Color StereoCenters, in your choice of French Provincial, Contemporary, Colonial, Danish Modern, Oriental... all crafted in exquisite cabinet woods. Open the sliding panels or tambour doors to the magnificent, big color picture. Lift the balanced lids to enjoy full range music from the 100 watt solid state FM Stereo/AM/FM radio and the high fidelity stereo phonograph. Choose the one StereoCenter that's just right for your room... beginning at $599.95.

EXCLUSIVE "3-AT-ONE"...

Lets you enjoy color tv, radio and phonograph at the same time, in 3 separate rooms! Play stereo radio or stereo phonograph in 2 rooms at once! Rapid-On picture and sound come on in seconds. Olympic's unique ColorGlide "rainbow" guides accurate, easy tuning. The exclusive Olympic Sound Control Center gives you pushbutton control of the balanced 8-speaker system, and of remote speakers too!

For free color brochure, name of nearest dealer, write: Olympic, 34-13 38th Ave., Long Island City, N. Y. 11101

from the space age laboratories of

Olympic

LEAR SIEGLER, INC. / OLYMPIC RADIO & TELEVISION DIVISION

BUILT-IN IMPROVEMENTS IN RANGES AND OVENS that go long way toward squashing the old "slaving over a hot stove" cliché

- A new electric range has its own built-in ventilator that eliminates the need for an overhead fan. Centered between the four surface cooking elements is a long narrow grill under which a fan and filter are mounted. When turned on they pull excess heat and cooking vapors through the grill and outdoors via a floor duct. Another convenience: the height of the surface cooking elements is not limited to Low Medium, etc.; you can set them for any degree between 0 and High. By Jenn-Air Space Corporation, 3035 Shadeland Indianapolis, Ind., 46226.

- The first self-cleaning gas oven, recently introduced, has safety advantage over its electric counterpart: an air stream introduced throughout the cleaning cycle, eliminates all possibility of explosion. The self-cleaning process takes two hours, during which time the oven heats to between 875 and 1,000 degrees, reducing caked-on food particles and stains to a loose, dry ash film. Clean-A-Matic ovens are available in either the "Manor House" or "Town House" ranges. By Modern Maid, Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn., 37401.

WRISTWATCH TRANSMITTER with which you can send vocal or signal instructions to any nearby AM-FM radio or a special pocket size receiver. This, clearly, is for the man-on-the-move who has to communicate with his staff—maybe a scoutmaster on a hike, or father at the zoo. This jet-age version of the walkie-talkie measures only 1½-by-2-inches is constructed with the new mini-circuits and mini-batteries, and equipped with a telescopic antenna to ensure good transmission $375. Soon the maker plans to introduce a two-way watch transmitter/receiver. (Shades of Dick Tracy!) By Contintental Telephone Supply Co., Inc., 17 West 46th Street, New York N. Y., 10036.

OFF-BEAT COMBINATIONS OF PRINTS, a current decorating trend. Sometimes it is a matter of quantity rather than mixture—i.e., one pattern used to cover everything from the sofa and the walls to the lamp shades. Sometimes several different prints are used in juxtaposition. Or sometimes a single pattern is used throughout the house, varying the colorings from room to room, or even a single pattern in different colorings in the same room.

ENTREE TO ROME'S MAJOR CHRISTIAN MONUMENTS, a service the Foyer Unitas offers to non-Catholic visitors to The Eternal City. This private organization, founded by a Dutch priest, is housed in a Renaissance palace on the Piazza Navona. Upon your arrival in Rome they will arrange tours of historic places normally inaccessible because of red tape such as the Vatican Palace (including the Pauline Chapel in the Papal Apartment where Michelangelo's last two paintings hang); the excavations under St. Peter's; outstanding Renaissance palaces. Their guides are multilingual and well qualified to impart the history and lore of Rome. If you are lucky, you might even be able to arrange for lodging at the Foyer's headquarters in the Piazza Navona. For further information, write to: Foyer Unitas, Via di S. Maria dell'Anima 30, Rome, Italy.
Linen? or Cotton?

Do it with either, but definitely do it with Kirsch.

IDEAS UNLIMITED!
Get this wonderful best selling guide to window beauty. Shows 77 lovely rooms in full color. Over 125 other decorating ideas. Full of “how to” shortcuts on curtain and drapery making. 50¢ from your dealer or Kirsch.

Kirsch Company
Dept. K-367, Sturgis, Michigan 49091
Please rush my copy of “How to Make Your Windows Beautiful.” I enclose 50¢.

NAME__________________________
ADDRESS________________________
CITY_____________STATE_____________

(Street regulations require zip code)
Replicas of rare furniture treasures made exclusively by Kittinger for those who enjoy fine craftsmanship and design.

for a room marked

Personal

WHEN IN ROME

Do as one experienced resident does and visit two out-of-the-way places that capture the spirit and exuberant vitality of Italian life

BY WILLIAM WEAVER

EDITOR'S NOTE: William Weaver, an American writer, translator, and music critic who calls Rome home, has a special interest in the bygones to be found at the local flea market—he is busy remodeling an old Tuscan farmhouse.

I consider myself—like so many Greeks and Gauls and Huns before me—an adopted Roman. I first saw Rome on a lead-gray, drizzly evening in the fall of 1947. Even in the ill-lighted, melancholy atmosphere of that post-war period I fell in love promptly and permanently with the city and have lived there almost ever since.

Being a Roman obviously has its pleasant side, but there are also drawbacks or, shall we say, responsibilities. The chief of these is the visiting Friend and, even more frequent, the visiting Friend-of-a-Friend. The phone rings and I'm asked the best place to buy gloves, the Italian word for toothpaste, the right price for a hand-embroidered blouse, and where you can get a Volkswagen serviced quickly. Over the years I've learned most of the answers, and if I don't know them, I invent them. Friends-of-Friends seldom demand more.

But with real friends, or with the rich maiden aunt, or with the publisher, I'm expected to go a bit further. I'm often asked for a private, personally conducted tour.

Now I always feel that something really great never falls. I'm always willing to take a stroll in the Forum, fight the crowds in the Sistine Chapel, watch the sunset from the Belvedere of the Pincian Hill. But I do get tired of trying to drive my car through Roman traffic and trying to park in the center of town, where the only kind of car you can park would be a Tinker Toy. So when the friend of the rich aunt or the publisher leaves the choice up to me, my tastes tend to include several places on the outskirts of the city. I have two special favorites.

One of these is the E.U.R., a stark, modern suburb between Rome and the sea. There are some ugly Fascist buildings (the whole area was originally chosen by Mussolini as the site for a big world's fair to be held in the 1940's; for obvious reasons it never came off) but there are also some handsome...
Do you honestly feel that plain color all-to-wall expresses the real you?

...we see you differently. Alexander Smith, of all as anything against plain make beautiful ones. curious. patterned carpets are all fun.

puts your personality into it, as effectively as the picture and odd pieces you fun tracking down.

this room, for example. it with plain carpet. it lose? Patterned car-

the whole room together, to life with a bold, unex-

Now imagine pattern in your own bed-

Or if you start fresh with one of the patterned carpets from Alex-

and Smith's Designer Gallery Collection—at only $11.95 sq. yd. —you open up untold possibilities.

**Pattern with pattern doubles the excitement.**

Just keep your different patterns in the same color family, though you may use a variety of textures. Here, our Designer Gallery carpet (in the "Sylvan Glen" pattern) sets the mood with many greens—rich, vibrant, yet invitingly restful. The chair and small pieces pick up the twinkle of blue from the carpet. The bedspread, in subtler shades, is the one large scale design you can allow yourself.

**Balance patterns with plain areas.** Air, sunlight, whites and fresh pale tones provide contrast, the better to show off the patterns.

**Use what you really like.** You're expressing the real you, remember? Try out swatches of all patterns, and trust your eye.

**Acrilan® makes pattern more practical.**

Every beautiful Designer Gallery carpet is densely woven of Acrilan acrylic pile to give it the easy cleanability, extraordinary durability and vibrant coloration patterned carpets never had before.

**Ask for a little advice.** We've prepared a booklet to show you how Alexander Smith patterned carpets are exciting with every decorating style, from Rural English to Modern.

Drop a note to Alexander Smith, 295 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10016, and ask for our patterned carpet booklet.
constructions by Pier Luigi Nervi made for the Roman Olympics of 1960, and some museums. The Museum of Roman Civilization contains plaster casts of Roman art, and scale models of Roman buildings from all over the world, here arranged according to themes like “Medicine,” “The Family,” “The Arts.” Particularly fascinating is the large plaster scale model of Rome at the height of the Empire. You look down on it from a kind of balcony, and the sport is trying to figure out where the Hotel Excelsior would be.

Even more fun is the Museo Nazionale delle Arti e Tradizioni Popolari (I translate all this simply as “the folklore museum”). Here, side-by-side, you find an engaging collection of odds and ends, true works of art and wonderful junk, which give you an idea of Italy’s varied and continuing folk tradition. On the ground floor, as you come in, you see various intricately carved farm wagons and cars. Then you go on to lighted glass-windowed cases containing three-dimensional miniature reconstructions of popular festa of the past: a tournament in Piazza Navona, a regatta in Venice, races and football games of many centuries ago.

Upstairs is the museum proper. A first section is devoted to the “cycle of the year”: an elaborate Neapolitan eighteenth-century creche (Christmas); Commedia dell’arte figures in traditional costumes (Carnival); woven palm fronds in elaborate designs (Easter). Then comes the “Cycle of Human Life”: embroidered hands with which Italian children were wrapped in pre-diaper days, with mottoes like Gioia Mia and Caro Mio Bambino woven into them; traditional gifts of girls to their betrothed (handkerchiefs with embroidered mottoes: “When you wipe the sweat from your brow, think of my love”); costumed manikins in wedding processions; and various prints and objects of a funereal nature.

Sample rooms, carefully reconstructed, display all sorts of traditional objects: carved wooden butter molds; ceramic pots, candlesticks, and wine jugs; handwoven rugs; carved dowry chests; copper kitchen utensils; even amulets and talismans against everything from the evil eye to body lice. For the casual visitor to Italy, who is unlikely to get out of the big cities, a visit to this Museum is a quick and easy way to comprehend a whole area of Italian life (which still continues like this in rural localities) that he would never see otherwise.

Some of the folk-art objects—the candlesticks and the pots and jugs—turn up, and can be bought, at my second favorite out-of-the-way place for visiting friends. This is Porta Portese, the Roman version of the flea market, in the southern part of the city, not far...
For a bedroom as fresh as the first morning sun—
just ask for the Thomasville look

For "WHERE YOU CAN BUY" SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE.
from the Tiber.

Officially, the market at Porta Portese is open only on Sunday mornings, but in the last few years some of the more adventurous vendors (those who come up from Naples with truckloads of wares) have taken to setting out their array of merchandise late Saturday nights, and for the real habitués (including some of Rome’s best-known antique dealers) this is the time to pay the market a visit. It has become the smart thing, after the movies or the opera, to go out to Porta Portese. In winter, it is an especially dramatic sight. Trucks are lined up on either side of a broad, deserted street. In cold weather, the vendors huddle in the cars or collect around bonfires on the sidewalks. And the shoppers, many in evening dress, peer down at the objects, trying to tell real from fake by the light of the fire or—the more foresighted—by the glaring beam of a flashlight.

On Saturday night only antiques (some perhaps no more than a week old) are on sale, but at the Sunday market you can buy anything from a spare part for your car to a live puppy (“genuine German shepherd”). The old-clothes market also does a blooming trade, and you see G.I. items discarded—or traded for rings—by some departing dogface twenty years ago.

In the daytime, the market is much vaster and much more crowded, especially in spring and summer. Then it takes on the mood of a country fair in rural America. Card-sharper try to inveigle you into the old shell game. A one-man band or a fire-eater occasionally turns up. And you can buy ice cream and cola as well as the traditional refreshments of the Italian poor like sweet olives, lupines, salted watermelon seeds, and strips of fresh coconut.

The flea market must cover something like twenty-five blocks of sidewalk (traffic is diverted on Sundays), and these are divided into sections and departments as carefully as if this were Macy’s. But the various sections are punctuated by record stands, blaring the latest pop singers. The voice of Italy’s teen-age idol is likely to be heard in at least half-a-dozen places at once, singing different songs—a weird echo effect. These records, mingling with the transistor radios of the ambulant vendors, form the acoustical background of the market, embelleshed by cries of barkers and babbies, irritated voices of buyers haggling with sellers, or husbands arguing with wives (“I won’t have that in my house!”)

Every regular Porta-Portese-giver has his favorite bargain story. An elderly lady, a distinguished member of Rome’s British colony, claims to have found a Rubens there. It may not be a Rubens, but it’s a nice picture and a good buy. Other tales are even less credible, but there are some I can vouch for.

A friend bought a handsome French Empire ormolu-and-biscuit clock for $15 and has refused $150 for it. Running through a pile of old books, I found a rare first edition of the piano score of Verdi’s Aroldo. It cost me $1.50, and it sells—when it can be found—for about $75. An antique dealer I know won’t tell me exactly what he paid for a stupendous fourteenth-century copper cross with gold and silver ornamentation, but it was under $200. He’s asking around $5,000.

These, of course, are the exceptions, the windfalls, and they never happen when you’re taking a friend who’s in Rome just for a few days. However, the friends I’ve steered to Porta Portese have often come away with attractive and cheap purchases, useful objects or simply curiosities. Colorful earthware jugs from Porta Portese are now lamp bases in a friend’s London apartment. All sorts of majolica plates, candlesticks, ewers, tall gilded wooden candlesticks from old churches, cleverly faked Etruscan pots, painted panels from Sicilian orts, old bottles in the form of busts of Caribaldi and King Victor Emmanuel II are the kind of things to be found every Sunday and they make appreciated presents.

It is hard to establish rules for haggling, but haggle you must. If the seller won’t make an offer, then force him into it by offering any ridiculously low sum. Then offer half of the sum he names first. Compromise somewhere in between. Some of the Neapolitan vendors speak a wartime G.I. brand of pidgin English. But the best course is to take along an Italian or an Italian-speaking friend as interpreter. I’m in the phone book, but I am just about to leave town for an extended trip.
people who know...buy Bigelow

Sink back on the soft luxury of handsome Doerton® tweed. Resilient 100% Bigelow Approved acrylic: Acrilan® pile. Shown in Poppy Red. 14 other crystal-clear colorations.

One reason you can buy a Bigelow with confidence is that, unlike many carpet companies, we make and dye our own yarns... from fibers we first torture-test a dozen ways.
Fashion's in the kitchen with Cannon

Scoop the cream of Royal Family fashion with the new and stunning jacquards. Softly carved, woven patterns that reverse themselves to make two looks instead of one. In deep-drinking cotton terrycloth; just one group fills a cupboard full of fresh new Cannon towels and accessories for your kitchen. Cannon Mills, Inc., N. Y. 10
There is no such thing as an all-purpose hanger, any more than there is an all-purpose fabric for your entire wardrobe. Furs, chiffons, knits, suedes, dresses with wide necks or shoulders, thick tweeds all need hangers of a special kind, or else day-by-day storage will constitute a wear and tear ranging from temporary wrinkles to permanent sags.

Charles Kleihacker, the custom couturier, says the sooner you get the cleaner’s bags off your clothes the better, as the bags press them and make folds. For most clothes, especially dresses, sleeves, Mr. Kleihacker favors heavily padded or lined hangers, slightly curved. He thinks it is unfortunate that many people ignore or even remove the loops that are sewn inside the shoulders or at the waistline. They should be, he says, with a plastic hanger that is slotted to hold the waist loops are often put in evening dresses, so that you hang them with the bodice turned inside out.

For a heavily pleated skirt, Mr. Kleihacker likes a trouser hanger that grips the whole waistband. He also recommends a fabric cover over the shoulders of dresses, jackets to keep dust from settling on the top, thinks tissue paper (Continued on the next page)

Every good fur coat deserves a hanger with really wide shoulders to preserve its shape and a long hook to keep space between the collar and the closet pole. This fat black plastic hanger would be good for a fur-collared coat, too. $1.39, Altman’s.

Create a gracious, restful place for dining . . . filled with the hospitable warmth of Colonial days. Keller OLD CAPITOL II Early American dining furniture recaptures the quiet charm and relaxed comfort of a bygone age, and makes it entirely practical for your modern way of life. OLD CAPITOL II is Solid Hard Rock Maple with a deep, rich finish . . . protected with plasticized lacquer and exclusive Armor-Gard plastic tops; tops that resist spills, drips — even burns. And OLD CAPITOL II is open stock, so you can order additional pieces whenever you like.

See OLD CAPITOL II . . . and DIMENSION Y Modern, new ENSENADA Mediterranean and Italian Classic MODENA . . . at the Keller dealer near you. And be sure to write for free “Decorator Tips.”

KELLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
HG-367 Corydon, Indiana

“A Major Manufacturer of Fine Dining Furniture”

FOR “WHERE YOU CAN BUY” SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE.
If spots are a problem with your dishwasher...

put new fortified Electrasol into it!

(All problems should be so easy!)

“No spots, no film!” reported women from coast to coast. New fortified Electrasol was tested under varying degrees of water hardness, in homes throughout the country. Results proved that Electrasol, now fortified with special water softeners, is the most effective dishwasher detergent you can buy!

No wonder it's recommended by every leading dishwasher manufacturer.

Try new Electrasol—by the world's largest maker of dishwasher detergents.

Get all you want out of your dishwasher...

put fortified Electrasol into it!
Pamela was born with an Oneida spoon in her mouth. Pamela's mother always had sterling by Oneida. So Pamela just naturally grew up with a taste for the delicious things in life.

She chose “First Frost” for herself, from Oneida’s Heirloom® Sterling collection. (That’s it, above, $36.50 per four-piece place setting.) She out-and-out adored the elegant swirl of the handle. The delicate beauty of the leaves against the textured background. The rightness of the weight and balance.

Whatever your taste in sterling, silverplate and stainless, it’s likely that Oneida Silversmiths makes something you’ll want to own. (And want your daughter to be born with.)

Patterns, left to right: Vivant, Damask Rose, Grandeur, Belle Rose; $34 per four-piece place setting.
HANGERS
continued from page 68

Two useful new hangers are especially designed to keep certain kinds of dresses from sliding to the floor: a painted plastic hanger has turned-up ends for evening gowns or other shoulder-strap dresses, Tsc.; a clear plastic hanger has clips to clamp wide-neck dresses. Four $5. Henry Hanger.

wooden hangers with long center poles to help her reach the rod. For skirts, she uses a wooden hanger with clips.

Many plastic hangers are also notched or shaped for narrow shoulder straps of sleeveless dresses, but very wide-necked dresses present another problem and can easily land on the floor with wear. It is against plastic-bag storage for any suede or leather garments also against plastic-bag storage for any suede or leather garments. Bonnie Cashin, who uses so much leather in designing her shoulder-straps of sleeveless dresses, but very wide-shoulder-strap dresses. The a clear painted plastic hanger has turned-up dresses for evening gowns or other high shoulders. It can take tempera

cation (to avoid scratches, preferably with the pieces not touching (to avoid scratches, dents, or chipping).

One satisfactory and decorative way to keep pots, pans, and skillets is to hang them on the wall or even from the ceiling. Special hanging racks and hooks made for this purpose are available in most household departments and kitchen specialty shops, as are hand-made reproductions of old French and Spanish equipment. There are also interesting old racks and hooks to be found—or improvised—by the eagle-eyed antique hunter.

Tiered standing racks of wrought iron or aluminum make good show-off storage for pretty utensils, as do open shelves. Sel-dom-used pieces such as big party casseroles, soufflés, and seasonal dishes or those for special-occasion cooking can be stored on high shelves or even, if necessary, elsewhere than in the kitchen.
What did Mother give her for her 49th birthday?

The gift of music. She gave her a Yamaha piano. One of the world's finest instruments—from the world's largest manufacturer of pianos.

Plan for your child's 49th birthday. Give a Yamaha.
Send Ring Size

Yellow Gold Plate $6.00

platinum-like Silver $7.00

RING: Rhodium plated strands of silk.

Frond of the art of exquisitely delicate design from Thailand

Lace-like Beauty and intricate

Plated platinum-like Silver $7.00

BRACELET: In Yellow Gold Plate or Rhodium

Black, magenta & bone or

Orange & white, bone &

heel, village square toe.

sling made in Italy with

A new classic. Our two-tone

$7.00.

SPECIAL EUROPEAN ART PURCHASE

Braulifiilly framed in RUbly Grained

Aujfrfa, Belgium

Walnut Finish Hardwood

Allblack calf.

delicate strap, quadrant

AMERICAN CRAFT

Pegged and slotted

In a timely inspiration: this heirloom kitchen clock has its same famous flower pattern while background. Made of pine, 14k gold: sham $19.95; clover, $23.95. Ppd. loge free. Send 10c hand Charm & Treasure, HG3, Ave. of Americas, N.Y. 10039

Floral fantasy

"Flower Arranging Made Easy" features 44 arrangements for month of the year, holidays, terpieces, tables, windows, hanging baskets. Explained step by step and illustrated in full on 48 pages include triangle, square, round, traditional, crescent, arch shapes. 50c ppd. Farley Publishing Co., HG3, 15 E. St., N. Y. 10010

Diogenes' find

Rechargeable, battery operated lantern with 7000 candle power has a beam that may be focused for 10 miles. All that and it floods too! Perfect lantern for hunt skin-divers, campers - hikers. Black high-impact plastic case, 10" h., 6" w. $19.95 plus 50c post. A Man's World, H Flushing, N. Y. 11352

Clock watchers

Time was when only Grandmorn's cherished china was decorated with the clover pattern. Not any more! Now, at a timely inspiration: this beautiful crystal kitchen clock has its same famous flower pattern on white background. Made of styrene. 6" sq. U. L. approved 50c. Charm $4.95 plus 35c post. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 103-61 Peoria, Ill. 61601.
affted in Poland

Roman, Poland the art of carving and painting eggs is passed on through the generations. The eggs are carved from wood by the women and then painted by the women. The colors are rich and glowing, and the designs unique and ornate. Eggs are 2-3" long and designs are all different. $2.50 for 25 ea.; 2, $6.25. Add 50c postage. Either way, a most unusual look for your table.

once show-off

This sconce is a beauty to use for playing a plate of caviar on any occasion. It hangs from a brass ring on the wall. Grip for holding plates adjustable for different sizes. Once can be set on table or mantel as well as hang at the wall. 25 ea.: 2, $6.25. Add 50c postage. American Trader, HG37, 543, Norwicht, Vt. 05655.

skillet bookends

They are a perfect companion to the frying pan pluck your favorite cookbook, replace it for dinner on the kitchen counter, the breakfast shelf. Heavy black cast iron skillets have sturdy lids to hold several volumes, 7" h. overall. $2.58 the pair. Decorative in every American kitchen! Breck's of Boston, 5 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02110.

retty plug-in

Electric bwemaster, decorated in the beloved moss rose pattern sparkling white makes 4 full ga's of coffee in only 3 minutes. The pot is 6" high and is equipped with a 5' long cord. Plug it into any AC outlet. Use it for tea or soup, too. $1.98 ppd. Gracious living, Dept. 1063, Berkeley, R. I. 0664.

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund. Please include Zip Code.

In the elegant manner . . .

FEATHER SHELF

The traditional three feathers are used to create this eye-catching shelf. Use it to enhance the beauty of a figurine. Floral piece or plant in your living room, dining room or bedroom. Reinforced Hydrocal, 10½" w. x 10½" h. x 2½" d. Made by the beloved moss rose pattern in gold electro-plate: 50-pc. 49.99 74-pc. 74.99

New Bambu! Choose it in Stainless or Gold Electro-Plate!

Choose Bambu. As you like it. In satin-finish stainless or gold electro-plated. Either way, a most unusual look for your table. 50-pc. service for 8 includes: 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner knives, 8 soup spoons, 8 salad forks, 16 teaspoons, 2 serving pieces. Money back guarantee within ten days. Shipped postpaid.

50-pc. service for 8... $24.99
74-pc. for 12... $36.99
In gold electro-plated... $50-pc. 68.99 74-pc. 74.99

fortunoff's

Dept. HS-3, Box 145, Westbury, N. Y. 11590

FEATHER SHELF

At the top: A rare value at $4.98 postpaid. The secret of truly fabulous oriental cuisine lies within the 12" diameter of our handmade, heavy steel Wok. The Wok is specially constructed to tender-cook meat or fish, yet keeps vegetables fresh and crisp. Just add a little oil to the bottom of the pan as the food begins to brown, while it seizes the best of authentic oriental cooking. Oil drains down, leaving only the succulent full flavor of gourmet cooking. Comes complete with ring stand, so cooking can be done on any flame burner.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

For $14.95 ppd. Add $1.00 for Gold Finish

HERITAGE HOUSE

Dept. HG-3, Box 265, Wallingford, Penn. 19086

CENTURY CENTERPIECE

Authentic Oriental Wok

The secret of truly fabulous oriental cuisine lies within the 12" diameter of our handmade, heavy steel Wok. The Wok is specially constructed for tender-cook meat or fish, yet keeps vegetables fresh and crisp. Just add a little oil to the bottom of the pan as the food begins to brown, while it seizes the best of authentic oriental cooking. Oil drains down, leaving only the succulent full flavor of gourmet cooking. Comes complete with ring stand, so cooking can be done on any flame burner.

A rare value at $7.98 postpaid including fabulous oriental recipes. (For $14.50, ppd.)

Mail orders filled promptly.

Money-back guarantee.

COLONIAL GARDEN

Dept. HG-3, Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582

PROFESSIONAL PEN & INK

DRAWING OF YOUR HOME

Send snapshot of your home or boat—we will draw a beautiful black and white sketch in rich detail—please it on elegant cocktail napkins. Your photo returned unharmed.

Send snapshot of your home or boat—we will draw a beautiful black and white sketch in rich detail—print it on elegant cocktail napkins. Your photo returned unharmed.

Sorry, No C.O.D.'s

A (1) 5 % Sales Tax • Hurrri Co COD's

B (3) Bambu, As you like It. In satin-flush stainless or gold electro-plate. Either way, a most unusual look for your table. 50-pc. service for 8 includes: 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner knives, 8 soup spoons, 8 salad forks, 16 teaspoons, 2 serving pieces. Money back guarantee within ten days. Shipped postpaid.

50-pc. service for 8... $24.99
74-pc. for 12... $36.99
In gold electro-plated... $50-pc. 68.99 74-pc. 74.99

fortunoff's

Dept. HS-3, Box 145, Westbury, N. Y. 11590

THE SECRET OF

EASY, GOURMET COOKING

20-PIECE SET

$4.95

24-PIECE SET

$11.95

CHINA

20-PIECE SET consists of 4 troughs, 4 chafers, 17½" x 10½" x 2½" h., with cover, $2.95 ppd. 20-PIECE SET pictured at top of page consists of 4 troughs, 4 chafers, 6 utensils, 2 sets of 4 bowls or 2 sets of 4 plates, $14.95 ppd. Add $2.00 for Gold Electro-Plate.

In gold electro-plate: 50-pc. 49.99 74-pc. 74.99

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

For $24.99 ppd. Add $1.00 for Gold Finish

EDWARD H. ZIFF Importer

Dept. HG37, Merchandise Mart
P. O. Box 3072, Chicago, Ill. 60604

Blue Onion Enamelware

TEA KETTLE $3.95

Superb quality at tiny prices. Porcelain enamel steel with Titanium white and off-white Delft Blue trim. Sauce pans: 1 qt. $1.95, 1½ qt. $2.25, 2 qt. $2.95, with cover, $3.75. Grated Windsor Pots: 3 qt. $2.95, 4 qt. $3.25, 5 qt. $3.95. 4 cup Tea Kettle, $3.50.

6 CUP PERCOLATOR $3.25

1½qt. DOUBLE BOILER $3.25

And save 20% on each purchase

Edwards No. 600’s

Send for FREE CATALOG

Heritage House

Dept. HG37, Wallingford, Penn. 19086
Big demand everywhere. Very few know how coats, dresses and upholstery—all fabrics—tears DISAPPEAR like magic from suits, and how business comes to you. Get answers send name on coupon. We'll tell you what it means in pleasant spare time home work OK takes to become an expert Invisible Reweaver with no materials to buy. If you'd like to make $5.00 jobs can be done in a half hour. The cleaners, stores will send customers to you. Most modern FABRICON Method easy to learn, easy to do. Your income is all profit because there are no materials to buy. If you would like to make good money in pleasant spare time home work send name on coupon. We'll tell you what it takes to become an expert Invisible Reweaver and how business comes to you. Get answers to all questions FREE. No salesman will call. All information will be mailed to you promptly.

FABRICON CO., 1555 Howard St.
Dept. 452, Chicago 60636
FAX: 1-800-555-1212

Learn Invisible Mending
Work at home and Make $240.00 A Month

ON SALE—Limited Supply!

AMAZING DEVICE FOR CRACKING ICE!

Now—crack ice so fast you won’t believe your eyes. One or two light taps crack an ice cube to bits without effort. It’s the action of the vibrator-handle that does the trick. The ice doesn’t scatter. No jabbing. No pounding. No skill required. Money-back guarantee. Gift-boxed, only $1.00 at gift shops and department stores, or post-paid from nearest stockist. WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG OF UNUSUAL ITEMS.

HUNT GALLERIES, INC.
9-3, 3023 Crane Dr., Ft. Church., Va. 22042

FOR CRYING OUT LOUD

CHARMING EYEGL

For bed or reading table, this Venetian optical stand. Feel dozing? Just drop your glasses to the safety of soft fleece lin 5"h. Brown leather case, nacre colored frames, or black with (specify). $5.50 each, 25c post. See catalogue. Sleepy Hollow G HG3, 3023 Crane Dr., F Church., Va. 22042

FOLDAWAY FLATTERER

Sports hat for all seasons is ideal traveling companion. It lined with peloon, rolls up carrying. Snap, out it comes in shape. Green one side, 8 bri colored gosiers on the other. Puts up for trees, score card. One fits all. For men or women. W proof, tool! $2.95 pp. Deer F HG3, Flushing, N. Y. 11352

INTRODUCING

Presidents and First Lady Se Souvenir Bronze Medals with plastic boxes. Kennedys, Eisenhowers, Johnsons, Washingtons, Lincolns, F. Roosevelts, Wilsons, Trumad Madison, Gants, Jefferson Hovers, John and John Adams, Jacksons, Mount. $1.50 each; 4, $5.75; 8, $10. Ppd. World Treasures, Box 105 Penn Hills, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15210

PROBLEMS OF LENGTH?

Six inches can be added to a mress by using a bed extender, has adjustable pads which adjusts to any matter thickness. Gives tall people better comfort. Side rails to extend works on bed frames also available. TV bed extender, $8.55; double bed $10.55; full bed $7.55; queen size, $15.95. Better Sleep, HG3, New Providence, N. J. 07974

PROSPEROUS KITTY

The Aztec cat of prosperity, looking healthy, wealthy and wise, handmade in Mexico by Indi potters. Fashioned from clay the primitive method used for centuries and shaped with a wood padded, this carry cat has been painted in muted tones. 6" lo and 4" high. $3.95 postpaid. I ported by Gerard, HG3, 353 5th St., New York 10022.

The unexpected photos at the left prove tively that you too can remove any king of marks from marble easily, quickly and properly with the original Marble Ring Remover. Complete kit contains a gene supply of Marble Ring Remover, a s applicator and a can of our exclusive, sp polish to give your marble a lustrous, per finish. All for only $5.50. Add 50c W. of 's shipping. Write for Catalogue. International Marble Cleaning Dept. NG. 9 Wyckoff Ave., Bklyn., N. Y. 11322

THE RETURN OF THE BONEYAR

The return of the Boneyard. A pet cemetery for pets—dogs, cats, rats, and other creatures. The original marble Ring Remover and polishing kit is a must for all pet owners. The return of the Boneyard is a pet cemetery for pets—dogs, cats, rats, and other creatures. The return of the Boneyard is a pet cemetery for pets—dogs, cats, rats, and other creatures.
There Are 180 Coats of Arms Shown Above... There Are 480,000 More in The Sanson Institute Files!

Coat of Arms Research Report & Drawing

A Special Heraldic Service Available To All

The Sanson Institute's private heraldic library contains the coat of arms records of almost one half million names representing more than twenty European countries. Our research staff investigates and hand paints the arms on record. If you wish you may order your own or any name for complete arms research and report. You receive a document of the findings of the research which includes the heraldic wording of the arms, the source of reference, also a drawing indicating colors and illustrating the charges on the field. Supplementary material outlines the symbolic meanings of the elements found on the coat of arms. This research service is included with every merchandise order. If, however, you wish to have a Research Report and drawing of the arms prior to ordering you may request this service and a completed report will be mailed to you. For this service there is a fee of $5.00 ($2.00 of which is deducted on any future order). Please allow us four weeks for delivery. You may consider your wife's name, special clients or friends' names for this research for a later gift order.

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for any order.

There Are 480,000 More in The Sanson Institute Files!

Coat of Arms Research Report & Drawing

A Special Heraldic Service Available To All

The Sanson Institute's private heraldic library contains the coat of arms records of almost one half million names representing more than twenty European countries. Our research staff investigates and hand paints the arms on record. If you wish you may order your own or any name for complete arms research and report. You receive a document of the findings of the research which includes the heraldic wording of the arms, the source of reference, also a drawing indicating colors and illustrating the charges on the field. Supplementary material outlines the symbolic meanings of the elements found on the coat of arms. This research service is included with every merchandise order. If, however, you wish to have a Research Report and drawing of the arms prior to ordering you may request this service and a completed report will be mailed to you. For this service there is a fee of $5.00 ($2.00 of which is deducted on any future order). Please allow us four weeks for delivery. You may consider your wife's name, special clients or friends' names for this research for a later gift order.

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for any order.

$5 COMPLETE ARMS REPORT & DRAWING.

Coat of Arms
Paintings
Matted and Framed
$18.50

Framed Embroidered Arms 11"x14" with Re-Drawn Family Name
and Heraldic Wording
$51.80

Framed Embroidered Arms 11"x14" with Research Report
$51.80

Choice of Gold or Silver Embroidery

BLAZER
SPORT COATS

Hand Embroidered Coats of Arms for BLAZER SPORT COATS

Your name is researched and the coat of arms documented, approved and beautifully embroidered in the recorded colors by our heraldic artists. The embroidered arms is easily applied to the gentleman's blazer jacket pocket or to woman's ski and sport fogs. Research portfolio and reference source included with each order. Styla G. Each $12.50 (3 for $37, 6 for $56) These prices do not include special orders or quantity lots.

SANSON INSTITUTE OF HERALDRY

263 Summer St., Dept. HG27
Boston, MA 02114

ADDRESS
CITY STATE

Family Name

TOTAL ORDER $

DISCOUNTS

C.O.D. ADD 75c.

Shipping

1967

Please Allow 4 to 6 weeks for any order.
Shopping Around

Alway in season
Confucius say “Simple good thing always in style.” He must have seen these graceful Four Seasons plaques. Spring cherry blossom, summer lotus, autumn chrysanthemums, winter bamboo—all wrought iron designs. Hand painted in black and gold; wool 21½" h, 8" w. Set of 9 $9.90 plus 50c post. Foster Ho. Dept. 105-2828, Peoria, Ill. 61602

Miniature computer
You, too, can have an electric brain at your command with a miniature computer. It adds, subtracts, memories, does mis-countdowns, satellite re-entry, uses your bank account and is spiffy. With comprehensive instruction booklet. Excellent educational gift for kids. $5.95. Gerard, HG3, 333 East 50th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.

Terry mates
Do your Tarzan and Jane, if you will, and live happily after you shopped in our 1000 square foot Territorial. The thirfty white traveling with casual snap closures comes in one size, solving suits-all size for men. For the ladies, S (8-10), M (12-14), L (16-20). Tarzan’s with toss $2.98; Jane’s with monogram $3.98. Add 34c post. Lang’s, 18th St. E., 28 Mages, Stamford, Conn. 06901

Look like a goddess
Diana is noted for her arch and so is the Diana shoe. Her good looks and long-wearing forte. Size assures perfect fit. By call: black, grey, white, brown, milk with chocolate, blue with milk, navy with light blue AAAA to EE 10½ to 12, $12.95-14.95. Available from catalogue. Solby Bayes, HG3, Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02102

“Living” label
If you live in the South, choose a “Palm” label; southwest, “Desert” label. From way north? Then a “Pine” label is you. Name and address with own personal motif is a time saver. Up to 20 letters per line; 4 lines 2½” by 3½”; plastic box. Blue on white, 500, $2; gold 250, 50c. Air add 16c. Bruce Bolivia Inc., HG3, Boulder, Colo. 80301

“GROW” long NAILS
USE MAGIC NAIL LIQUID FORMULA #
OVER 10 YEARS OF SATISFIED USERS!

Always in season
Confucius say “Simple good thing always in style.” He must have seen these graceful Four Seasons plaques. Spring cherry blossom, summer lotus, autumn chrysanthemums, winter bamboo—all wrought iron designs. Hand painted in black and gold; wool 21½" h, 8" w. Set of 9 $9.90 plus 50c post. Foster Ho. Dept. 105-2828, Peoria, Ill. 61602

MINIATURE COMPUTER
You, too, can have an electric brain at your command with a miniature computer. It adds, subtracts, memories, does mis-countdowns, satellite re-entry, uses your bank account and is spiffy. With comprehensive instruction booklet. Excellent educational gift for kids. $5.95. Gerard, HG3, 333 East 50th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.

TERRY MATES
Do your Tarzan and Jane, if you will, and live happily after you shopped in our 1000 square foot Territorial. The thirfty white traveling with casual snap closures comes in one size, solving suits-all size for men. For the ladies, S (8-10), M (12-14), L (16-20). Tarzan’s with toss $2.98; Jane’s with monogram $3.98. Add 34c post. Lang’s, 18th St. E., 28 Mages, Stamford, Conn. 06901

LOOK LIKE A GODDESS
Diana is noted for her arch and so is the Diana shoe. Her good looks and long-wearing forte. Size assures perfect fit. By call: black, grey, white, brown, milk with chocolate, blue with milk, navy with light blue AAAA to EE 10½ to 12, $12.95-14.95. Available from catalogue. Solby Bayes, HG3, Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02102

“LIVING” LABEL
If you live in the South, choose a “Palm” label; southwest, “Desert” label. From way north? Then a “Pine” label is you. Name and address with own personal motif is a time saver. Up to 20 letters per line; 4 lines 2½” by 3½”; plastic box. Blue on white, 500, $2; gold 250, 50c. Air add 16c. Bruce Bolivia Inc., HG3, Boulder, Colo. 80301

“GROW” LONG NAILS
USE MAGIC NAIL LIQUID FORMULA #
OVER 10 YEARS OF SATISFIED USERS!
to give you the look of a younger past 60... the figure and vitality of a trained ballerina beyond your... in vibrant good health till 90 and more — here is the simplest and gentlest, and yet truly revolutionary, medical program ever invented by man...

Once again, the goal is simple. They are, in fact, your most powerful allies... the people who buy the first copy of this book will be your friends... for yourself that here at last is authoritative medical information for

the American businessman who lived to be 161, and fathered his lost child at 104. Dr. Martin is former medical director of two of the largest insurance companies in the United States, where he specialized in geriatric research — the science of prolonging youth, strength, health and life — beyond their present limits.

It's a step forward in conjunction with his state medical society, Dr. Martin published a pamphlet based on this research. The response was so overwhelming that he then expanded this information into a book — called How to Live to Be 100—which immediately soared to the top of the best-seller lists, and sold over 100,000 hard-cover copies in the first two years alone.

New medical science has gone beyond mere longevity claims! Now it is possible — not only to add up to twenty or thirty or forty more healthy years in your life — not only to help ward off the disease of middle age and old age that cripple your friends but in case after case, to actually restore the appearance and energy and strength of youth to your body — and maintain that youthful drive and appearance for past your present limits!

All the Myths About "Old Age" — Sharpered at Last.

This new book, therefore, replaces the " outrageous " theory with solid proofs and the unique " secret " — which may be worth a penny. Now let us look at this new, time-proven method — and the wonders it is designed to achieve!

One of America's Foremost......

It Opens Up Whole New Prolonged Youth, Health, and Energy

VITAL NOTE

In its wonder-working benefits in every area of your life — immediately after you pick it up — there is no need to STUDY this revolutionary new book, or read it from cover to cover, or even over any more "literary" effort on your part to browse through it at your leisure for ten thrilling minutes a day! (NOT a textbook NOT a study manual) There are no lectures — not a "blueprint" theory to ponder over in this entire book. For the first time, this book can give any man or woman over thirty, therefore, we allow you to read it over to cover at our risk. Its price is only $5.99 — for less than other books that do not begin to do its job.

But you try this book at our risk. If you are not amazed and delighted with every word — then simply return it to us for every cent of your purchase price back. You risk nothing but your time.

The choice is now yours. You can sit helplessly by and watch your face get older and older every day — watch your body get weaker and weaker every day. Or you can decide to stop this premature aging right now, and bring back the youth and vitality you may have thought you’d lost forever!

The medical means are now at your hand. This is a book for people who mean business. If you mean business — send the No-Risk Coupon today!
Things grow better with
Fertrell® The true
ORGANIC fertilizer
Gardens, lawns, farm crops, fruit trees... plants that grow, grow better
with FERTRELL.
• HAS LONG-LASTING EFFECT.
• BUILDS HUMUS IN SOIL THAT HELPS RESIST DROUGHT CONDITIONS.
• VIRTUALLY EVERYTHING THE SOIL NEEDS IN A SCIENTIFIC BLEND OF ORGANIC MATERIALS.
ALSO FROM THE PRODUCERS OF FERTRELL:
Tri-Excel DS® PLANT PROTECTANT
A balanced blend of NATURAL OCCURRING insecticides. Controls mites and insects on roses, flowers, fruit trees, shrubs, other ornamentals. Non-toxic. Use as dust or spray. Excellent results without dangerous chemicals.
Quality-tested NADCO
Vegetable & Flower SEEDS Tested at our own experimental farm and gardens. Guaranteed to germinate. Cost no more than you would pay for ordinary seeds. Wide selection.
• Write for free catalog and price lists to:
The NATURAL DEVELOPMENT Company Box 215, Bainbridge, Penna. 17502

Spanish prints
First edition limited of the Span scene by famous Madrid artist Señor Rivas. Each locale is d print, done in a bold and free spirit. Jury of painter's peers chose the four best works. Each print is 26", in ink on heavy art paper. 4 for $1.98 plus 25c post. World Art Group, Dept. HG3, Church La., Westport, Conn.

On your toes
Spring is here. And with it, the up-to-the-minute flats. Square-toed beauties skip to the light fan with swing in the Easter Parade with equal aplomb, lots of comfort. Sleek, gleaming black patent; navy or bone kidskin; 9-13. SI narrow, medium. $17.75 ppd. From catalogue H. Shoer, Inc., 55th Ave., New York, N. Y. 100

Scandinavian pillow
The same technique used to make those marvelous Norwegian rugs produces pretty pillows, too. This low is called "Hawaii," and is 14" square. The colors are as sunny as the famous islands that give design its name: sand yellow, white, and orange. $10.50 ppd. Catalogue H.G., Box 484, New York, N. Y. 10021.

Swim in early spring
When your pool is equipped with an overall pool hut, you can extend the swimming season. Durable vinyl and nylon material with metal frame. Hinged door with latch. Bowski supplies fresh filtered air. 75 sq. ft. 20 ft. 40 ft. $600. Free information. Aquagard Pool Covers, 2801 San Fernando Rd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90065.

LEADED STAINED GLASS WINDOW ILLUMINATIONS
Add cheerful color to your kitchen windows with our new popular window illuminations. Our exciting and thoughtful gifts. Beautiful stained from 4 to 8 inches high, in two or more colors to hang. Popular designs that will change the window to one that everyone will notice. Your choice of cherries, apples, pears, grapes, oranges, peonies and tulips at $3.00 each or $4.50 for two or more—all postpaid. Kit with complete instructions and materials. $8.95 ppd. Send 25c for gift of Satisfaction Guaranteed. ORDER TODAY!

WAYFARE GIFTS, INC. 4301 Danvers, Topeka, Kans.

FREE FIBERGLAS BEDSPREAD DRAPE BOX
Direct-to-you savings 40%. Catalog has world's largest selection of fabric spreads, matching drapery yardage. See quilted and fitted bedspreads; colors, prints, patterns. A stunning value dual king! No-iron, machine washable, unlined. 5-Year Guarantee. Dept. 4F-2, 143 Broad St., Fairview, N. J. 07022.

House & Garden
Shopping Around
SHED POUND AFTER POUND

QUICKLY AND EASILY

THROUGH THE MAGIC OF "PUSH-BUTTON" SELF-HYPNOTISM!

YOURS TO EXAMINE FREE FOR 10 DAYS!

THE MIRACLE YOU CAN PERFORM
ONLY A FEW MINUTES A DAY!

It takes only a few minutes to perform the magic of "Push-Button" Self-Hypnotism. Yes, it's as simple as A-B-C.

That's why I say that in only one or two days you'll see:

• How to have youthful slenderness with no dieting, exercise or heavy smoking!
• How to smooth away aches and pains!
• How to relieve tensions and seemingly rejuvenate every muscle, gland and organ in your body!
• How to put new drive in your legs, new spring in your step!
• How to eat and drink practically anything under the sun without upset stomach or excess weight!
• How to resist colds, flu and respiratory troubles!
• How to restore muscle and skin tone, wipe away wrinkles! . . . and much, much more!

In less than a quarter of an hour you may start to perform a miracle in your life!

You will be more alive, more erect, more attractive to the opposite sex, able to do all that needs to be done during the day with energy and ambition to spare! You'll boost a splendid physique—and, though you eat all you like, you'll never gain weight!

Amazing Technique Has Helped Thousands

For example, in this book you'll see how:

• Jean J. lost all her excess weight after pills, exercises and hospital care had failed. She says, "It has all the earmarks of a miracle."
• Rev. Charles W. lost 100 pounds easily!
• Wanda D. went from 320 to 135 pounds—has never once had to pass up a morsel of food!

Send for Your Free Examination Copy!

There is no limit to the weight you can safely lose this way, as compared to other more difficult methods.

And once you attain your normal weight, you stay slim—naturally!

To find out more about this new method of reducing, simply clip and mail the coupon below. You'll receive a copy of HOW TO REDUCE AND CONTROL YOUR WEIGHT THROUGH SELF-HYPNOTISM to use for 10 full days at no risk.

MAIL FREE EXAMINATION COUPON TODAY

NORFOLK-HILL, LTD.
35 Ninth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10014

Send me at once the exciting new book HOW TO REDUCE AND CONTROL YOUR WEIGHT THROUGH SELF-HYPNOTISM on ten days free trial. After the trial period, I may keep the book and remit $5.95 plus postage and packing, or if I wish . . . return the book and owe nothing.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

Enclosed (I)
Charge my Diner's Club Acct. 

SAVE MONEY! Send check or money order with coupon in the amount of $5.95. (Add local tax where applicable). We pay all postage, packing and shipping charges for you! We GUAR- ANTEE to refund your money in full if you decide to return book.
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Charge my Diner's Club Acct. 
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Dept. K-3
Histinctivi; Garden Ornaments

Durable teakwood garden furniture weathers beautifully. The comfortable, sturdy "Barfleur" bench, shown here, S236.00 for 48" length. Also other sizes, as well as chairs and low tables to match. Pompeian Stone sundial pedestal, 37" high, $40.00. Bronze dial, 10¾" diameter, $40.00. All prices f.o.b. New York.

Send 50c for our Illustrated Catalogue of fountains, figures and other ornaments, in a wide price range, or come visit our galleries.

Erkins STUDIOS
Dept. 173, 8 West 40th St., New York, N. Y. 10018

 Revolutionary Gold Paint
from the makers of
TREASURE GOLD

LIQUID LEAF is an exciting new gilding product that contains its own red primer and film of lustrous gold, pre-mixed into a single liquid. It forms a brilliant finish on carved or plain frames, furniture, ornamental metals, accessories. LIQUID LEAF may be used in a lettering pen; flows easily on scrolls or flat surfaces; gives a beautiful, durable finish.

Complete Kit contains:
1. LIQUID LEAF 1 oz., concentrated
2. GILDING BRUSH ¾" golden mohair
3. BRUSH BATH 1 oz., solvent-thinner
Price, $3.98 ppd.

TREASURE GOLD, Dept. HG-3
P. O. Box 7187, Louisville, Ky. 40207

GIAN'T 2 FT. TALL CIRCUS WALLPAPER CUTOUTS

Now you can decorate your nursery, playroom or den the way you've wanted to. These giant impish full color circus animals are the catch ever. They come complete with all the trimmings: yards of tent poles and canopies, 8 cuddly 2 foot tall circus animals, lots of stars, balls, etc., all in exciting full color plus illustrated decorating instructions and paste. Complete 48 pc. set only $2.98 ppd.

Guaranteed to please or your money refunded immediately. Send for free catalog.

Walter Drake & Sons
303-40 Drake Building
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

SHOPPING AROUND

Rings, rings, rings
Ring-a-ting-ting. Exciting fine jewelry. For all occasions. Budgets. From the graceful to the tasteful to the razzle and dazzle. From the simple to the soignée, you'll find what you want in this free catalogue from one of the king of the ring makers, Liev Dept. 69HC, 655 Middle Neck Rd. Great Neck, N. Y. 11023.

New Soil
Crafty old you can make this go-leaf Aztec sun plaque and many other fascinating decorative objects with a simple home studio course and pattern kit. Just have fun or make attractive objets d'art to earn extra money. Write for free booklet to Norm & Sue Morton Lifetime Career Schools, Dey E-24, 2251 Barry Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90064.

A Touch of Spring
Pick a whole arrangement of wild flowers for your wall. Simplest-cross-stitch dainty violet, forget-me-nots, thistle, wild strawberry, rose sampler. (Specify.) Complete kit for framed size 7" by 8" $1.25 each. Shadow box frame 7" by 8" mahogany or maple finish $1.25 each. Add 25¢ post, per order.

Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

Mine of Information
Considering going into the mail order business? Nation-wide directory has 48 pages of listings of importers, U.S. wholesalers, mail order suppliers, mailing list houses, mail order buyers, foreign publications, advertisers. Indexed with alphabetical list of products and advertisers. Not to be missed! S ppd. Machal Corp., HG-3, 573 18th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11202.

CHAIR CANING KITS

Now anyone can restore his favorite antique and heirloom chairs easily and inexpensively with a NEWELL CANING KIT. Tools, natural cane, and "easy-to-follow" instructions, all postpaid for only $2.05.

[Evans cane 51.00 chair-lot.]

THE NEWELL WORKSHOP
Dept. 5-41, 19 Maine Avenue
HINSDALE, ILLINOIS 60521

BOOKEND POS

NOW you can end unsightly slats.
A sensible, decorative way to sup
books, magazines, pamphlets, file-folders
save valuable space. Internal spring
adjusts automatically between shelves; 
resilient rubber tips; no slip on slide when
book is removed. Made in U.S. of high

Art Guild Enterprises
Box 945-247, Minneapolis, Minn. 554

HOUSE & GARD
Memocord’s XJE IV, the self-contained, sub-miniature voice recorder has taken Europe by storm. Now it’s yours to try, to have and use absolutely FREE. No purchase necessary.

Why didn’t you save time by phoning long distance for that list of specifications — too long to “take down”? No sir, not if you own an XJE IV (Yes, it comes complete with its own super-sensitive induction telephone mike which picks up both ends of any phone conversation.)

"SECRET WEAPON" IN YOUR ARSENAL OF SUCCESS

Andrew Carnegie, the steel multi-millionaire, was once advised to "list" everything that needed doing, every day, and then set about getting things done in order of their importance — carrying over undone tasks, adding new ones, periodically evaluating his progress toward a pre-determined goal. This simple system, said Carnegie, allowed him to be more productive, more directional (and therefore more successful) than his toughest competitors. Imagine what old Andrew could have done with an XJE IV Memory Cell!

A recent university study of alumni who succeeded in business, in professional work, in government, revealed that the major common denominator of “money success” was the knack of “organizing” information so that (1) it didn’t have to clutter up busy executives and especially subordinates.

The price — about $100 not too long ago — is now reduced to only $79.95. And the world-respected Viktor Stuzzi MEMOCORD unit (the original pocket voice recorder) is now better-performing, easier-operating, more ruggedly-durable than ever before. The price — only $119.95. The MEMOCORD XJE IV, the self-contained, sub-miniature voice recorder has taken Europe by storm. Now it’s yours to try, to have and use absolutely FREE. No purchase necessary.

Best of all, you can now TRY THIS REVOLUTIONARY "MEMORY CELL" FREE, before you even consider buying it.

Only a trifle larger than a pack of cigarettes, the XJE IV is a completely self-contained “thinking dynamo”—just a whisper which could have been prevented if adequate some costly, confusing misunderstanding—

records of who said what (when, where and how) were available? When was the last time you "lost" an opportunity simply because you had no convenient way to record in concept and anatomy? Who hasn’t suddenly come up with "the answer"—while driving along an express highway at 60 mph? And lost it by the time the next stop rolled around?

THINK CONSCIOUSLY AND ACT PROFESSIONALLY — WITHOUT HURTING YOUR BUDGET!

Of course, it’s just "more machine" than the XJE IV — at least twenty ounces and $345 more.}

THE XJE IV, at long last, is within the reach of most U.S. executives. The price — about $100 not too long ago — is now reduced to only $79.95. And the world-respected Viktor Stuzzi MEMOCORD unit (the original pocket voice recorder) is now better-performing, easier-operating, more ruggedly-durable than ever before.

The price — $119.95. The MEMOCORD XJE IV, the self-contained, sub-miniature voice recorder has taken Europe by storm. Now it’s yours to try, to have and use absolutely FREE. No purchase necessary.

In realistic terms of career advancement and income escalation, don’t you owe it to your-
FREE 1967 CATALOG

The uniauc & unusual, the practical & sport & travel. gentlemen; name, office, camp, S:0 Africa, Europe, Asia. For ladies and j useful, the extraordinary & rare from white, is a natural for every room, any decor. Average 4'. $24.93 postpaid.

Imagine! AFRICAN ZEBRA RUG
only $105

In stock again. Most fashionable elegant accessory from America's greatest selection. Compare our price with any currently being offered. Comparable value of at least $100. How can we do it? Import direct from Africa! Average length 8'. Only $195 ppd.

SPRINGBOK THROW RUG
The Beet Springbok, largest of the gazelles—is the symbol of South African sport. The Springbok skin, in shades of beige and brown, accented with white, is a natural for every room, any decor. Average 4'. $134.95 postpaid.

FREE 1967 CATALOG
The unique & unusual, the practical & useful, the extraordinary & rare from Africa, Europe, Asia. For ladies and gentlemen; home, office, camp, sport & travel. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Order by mail. No COD's! HUNTING WORLD INCORPORATED-DEPT H-GC 120 EAST 51 STREET-NEW YORK-10022

JOHNNY SEAT

A original creation —exclusive by Crescent House. Striking Boss Owl arrow cover. Decorative, hand tailored pew skin cover contains all the beauty of wood grains. Enhances the appearance of your bachelor. Perfect match for any decor. Of molded wood, stained, jointsless (one piece construction). Has a white-bean finish. Large, wider and heavier seat and cover for all units. Comes complete with breakfast matching hinges. Only $95.95 plus $1.50 postage & handling.

Send check or M.O. Satisfaction Guaranteed. CRESCENT HOUSE 125 Central Pl. Rd., Gt. Plainview, L. I., N. Y. 11501

Hey! Everybody Look at Skinny!

Don't you wish that was you? You can get there faster with a Trim-Ez exercise suit. A Trim-Ez suit traps the fat in a heat like a steam cabinet... speeds results with your normal exercise routine. Pounds just melt away! For men or women.

$9.95 post paid

ORDER TODAY

FRANK EARNEST COMPANY
550 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

Cheess wall plaques

Fit for a King, Bishop, or Castile. Roman gold or orange chess pieces mounted on plaques, with beautiful free form texture in smoked walnut wood tone finish. Place them along the stairs, create a dramatic headboard. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Please send check or M.O. to THE MAIL BOX #225 Dept. MD-2

The MEBANE COMPANY
P. O. Box 1019
Costa Mesa, California 92626

Surrey—a charm

Horse drawn surrey with the fringe on top is 4' high, 1' long, 2' wide. It carries two passengers, a lady and her driving escort. Beautifully detailed; wheels move! In sterling silver, $59.95; in 14k gold, $19.95. Ppd. Catalogue of 1,000 different charms, 10c. Charm & Treasure. HG3, 1291 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10036

Deluxe dickey

Perfect touch for a new suit, a bulky cardigan or riding coat in this pure silk, turtleneck dickey. It comes in white, black, red, beige, emerald, orange, yellow, blue. Snaps in back. One size fits all. So, if you don't know her measurements, it's the perfect gift for Easter. $2.99 plus 29c postage. Here's How Co., Inc., HG13, 50 Tea St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11801

The rôle of the drum

Smartly sliced in half to make a handsome pair of bookends as you'll find for a boy's bookcase, his dad's desk. Masterfully made of ceramic and nicely weighted, they're finished in antique blue, red and gold. Embellished with a Colonial shield, they stand 5'/2 high. $3.75 ppd. the pair. Wales, HG37, Hartside, N. Y. 10540

Book tells all


The CLASSIC JARDINIERE

... for indoor & outdoor use

Elegance... simplicity of line... the taste for the ultimate in detail. The fluted stone urns are the Made of fiberglass, they are extremely durable and completely resistant to moisture, chemicals and weather. A perfect way to enclose your Patent (comes without plant, pls.)

ONLY $14.50 ppd.

THE CLASSIC JARDINIERE

... for indoor & outdoor use

Order by mail. One size fits all. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ormsbee exposes fakes. Learn everything from retaining to restoring to repairing old furniture. Plus much more. 166 information-packed pages with black and white illustrations and photos. $2.95 ppd. American Institute of Antiques, HG3, Dept. CR-1, 550 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017

The Chese Wall Plaques

For a King, Bishop, or Castile. Roman gold or orange chess pieces mounted on plaques, with beautiful free form texture in smoked walnut wood tone finish. Place them along the stairs, create a dramatic headboard. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Please send check or M.O. to THE MAIL BOX #225 Dept. MD-2

New Hyde Pl., N. Y. 11040

The MEABANE COMPANY
P. O. Box 1019
Costa Mesa, California 92626

YOUR ORDER TO

SOLD! 2815

The PAGE COMPANY
Box 2320, Williamsport, Pa. 17701

The MBEANE COMPANY
P. O. Box 1391
Costa Mesa, California 92626


**SHOPPING AROUND**

**FULL WALL MURALS**

A beauty pillow, shaped like a "C" supports temple and jaw line. It doesn't press against cheek. It pushes it out of shape and causes wrinkles during sleep. It also eliminates the discomfort of curlers.

For a small size it makes a perfect vacher. Foam casing and two sk percale zipper covers. $5.00 better. Sleep Inc., HG3, New evidence, N. Y. 10974.

**REMOVES AND SMOOTHS**

Smooth on Charleston white cream. If you make crows feet, frown lines vanish for up to six hours. A gentle emollient, it contains no hormones or animal products and is removed by rinsing with plain water. Pores don't become clogged. 1 oz. jar, $2.98; big nutcians' size, 8$. Ppd. Charm hite, HG3, Box 67, Cedarhurst, N. Y. 11516.

**HOW ROOM**

Display a collection of spoons to their best advantage. There's a place for 18 in this deftly-designed two-shelved rack that is pretty enough to hang alone. Made of smooth Colonial brown pine with a carved angel furbelow, it's a nice show-off in any room of the house. 13" by 14". $5.95 ppd. It Guild Enterprises, HG3, Box 662, Minneapolis, Minn. 55423.

**HELVE IT**

Possessions scattered about are not shown to their best advantage. Place them on this lovely self and they stand out as objects of art. Made of wrought iron finished in antique white and gold, rose bud and leaf design, itself is a decoration by itself. 10" by 10". $5.95 plus 65c postage and handling price. Carter, HG3, Plymouth, Pa. 19462.

**THE WORLD AT HOME FULL WALL MURALS**

Get this big valuable collection of gorgeous, multicolored, triangle-shaped postage stamps—bought to you from strange and mysterious lands in the wilds of Africa, enchanting Europe, exotic Orient, Congo, Monaco, Chad, San Marino, Malaya, many others—ships, birds, animals, airplanes, etc. All for 10¢! Also, fine stamps from our approval service which you may return without purchases and cancel service at any time plus FREE Illustrated Catalog. Send today:

Eames Co. 13184, Jamestown, N. Y. 14701

Jamestown Co. 37HG, Jamestown, N. Y. 14701

Each "Triangle" Collection and other offers.

1. Rose Red
2. Tangerine Orange
3. Sun Yellow
4. Grass Green
5. Sky Blue
6. Purple Violet
7. Fawn Brown
8. Gray Blend
9. Dull Rose
10. Bronze Green
11. Brown Gold
12. Old Blue

Send 10¢ for Art Needlework Catalog

**CHARMING NEEDLEWORK KITS**

**NEEDLEPOINT BASKET**

This charming straw basket with needlepoint monogram is both practical and easy to make. Just needlepoint the monogram, add the velvet ribbon and it's ready for use as a wonderful gift. Other needlepoint items are: wallpaper, pottery, yard and ribbon in your choice of rose, blue, brown or green (please specify), needlepoint canvas, needle, cement, monogram chart and full directions. 10"x6"x7½" high. Only 97¢ plus 60¢ postage.

**CREWEL COASTERS**

You just embroider the floral design, snap it under the waterproof glass and these charming coasters are ready for use in your home or as gifts. Kit contains two non-tarnish needles (equally useful as straightners), design on linen, embroidery yarn in shades of blue, rose, yellow and green, easy-to-follow instructions. Set of two, only 3.95 plus 35¢ postage.

**STRAWBERRY TEA COZY**

This exciting new crewel design will add a cheerful note to your table. Our complete kit contains everything needed to complete this charming tea cozy: strawberry and blossom design on beige linen, crewel yarn for embroidery, nylon batting for stuffing, lining, cord, and cinder directions. Size: 12" x 18". 95¢ plus 35¢ postage and handling.

**TOTE BAG KIT**

Here is everything you need to make one of the most striking and colorful tote bags we've ever seen. 3 Dimensional red pen-tant blooms with green leaves and yellow flower pot on black wool felt. Paille lining and blanket interlining cut ready for assembly. Needle, thread and easy-to-follow instructions. Only 4.95 plus 35¢ postage.

**FLORAL CLUTCH PURSE**

A needlework gem of lasting beauty, this beautiful crewel purse contains design printed on beige linen with tiny thing, woven interlining, corded hooks for holding edges and easy-to-follow directions for embroidery and assembling. Kit contains 5 shades of rose, blue, green and brown to embroider complete purse. Also available in black and beige linen. Size 7½ x 7½. Only 540 plus 50¢ postage and handling.

**CREWEL YARN BRAIDS**

For use in creating your own designs, these yarn braids give the wide range of color needed for crewel embroidery. Each braid contains 5 shades of a color from dark to light, a total of 66 yards in each braid. Mothproofed, silicate treated, 100% wool. Each braid—735 plus 25¢ postage. All 12 braids—$8.50 plus 45¢ postage. Please specify from colors below:

1. Rose Red
2. Tangerine Orange
3. Sun Yellow
4. Grass Green
5. Sky Blue
6. Purple Violet
7. Fawn Brown
8. Gray Blend
9. Dull Rose
10. Bronze Green
11. Brown Gold
12. Old Blue

Send 10¢ for Art Needlework Catalog

**THE STITCHERY**

Dept. HG403
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
Lady be good to your feet!

Enjoy buying choice-quality shoes by mail from our world-famous catalog showing enormous variety of smart styles for every occasion. Our vast range of sizes insures you perfect fit or your money refunded!

Glenda shows sizes 2½ to 12. AAAA to EEEE in black-gray-white kid-

mill-pastel (pinks and blues) blue to royal or beige to braves, amber kid, also in solid navy, black, beige or white kid; sizes 2½ to 10 $17.50, 10½ to 12 $18.95

SOLBY BAYES
45 Winter Street (Dept. GR) Boston, Mass. 02108
Add 50c per pair for postage please!

Shopping Around

See, see
Right through these tiny-to-large clear plastic boxes! For jewelry - cigarettes, pills, cuff links, needles buttons and bows. Hinged lids and self-locking catches. 1" by 1½" by ½" by 1½" by ½". There's even one with four compartments of 10, $8.50. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90213.

Woodland fantasies
Each of these charmers has been carved by hand from cypress wood from the Florida swamps. The carver has followed the grain of the wood to form the shape of the bird or animal's body. 5½ h. owl, $7.95; 6", $8; turtle, 5½" L, $6; sleepy swan 6" h.; $9; bird 15" h., $12.50. $1 post. Catalogue, 25c. House of Creative Crafts, HG3, Box 8227, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37411.

Country hoedown
Two-record album of country music features nearly 2 playing hours of hits by 50 different stars. There are Jimmy Dean, Patsy Cline, Roger Miller and Buck Owens singing such greats as "Just Because," "Brown-eyed Girl," and "You Are The One." These 12" LP's are $2.25 post. Great Country Music, Dept. Ch-26, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C. 10017.

Grand revival
In grandmother's house every member of the family had a napkin ring. Each one rolled up his or her napkin, slipped it on the ring and set it on the side-board to be picked up at the next meal. Silver plated rings are engraved with a delicate pattern and initials or first name. 75c for postage. Catalogue, 25c. Potted Chry., HG3, Box 1100, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10551.

COUNTRY CHARM WITH BLEACHED AND UNBLEACHED MUSLIN

NU-SLANT for Sleep Comfort
Plywood Head or Leg Elevator raises your mattress 6 to 14" for greater rest and comfort. Like hospital bed but at far less cost and no sick room appearance. 7 adjustable heights. Better than extra pillows. Keeps back and frame straight at preselected heights. Fits under mattress, folds levelly flat when bed is made. Head Elevation gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing and heart ailments. Ideal for reading and TV. Leg Elevator gives extra comfort

COUNTRY CURTAINS STOCKBRIDGE, MASS. DEPT. 47

DOLLS!
A THRILLING CAREER AWAITS YOU

We teach you how to operate a Doll Hospital, repair, dress and make dolls of all kinds. Start your own profitable part-time or full-time business. We show you how. Or, enjoy an enchanting hobby. May we send free information on the fascinating home study course?

Norm & Sue Morris LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS
Draft 0-246
2201 Harry Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
Dear Norm & Sue, Please rush free information on the fascinating opportunities in Dolls.

Name
Address
City State Zip

PORTABLE BAR CART Handsome, lightweight for carriage cart to hold wine, spirits or snacks. Grows 40" wide, 34" high. Solid wooden shelves. Bottle, stemware, bars, linen, fruits, etc. The best investment yet for home or club. $12.50. Fran's BASKET HOUSE, Dept. HG3, Box 8227, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37411.

MAGNOLIA HILL, 736 Andrew/Atlanta, Ga. 30327
Rush big colorful Catalog C-3, and my choice of costly fabric cuttings. I enclose $ (Check, cash or stamps are all fine.) Name
Address
City State Zip

WONDERFUL WILLOW FURNITURE Imported from Europe CAPTAIN'S CHAIR For indoor or outdoor. Handcrafted of antique rum planked oak, fastened with cross bars, holds 2. Heavy, light in weight! Can be used as a boat chair, or for a bed. Legs are hand hewn to fit. Designed for family room, patio, deck, or den, as a sturdy solid wooden shelf. Accommodates five bottomless carriers for easy folding and transport. $29.95. Fran's BASKET HOUSE, Dept. HG3, Box 8227, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37411.

Brush on a clear, "hand-rubbed" finish

Just send 50c for ½-pint of O'Brien's Pen-Chrome Clear Satin Wood Finish. Brushes on evenly, smoothly. Dries fast to a rich, waxed-like finish. For furniture, woodwork, cabinets, trim, paneling - accents natural wood beauty. Use over stained or raw wood. Offer is good to your 50c now for. The O'Brien Corp. Dept. HG-3 South Bend, Indiana 46621

Flannel-lined over $59

Romantic Victorian
solid Mahogany, hand-carved furniture tables, rare, unusual Early American pieces. New way to save on finest quality furniture. Shipped direct from factory to your home (plus small freight). All tables have marble tops from Italy. Large choice of sofas, chairs, lamps & bedroom. Superb workmanship at modest prices.

Dr. O'Brien's Pen-Chrome Clear Satin Wood Finish. Bring new life to your furniture. Keeps colors from wearing off. Dries fast to a rich, waxed-like finish. For furniture, woodwork, cabinets, trim, paneling—accents natural wood beauty. Use over stained or raw wood. Offer is good to your 50c now for. The O'Brien Corp. Dept. HG-3 South Bend, Indiana 46621

WONDERFUL WILLOW FURNITURE Imported from Europe CAPTAIN'S CHAIR For indoor or outdoor. Handcrafted of antique rum planked oak, fastened with cross bars, holds 2. Heavy, light in weight! Can be used as a boat chair, or for a bed. Legs are hand hewn to fit. Designed for family room, patio, deck, or den, as a sturdy solid wooden shelf. Accommodates five bottomless carriers for easy folding and transport. $29.95. Fran's BASKET HOUSE, Dept. HG3, Box 8227, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37411.

PORTABLE BAR CART Handsome, lightweight for carriage cart to hold wine, spirits or snacks. Grows 40" wide, 34" high. Solid wooden shelves. Bottle, stemware, bars, linen, fruits, etc. The best investment yet for home or club. $12.50. Fran's BASKET HOUSE, Dept. HG3, Box 8227, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37411.

MAGNOLIA HILL, 736 Andrew/Atlanta, Ga. 30327
Rush big colorful Catalog C-3, and my choice of costly fabric cuttings. I enclose $ (Check, cash or stamps are all fine.) Name
Address
City State Zip
Shopping Around

wonderful things from Walter Drake

Full Page MAGNIFIER
Enlarge and read an entire page without moving magnifier. No losing your place as you do with smaller models. Makes reading a pleasure—perfect for newspapers, books, magazines. Wafer-thin—you can store it in the book you are reading. 7" x 10". $19.95. 2 for only $17.90

500 ADDRESS LABELS 50c:
Great for envelopes, stationery, checks. Crisp black ink, rich gold stripe on the side. 2" long, packaged, 3 or 4 lines, up to 25 letters and spaces per line. America's biggest label bargain. $11.95 50c

END TAX RETURN TROUBLES
Handy income tax ledger file. 12 monthly pockets hold receipts. Deductible items, salary, other data are entered monthly. Everything you need for your tax return in ONE time-saving file holder. 7½" x 11". $10.95

SAFEGUARD YOUR HOUSE
Amazing automatic outdoor light switch—turns floodlight on at dusk, off at dawn, automatically. No presetting, just add bulb and screw switch into existing fixture. For 150 to 500 Watt bulbs (not included), completely weather resistant, 10,000 hour guarantee. H1055 $9.98

BILL-PAYING ENVELOPES
75 white 6½" personalized envelopes for bill paying, ordering, etc. No need to break up stationery sets. Return shows name, address, ZIP code. Please print, 48 hour service. P3003 $1.00

VACUUM-CLEAN SCREENS!
Let your vacuum sweeper do the work—whisk away dirt—save hours of scrubbing and washing. Double action revolving brushes loosen dirt to be sucked up by your vacuum cleaner. No need to remove screens. Clean a whole screen in seconds. Attaches to any vacuum hose. H2044 $1.98

KITCHEN WRAP-STACKER
Organize waxed paper, foil, Saran wrap, etc., in one space-saving rack for kitchen cabinets. No more jumbled boxes, heavy wire, coated with tough white vinyl, holds 6 boxes. 5½" wide, 6 ½" high. $16.95

ROLLERS For REFRIGERATORS
Move any heavy appliance easily and quickly with these new "dollie" rollers. Move any heavy appliance easily and quickly with these new "dollie" rollers. Rollers for Refrigerators. 2 in the set. $4.98

Self-Stick FOLD-A-NOTES
Personalized—perfect solution for busy people—twice the space of a postcard with the privacy of a letter. Self-mailing (no searching for envelopes). Crisp white stock, your name and address 3 or 4 lines, return shows name, address, ZIP code. Please print, 48 hour service. P1001 pack of 40—$1.58 P1002 pack of 120—$3.58

ROLLERS For REFRIGERATORS
Move any heavy appliance easily and quickly with these new "dollie" rollers. Make it simple to clean, decorate, or find lost articles. No tools needed. Adjustable for any size appliance. Two rollers can install in minutes. Set of two holds up to 1,000 pounds, even heavy freezers. Thoroughly kitchen tested and given top rating by labor-savers. H2057 Set of 2 $2.98

END TAX RETURN TROUBLES
Handy income tax ledger file. 12 monthly pockets hold receipts. Deductible items, salary, other data are entered monthly. Everything you need for your tax return in ONE time-saving file holder. 7½" x 11". $10.95

SAFEGUARD YOUR HOUSE
Amazing automatic outdoor light switch—turns floodlight on at dusk, off at dawn, automatically. No presetting, just add bulb and screw switch into existing fixture. For 150 to 500 Watt bulbs (not included), completely weather resistant, 10,000 hour guarantee. H1055 $9.98

BILL-PAYING ENVELOPES
75 white 6½" personalized envelopes for bill paying, ordering, etc. No need to break up stationery sets. Return shows name, address, ZIP code. Please print, 48 hour service. P3003 $1.00

VACUUM-CLEAN SCREENS!
Let your vacuum sweeper do the work—whisk away dirt—save hours of scrubbing and washing. Double action revolving brushes loosen dirt to be sucked up by your vacuum cleaner. No need to remove screens. Clean a whole screen in seconds. Attaches to any vacuum hose. H2044 $1.98

KITCHEN WRAP-STACKER
Organize waxed paper, foil, Saran wrap, etc., in one space-saving rack for kitchen cabinets. No more jumbled boxes, heavy wire, coated with tough white vinyl, holds 6 boxes. 5½" wide, 6 ½" high. $16.95

ROLLERS For REFRIGERATORS
Move any heavy appliance easily and quickly with these new "dollie" rollers. Make it simple to clean, decorate, or find lost articles. No tools needed. Adjustable for any size appliance. Two rollers can install in minutes. Set of two holds up to 1,000 pounds, even heavy freezers. Thoroughly kitchen tested and given top rating by labor-savers. H2057 Set of 2 $2.98

Self-Stick FOLD-A-NOTES
Personalized—perfect solution for busy people—twice the space of a postcard with the privacy of a letter. Self-mailing (no searching for envelopes). Crisp white stock, your name and address 3 or 4 lines, return shows name, address, ZIP code. Please print, 48 hour service. P1001 pack of 40—$1.58 P1002 pack of 120—$3.58

ROLLERS For REFRIGERATORS
Move any heavy appliance easily and quickly with these new "dollie" rollers. Make it simple to clean, decorate, or find lost articles. No tools needed. Adjustable for any size appliance. Two rollers can install in minutes. Set of two holds up to 1,000 pounds, even heavy freezers. Thoroughly kitchen tested and given top rating by labor-savers. H2057 Set of 2 $2.98

End for FREE Catalog - WE SHIP WITHIN 24 HOURS
Walter Drake & Sons, 203 Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or money back
Name
Address
City State
Zip
How Many
Money back
Name of Article
Price

Walter Drake & Sons
203 Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901

Learn how to become a TRAVEL AGENT!
Now you can step into an exciting new field in travel. Travel is booming, in a field of fascinating career opportunities are open for ambitious, eager, enterprising people. It can be a big league career for you. No experience necessary. Own your own career in travel! FREE "TRAVEL CAREER KIT" including 24-page Book, "Opportunities in Travel," Sample Letters and 30-Page Free Pocket Atlas—ALL FREE! No salesman ever calls. Walter Drake & Sons, Dept. 153 E, Highland Park, Ill. 60035

TALL or BIGMEN

Cashmere goos
KING-SIZE

• 100% CASHMERE
• LONGER BODY
• LONGER SLEEVES
• LUXURY KNIT

Hold Up to 1,000 Pounds

Clip & Mail Today!

Walter Drake & Sons, 203 Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901
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GET A FAST "Caribbean Tan" AT HOME—NOW Indoors or Out (keep it when you get it!)

Now—get and keep the world's golden-est, most glamorous, healthiest tan all year 'round! Ingenious, portable Sun Cabana, with exclusive Tan-O-Matic action, actually captures and converts the sun's rays. Result—you tan fast, comfortably on windiest, coldest days. Enjoy tanning on terrace, rooftop, beach—or backyard. Indoors, turn ordinary sun lamp into tropic paradise. Don't be a pale face 'til summer—put some sunny status in your life—order now! 2 sizes, both complete with eye shield and wind anchor.

A WIG IS FUN! So why not satisfy your curiosity without making a big investment. Get a High Fashion Dynel wig (Chin: Caribelle's amazing new reproduction of human hair) in Ash Blonde, Remourke, Auburn or Black. Comes to you completely set, but you may reset it in any style you wish. Wonderful for "instant hair" fans! Style it elastically to fit all head sizes. It makes a great gift for all $4.99 plus 25c postage girls from 9 to 96. Immediate delivery. Send check or money order.

DEER HILL CO. DEPT 037 FLUSHING, N. Y. 11320

$5.98

EXTRA LARGE 14-OZ Dessert Bowls Big enough for main-course servings of ice cream, pudding, a big basket apple with all its spices and whipped cream or chilled and beamed with a crisp salad. Molded of "shimmering" crystal clear hand blown glass, bowls will blend beautifully with any type of table services—so dainty, yet hold such plentiful servings! 5 sizes. Versatile. Order #1204, set of 8 $5.98 plus 35c shipping charge.

Helen Gallagher Write for FREE Catalog

PRETTY AS A PICTURE Sheer Dacron-Ninon in SPARKLING WHITE, with billowy 2½" ruffles on all 4 sides. 82" wide the pair, 36" long $5.50, 45" $5.95, 54" $6.50, 63" $6.95, 72" $7.50 pr. 81" $8.50, 90" $9.50. Long waving, strong, shrink and stretch proof, they love the sunlight, easy to wash, give you years of service. Dacron is surely a miracle fiber. New 40 page Curtain Catalog FREE.

HILDEGARDE'S 579 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105

Furniture finesse A clever bit of decorator derrin do. This elegant Salerno console really an adroit cover-up for your large type writer. One minute, smart piece of furniture; the next a superb office. Italian provincial styling. Hand worked wool, finished cherry. $199.95 FOB, Fine brochures of ideal models. Line Home Office, HG3, 1576 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y. 10023

Game's glass What's new for a golf buff? Special mirror's convex glass diminishes a body so that a would-be golfer commands a true view of himself from tip to toe. Eureka! Now, he can check positions of the swing from address to follow through. 16½ high $14.95 plus 60c postage. Camaliir Buckley, HG3, 1576 E. 57th St., New Providence, N. J. 07974.

In living color Just send these experts a Polaroid color print, color photo, Kodacolor negative or color slide. They send you back twenty beautifully reproduced 2½" by 3½" color photos. For your wallet. To include with your Easter cards as an added su. S2.00. Add $.15 postage. Camaliir Buckley, HG3, 1576 E. 57th St., New Providence, N. J. 07974.

House & Garden

Colonial American Bed Step Add extra charm and authenticity to your Early American bedroom with this exact copy of original steps. Makes an ideal step table for use with a china Handmade master craftsmanship from fine woods. In mahogany, $36. Cherry, $39. Walnut, $43. Shipping charges collect.

Newcomb's Reproductions

3231 Hillbore Rd.
Durham, N. C.

WRITE FOR CATALOG! Send $1 for catalog with 200 authentic Early American and 18th Century reproductions. (No stamp.
**Shopping Around**

**For bird watchers**

Wring is on the wing. Really move with this yarn painting of birds in winging ways. A color symphony of red, blue, orange, green and gold. Kit includes yarn, design on beige linen, picture, instructions, 28" by 20". Frame not included. $8.95 plus 45¢ post. The hichery, HG3, Wellesley, Mass. 2181.

**Time for revival**

To 1967 brides, how does your silver shine today? If heirlooms and wedding silver have become torn, dented or damaged they need Simmons. These superb craftsmen have been in business 75 years. They restore silver to eddying day beauty. Send items with free estimate. Simmons Plating Works, Inc., HG3, 409 Whitehall St., S.W., Atlanta, Ga. 30303.

**Meissen blue onion**

Now they've added tablecloths to the many delightful home accessories with this famous blue pattern in a white background. 52" sq., $3.95; 60" round, $5.95; 60" square, $4.95; 46" by 90" oval, $5.95; 60" by 90" oblong, $7.95. Add 50¢ post. per order. Heritage House, HG3, 237 Rogers La., Wallingford, Pa. 19085.

**Bird barn**

There's no place like this wren home. Enjoy watching them coming and going from their little red barn house. Solid wood with white hinged roof capped by a cupola. Windows and door painted on. There's a slide-out bottom for easy cleaning. 9½" high. $3.98 plus 35¢ post. Foster House, Dept. 103-4124, Peoria, III. 61601.

**Initial of note**

An initial adds an air of distinction to personal address labels. Any initial is printed in Old English script. Name and address or any message up to 4 lines. 1½", by ½" labels in black on gift edged gummed paper. 500 for $2; 250 printed on gold, $2. Add 16¢ for air mail. Ppd. Bruce Bolind, HG3, Boulder, Colo. 80301.

---

**LEARN DECORATING**

**NEW BOOK**

**FREE BOOK tells you HOW TO LEARN DECORATING skills of the pros!**


NAME

ADDRESS

CITY  STATE  ZIP

**Free Book Offer**

Chicago School of Interior Decoration, 830 Diversey Parkway, Dept. 120-013, Chicago, Ill. 60614

---

**Make this your garden year-round**

Garden hobbyists who own an L&B greenhouse say nothing matches the pleasure, creative leisure, and family fun that a garden yields when it blooms all year under glass. And no wonder, for you can hasten Spring-time with a headstart on azaleas and tulips... brighten Winter days with carnations, mums, snips and rare tropical plants. You can lengthen Summer-time far into Autumn with bromeliads, calendula and geraniums.

Orchids, African violets, lilies... more than 200 different plants... flourish year-round because you control the weather. L&B makes greenhouse gardening practical and economical with dozens of even-span and lean-to models from $300 to $2000... and window greenhouses from $75. All are prefabricated and delivered complete for you to set up and enjoy for lifetime enjoyment without upkeep. Send coupon for free Greenhouse Catalog 62.

**LORD & BURNHAM**

division Burnham Corp. Dept. 62, Irvington, N.Y. 10533

Prefab home greenhouses from $300. Please send 48-pg. full color Greenhouse Gardens Catalog with pictures and prices of dozens of greenhouses, that tells how to choose a greenhouse, where to place it on average homestites, how to heat, cool, equip at low cost.

Mr. MRS. 

Street 

City  State  Zip

---

**Why Reheat Coffee?**

Brew a fresh cup (or 2 or 3) each time. Boil water for tea or heat soup, too! Convenient for the office as well as the kitchen. Aluminum percolator has heat-resistant base and handle. Includes cord. We pay postage. 4408 — 3 Cup Percol $3.99

**GRACIOUS LIVING**

D-1049 BEVERLY, R.I. 02864

---

**THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS**

at a price he can afford

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from one of America's well known diamond cutters. Pay only actual market price. We refund all monies unless your own appraisal shows value ¼ to ½ higher. Over 5,000 styles from $100 to $100,000

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG. EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 Empire State Bldg., New York, N.Y. 10001

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY  STATE  ZIP

---

**MY GRASS IS No. 1**

By Mike Senkiw

My grass is number one in beauty because it grows as thick and even as a pile carpet. To walk on it is a thrill. It's a tops in cutting work as established Zoysia turf chokes out crabgrass and weeds all summer long. It's first in other features such as less mowing, watering and feeding. And that's not all:

It's first in plant-ability, you don't have to rip out your present grass. Just plug in my Amazoy... let it spread into beautiful, solid turf that will neither beat heat nor winter kill... merely go on its own color after heavy frosts and regain fresh new beauty every Spring—a true perennial! For all the facts, write me now—free brochure to grow your own grass in your yard. No obligation.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY  STATE  ZIP

To: Dept. 307, ZOYSIA FARM

1611 Reservoir Road, Baltimore, Maryland, 21218

---
Aule-ear chair

A old favorite with a double-ply aterial cane seat is perfect with rovincial, comfortable with comcon- temporay. This sturdy, well-made chair is crafted of birch. Unlim- ited a pair is $11.90; in natural nish. $13.90. In pine, maple, walu- ut or black lacquer finish, $17.90 pair. Express charges collect. (Minimum order is two.) Jeff Ellis, H63, Statesville, N. C. 28677.

Ready, set—shower

Compact, convenient shower caddy is over any standard shower head, holds with suction cups. White vinyl finished metal. Stows shampoo, rinse and soap plus wash lots, 15" by 15 1/2" by 5 1/2". $2.95. Tub caddy that fits over soap dish, $2.95. Both, $5.50. Pp. Crescent House, CH-3, 135 Central Pk. Rd., Plainview, N. Y. 11803.

Pedal away the day

Be supple, be fit, by hopping on his all-weather exercise bike. Enjoy the ride day or night come rain or come shine. Simulates cycling from the up-hill trek to coasting down-hill. Handlebar speedometer shows pace and special gauge records mileage. Standard or Deluxe. Send for free folder. Battle Creek Equipment Co., H63, Battle Creek, Mich. 49016.

Baroque beauty

Pompian stone fountain to hang in a wall indoors or on patio or terrace. The sculpture is rich in detail and gracefully executed. 16" by 19 1/2" w. Natural gray, an- tique green, bronze, antique silver or black. Natural, $78.75; color, $92. Exp. coll. Send 10c for booklet, "Hayloft Harvest." Beckham's Barn, H63, Irmo, S. C. 29063.

Shopping Around

Happy, Profitable Hours in PHOTO COLORING

OUR FASCINATING HOBBY

and vocation learned at home by men and women. Modern method brings out natural, life-like col- ors. Money has earned while learning.

EASY TO LEARN...

Our practical instruction shows you how to do beautiful work. Find out how you can be trained to color your own photographs and those of your friends and, when experienced, seek work for studios, stores and others.

FREE BOOK

tells how to get started doing his delightful home work for photographers. If you need increased in- dependence, greater han- diness and a worthwhile hobby, find out more about this fascinating, comparatively un- crowded field. Send today for free book "A Fascinating Hobby" and full particulars. Sent postage prepaid, without obligation.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL

1566 Fisk Rd., S. E.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

If Your Child is a Poor Reader

See how The Sound Way To Easy Reading can help him to read and spell better in a few weeks. This new home tutoring course drills your child in phonics with phono- graph records and cards. It gives a fresh start in reading to children who are not learning under "progressive" teaching methods. Parents and teachers report chil- dren gain up to a full year's grade in read- ing in six weeks with The Sound Way To Easy Reading. University tested and proved. Used in over 2,500 schools and thousands of homes. Write for free illustrated folder. Bremer-Davis Phonics, Dept. 13-X, Wilmington, Illinois.
Eggs élegants
These lovely eggshells have come a long way since they were laid by a little hen in Central Europe. Eggs were punctured at each end, the contents carefully blown out, and the shells decorated by hand in exquisite colors, unique designs. 12 eggshells. $4.25 ppd. Safe delivery guaranteed! Olde Mexico Shop, HG3, Santa Fe, N. M. 87501.

Double talk
Read the fine print in fashion This dual-purpose 2" dia. pendant is a practical magnifier and pretty necklace in one. Glass lens encircled in fetching forget-me-not crowned by a rhinestone-centerd blossom. Dangles prettily from double 14½" chain. Antiqued gold jewelers' metal. $1.98 ppd. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 103 S539, Providence III 61601.

Tempting travelogue
Come along with "The Holiday Inn Cookbook" on a recipe spree This gourmet's journey features 360 pages of exciting food fare from Holiday Inns all over North America. $2.50. Aluminum easel 8½ h., to hold it upright, $1. Add 25c post. Three books with three cases $8.50 ppd. Holiday Inn Shop 'n Travel, HG3, Box 13999-A, Memphis, Tenn. 38118.

Three-way show-off
Look, it's a locket—it's a charm—it's a pin. It's all three! Smartly designed box opens to hold two photos; detaches to wear as a bracelet charm or pendant. At Easter, it's every femme from teenager to her grandmother. Antique-looking 3-in-1 gold-finished pin. By Royal Crest, it's $2.95 ppd. Bon-Fide, Dept. HG3, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

NEW RELAX-A-BED NEW

CONCERTS ANY BED into a Relaxing massage Bed. Simple attachment—Very easy installed. Helps relieve tension and fatigue. Soothes tired achining muscles and induces restful sleep.

Beautiful Electric alarm clock timer that starts and stops at your setting. (Wake up your desire . . . healthful, restful comfort . . . soothes tired aching muscles and induces restful sleep.

Stimulating concentric motion gives you a Relaxing massage. (Wake up your desire . . . healthful, restful comfort . . . soothes tired aching muscles and induces restful sleep.

Eggshells
These lovely eggshells have come a long way since they were laid by a little hen in Central Europe. Eggs were punctured at each end, the contents carefully blown out, and the shells decorated by hand in exquisite colors, unique designs. 12 eggshells. $4.25 ppd. Safe delivery guaranteed! Olde Mexico Shop, HG3, Santa Fe, N. M. 87501.

Eggs élegants
These lovely eggshells have come a long way since they were laid by a little hen in Central Europe. Eggs were punctured at each end, the contents carefully blown out, and the shells decorated by hand in exquisite colors, unique designs. 12 eggshells. $4.25 ppd. Safe delivery guaranteed! Olde Mexico Shop, HG3, Santa Fe, N. M. 87501.

Double talk
Read the fine print in fashion. This dual-purpose 2" dia. pendant is a practical magnifier and pretty necklace in one. Glass lens encircled in fetching forget-me-not crowned by a rhinestone-centerd blossom. Dangles prettily from double 14½" chain. Antiqued gold jewelers' metal. $1.98 ppd. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 103 S539, Providence III 61601.

Tempting travelogue
Come along with "The Holiday Inn Cookbook" on a recipe spree. This gourmet's journey features 360 pages of exciting food fare from Holiday Inns all over North America. $2.50. Aluminum easel 8½ h., to hold it upright, $1. Add 25c post. Three books with three cases $8.50 ppd. Holiday Inn Shop 'n Travel, HG3, Box 13999-A, Memphis, Tenn. 38118.

Three-way show-off
Look, it's a locket—it's a charm—it's a pin. It's all three! Smartly designed box opens to hold two photos; detaches to wear as a bracelet charm or pendant. At Easter, it's every femme from teenager to her grandmother. Antique-looking 3-in-1 gold-finished pin. By Royal Crest, it's $2.95 ppd. Bon-Fide, Dept. HG3, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

NEW RELAX-A-BED NEW

CONCERTS ANY BED into a Relaxing massage Bed. Simple attachment—Very easy installed. Helps relieve tension and fatigue. Soothes tired achining muscles and induces restful sleep.

Beautiful Electric alarm clock timer that starts and stops at your setting. (Wake up your desire . . . healthful, restful comfort . . . soothes tired aching muscles and induces restful sleep.

Stimulating concentric motion gives you a Relaxing massage. (Wake up your desire . . . healthful, restful comfort . . . soothes tired aching muscles and induces restful sleep.)
MAIL THIS MONEY SAVING COUPON NOW

MICHIGAN BULB CO., Dept. CVH-1478
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502

Please send me items checked below in time for regular spring planting. I understand that 3 months from date of your order is the deadline date for ordering with C.O.D. postage on the understanding every item is guaranteed to be in satisfactory condition and may remain within 10 days after your initial order date without extra charge.

□ 10 Dahlia Roots—Assorted Colors...
□ 10 Begonias—Imported from Belgium...
□ 50 Gladiolus—Med. size Imported from Holland...
□ 10 Garden Pool (plus Free Water Lily Bulb)...
□ 1 Garden Pool (plus 2 Water Lily Bulbs)...
□ 100 Cushion Mums...
□ 50 Gladiolus—Mixed hybrid variety...
□ 2 Garden Pools (plus Free Water Lily Bulb)...
□ 3 Peonies (Pink, White and Red)...
□ 10 Begonias—Imported from Belgium...
□ 100 Cushion Mums...
□ 10 Persian Violets...
□ 100 Gladiolus—Mixed hybrid variety...
□ 50 Gladiolus—Mixed Colors...
□ 1 Garden Pool (plus Free Water Lily Bulb)...
□ 5 Gladiolus—Med. size Imported from Holland...
□ 50 Gladiolus—Imported from Belgium...
□ 10 Begonias—Imported from Belgium...
□ 100 Cushion Mums...
□ 50 Gladiolus—Med. size Imported from Holland...
□ 10 Dahlia Roots—Assorted Colors...

□ TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER $...

□ PAY LATER WHEN YOUR ORDER ARRIVES
□ SEND NO MONEY...ORDER NOW!
□ Pay Later When Your Order Arrives
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□ 100 Cushion Mums...
□ 50 Gladiolus—Med. size Imported from Holland...
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□ TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER $...

□ PAY LATER WHEN YOUR ORDER ARRIVES
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□ Pay Later When Your Order Arrives
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□ 10 Dahlia Roots—Assorted Colors...
□ 10 Begonias—Imported from Belgium...
□ 50 Gladiolus—Mixed hybrid variety...
□ 2 Garden Pools (plus Free Water Lily Bulb)...
□ 1 Garden Pool (plus 2 Water Lily Bulbs)...
□ 100 Cushion Mums...
□ 50 Gladiolus—Med. size Imported from Holland...
□ 10 Dahlia Roots—Assorted Colors...

□ TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER $...

□ PAY LATER WHEN YOUR ORDER ARRIVES
□ SEND NO MONEY...ORDER NOW!
□ Pay Later When Your Order Arrives
Merry little fellow on which to hang your tea towels or handkerchiefs is the 5-inch ``Hayloft House''. When completed, he's a lovely trio on the hearth, or a mono¬graphed pillow. $4.95. Erica Wilson, HG3, 40 Eu¬End Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022.

The light fantastic

Set a warm party mood with the friendly glow of this conversation centerpiece. Special silicone wire in Lamp of Damascus works on any liquid oil. Lovely flame glow from spout up to 24 hours on filling. Performs double duty as a cigarette lighter, guest delight. Pale ecru tone. $8.95 ppd. Mere¬die Separator Co., HG3, 44 Berry St., Cleveland, Mo. 60774.

What's a Mister?

Why it's an all-brass mist sprayer that works on fingertip pressure. Just touch this little brass faucet to any water supply and it releases a fine mist. Perfect for moistening hair before setting dampening clothes before ironing, cleaning windows and mirrors and for settling down dust. For spraying disinfectant, too. Weights 6.oz., holds 8-oz. $2.95 ppd. Mister, HG6, 303 Mercer St., N. Y. 10013.
hands of the Heritage finisher scour, sand and massage the coarse grain. And oak is brought to low beauty. When a table, or any piece of furniture, takes on a dimension that only the hands of can produce, only more money can buy it.

It be able to find a table that this for around $95. But be buying the same table at's even close. If you're close look or a fingertip run the grain will tell you so in room. Most times, though, you've bought the table... right scratch shows up new finish.

Heritage cocktail table costs $75. Or $80 more than its ke. The finish on this table me in a one-coat kit. It was from bleached wood, stained, fixed with a sealer, sanded, glazed and lacquered. This was the surface the Heritage finisher shaded... highlighting the turn of the grain, adding depth to the curves of the carving, pitting and specking the surface. Another coat of lacquer, a scour with steel wool and a wax brought the wood to its bottomless glow. The hands of the Heritage finisher had developed a beauty unknown to raw oak... and unique to the grain of the table. When wood is given new beauty like this, a table costs more money. The higher price on this table—any other piece of furniture we make—reflects deep-seated qualities only more money can buy. Not just a finish unmatched by machine or shortcut method. But the stretching, stitching and shaping that holds the lines of a Heritage sofa. The way we'll finish a leg on a sofa... whether or not it's meant to hide behind kick pleats.

When you find work like this, you'll see the Heritage name. Hanging from this countrified Louis Quinze cocktail table. Burned inside the drawers of a Heritage chest. Nestled beneath the cushions of a monumental sofa or an appealing loveseat. Swinging from a hangtag on one of our wing chairs. If you would like to know more about Heritage furniture and see how it could fit into your home, send two dollars for a Heritage catalog collection and room planning kit, to Dept. HG3-67, Heritage Furniture Company, High Point, North Carolina.
End-grain Cutting Blocks by Adams beginning at $7.50

Clutter strikes out
It's that time of year again ahead of the game and give Little Leaguer this baseball rack. There's a place for mitts, bats and balls. Sturdy v is attached to tri-colored mass with plenty of room for his fav photo. 20" by 13½". S.98 Equipment not included. Silv Co., Inc., H63, Box 3193, Clarksburg, W. Va. 26301.

Made for each other
You and this exquisite petit pendant make a pretty pair. Finely executed hand-embroidered rose design on white nylon on an antique silver frame. Reminisc of jewelry worn by the cnieme noblesse. Charmingly up against a velvet shift. 2 dia. 24" chain. $9.95 pd. W. Handicraft Center, HG3, D 514, Norwich, Vt. 05055.

Paint by projection
A remarkable booklet desctibes how to paint pictures by the "projection method"—either projecing a color slide onto the car. and painting over it, or onto a face and copying it. 40-page book outlines the use of oils, watercolor and their special mm slide service. S.25 pd. P. Pictures, HG3, 153 W. Ohio Chicago, Ill. 60610.

Dinner for eight
Tradition's dining table, in ft of a picture window or wherever you can double as writer's work desk —lots of room here for his occaional tools. New English white pine harvest table available in light, medium or dark ft. S85; 5 ft. $65; 10 ft. $85:

fanatical

Made in Thailand
The Nybergs chose ceramic tile for lasting beauty. Shouldn't you?

Think about it. A permanent decorative material will maintain your investment in your home. Limitless choice of colors, textures, sizes. Ideal indoors or out. Never a care about staining, tearing, waxing, wearing or the need for commercial cleaning. Is it any wonder that ceramic tile is the choice of leading architects and interior designers for decorative wall and floor treatments.

In the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Nyberg of Ontario, interior designer Antone Dalu selected ceramic tiles for kitchen, bath and dining room floors. It is also used for vanity tops, walls and counter tops throughout an unusual circular house designed by Mr. Nyberg, a registered architect, of the firm of Nyberg & Bissner.

Whether you're building or remodeling, look into American made ceramic tile to create exciting new areas in your home. Contractors such as C&D Tile Co., South Gabriel, California, who installed ceramic tile for the Nybergs, can show you what's new in ceramic tile. Ask them about Certified Quality Tile. It bears the certification mark of the Tile Council of America to prove that it has been tested to meet federal government standards...your assurance of ceramic tile that will provide long-lasting and care-free beauty. Tile Council of America, Inc., 800 2nd Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

MEMBER COMPANIES: American Olean Tile Co., Inc. • Cambridge Tile Manufacturing Co. • Continental Ceramic Corporation • Florida Tile Industries, Inc. • Gulf States Ceramic Co. • Hoffman Tile Mfg. Co., Inc. • Huntington Tile, Inc. • International Pipe and Ceramics Corporation • Keystone Ridgeway Company, Inc. • Lone Star Ceramics Co. • Lowell-Caladon Company • Marshall Tiles, Inc. • Mid-State Tile Company • Monarch Tile Manufacturing, Inc. • Mosaic Tile Company • Oxford Tile Company • Panama Tile Manufacturing Co. • Sparto Ceramic Company • Summitville Tiles, Inc. • Texerosics Inc. • United States Ceramic Tile Co. • Wenzel Tile Company • Western States Ceramic Corp.
Apply in seconds to nose piece 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105

-too. 42 pads only $1.00 postpaid.
The foremost selection of needlework patterns in the country for chairs, pillows, slipappers, samplers, rugs and more. Conventional and modern designs or your own design made to order. Specify background color. Wools, needles and instructions included. Mounting and finishing service available. Catalog $1.

Robert Mazaltov & Son, Inc.
Dept. HG3
758 Madison Ave., New York 10021

TRAINS ANY DOG INSTANTLY!
PUPPIES, DOGS OF ALL AGES, NEVER FAILS!
TEACHES STOPP
- Hole jumping
- Barking
- Digging, etc.

Hi-FIDO

Canine Behavior Institute
Dept. HH-19
Los Angeles, Calif. 90049

Pups - Puppies - Training Aids.

Relish it
Mixture is set for savoring:
Mixture's set for savoring:
- raisins, dates, herbs, spices, peppers. A particularly
- raisins, dates, herbs, spices, peppers. A particularly

Take a deep breath
Newly released from the Army Medical Corps, surge
stethoscopes are perfect for
stethoscopes are perfect for

Say it with flowers
The feather kind. You'll love
The feather kind. You'll love

For the record
Here is a record browser that holds both handsome and a handy way to file your record collection. It holds 100 LP's for quick choice. Hardwood or walnut base has grooved wooden base rods keep records from slipping. 1 long, 15" wide, 8" high. Has some bargain for $4.95 postpaid.

Casual rhythm
This wedge casual with its way rubber sole feels like you're walking in wonderland. Trip the light fantastic to town or skip along country trail in comfort. Sendl width 61/2 to 10; medium, 41/2 to 10; wide, 41/2 to 10. Black, hunter green, brown, red, white, $7.95. Add $2 shipping.

An ear for beauty
Choose simulated Spanish 8 MM pearl earrings from the Isle of Ma-
jorea to add the classic touch to your fashion picture. Nothing is more elegant no matter what your fashion preference. Mounted on 14K gold, they cost only $6.50; fine wire wrapped in unpierced ears. Free brochure

Even if you think "traditional" and he thinks "modern" ...don't despair!
See what a wonderful wedding we can help you plan.

girl who grew up in a "traditional" home
ppiness with a guy who thinks "modern"? You say "yes"—and invite you to the nearest Allen gallery to see for yourself.

e Ethan Allen stores, you won't find just are salesmen—you'll find idea salesmen.
ors. Trained. Skilled. Anxious to help live your home decorating problems.
We can show you how you can combine an can Traditional dry sink with a modern painting to extend a heritage of handling. Or how to use the basic honesty of American furniture to help highlight world treasure.
here's a whole Ethan Allen Decorating available to you free. Just ask.

We may suggest color, wood or style combinations you would never have dreamed of. Or we may just confirm your own good thinking about how you want to treat a room or a whole home. Whatever we suggest, you can be sure of one thing: we want it to be right for you...for now, for tomorrow, forever.

At Ethan Allen stores, you walk through coordinated rooms; carefully decorated from our collection of over 2,000 American Traditional designs. All open stock. All "in style" forever. You'll get all sorts of ideas for making your home as "individual" as you are.

See us soon. Mail the coupon for the name of your nearest Ethan Allen store and the 216-page Ethan Allen Treasury—a complete decorating course in itself. It shows you all 2,000 designs, room settings in color, decorating ideas, color schemes. Yours, from the people who know more about American Traditional...sell more American Traditional...than anyone else!

I would like the 216-page Ethan Allen Treasury.

I enclose $1 for Standard Edition.
I enclose $2 for the Deluxe, cloth-bound Library Edition.

Name
Address
City
State Zip Code

© Baumrigger Corp.
Out goes the old one. In comes the red one. But if red isn’t right for your bath there’s another Magnolia that is. Because Magnolia does more with bathroom seats than anyone else in the world. See them all under the name MAGNOLIA the seat of the in house.

Town and Country at all the in stores in the country. Would you reprint of this artwork to hang in your bath? Just send 25c with name and address to: Magnolia Products, Inc., Columbus, Mis.

MAGNOLIA the seat of the in house

FOR “WHERE YOU CAN BUY” SEE HOUSE WHEREABOUTS, NEXT TO LAST PAGE.
st embrodier it!  
Art design stamped right on this en-mail shift for you to em- 
rodier. White or crystal green cot- 
ton and rayon shrink-resistant 
thread. Completely sewn with ad- 
justable banding, zipper. With 
velcro in shades of pink, 
blue, green, orange, brown and 
white and beige; instructions. 10 to 20. 
250 plus 50c post. The Stitchery, 
B. Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

all out the barrel!  
A finger's touch the heaviest 
art or a whole barrel of china 
be moved on this rolling base- 
ment. Wheels are ball bearing. Base 
plate 8" dia., holds 150 lbs. 
$4.50; 11" dia., holds 300 lbs. 
$5.18" dia., holds 400 lbs. 
$7.75. Ppd. J. W. Holst, Dept. 
1066, 106 Emery St., East Ta- 
ke, Mich. 48730.

eit musée  
ow off treasures in museum 
shop with hinged glass case 
for people who live in 
tan, bronze or stainless. 
$17.95; unfinished, $19.95. 
P. 0. Box 186A, Camden, Mich. 49232

Wicker Works  
P. O. Box 166A, Camden, Mich. 49232

Shopping Around

DOOR SLIDERS  
Custom design- 
Ced to beautify 
your sliding 
doors. 3-9/16" 
Antique gold 
plated metal 
rings, red 
rhinestones, 
rich warm 
look. Easy to mount. 
Slides are included.

COLD PLATED OVAL SWITCH PLATES  
Your choice—unplated or antique gold plating. Switch plate and 
face color in antique gold, 
plating. Face colors are included. 
$1.98 each; $4.98 for 5 pairs.

GOLD PLATED OVAL SWITCH PLATES  
Your choice—plated or antique gold plated. Switch plates 
are included. 
$1.98 each; $4.98 for 5 pairs.

ANTIQUE BRASS PLATED EAGLE DRAWER PULLS  
Add a bright note to antique chests, hi-fi's, kitchen cabinets. 12" wide pull is perfectly suited 
for cabinets, 8" wide pull for 
5 drawer chests, 3-1/2" for 
2 drawer chests. $2.99 each. 

ANTIQUE FRENCH DOOR KNOB  
$2.99

Switch to elegance with our under-$30.00 French design in this 
metal door knob and back plate. Plated in 18K Antique 
Gold. Knob measures 3-3/4" in 
front. Easily opened and closed by a 
finger's touch. Complete with metal 
base and mounting screws. 

Window slides are made with 
close tolerances to fit perfectly 
into a phone directory for permanent 
record. 

GARDEN OF ROSE BATH ACCESSORIES  
You'll have roses blooming in every corner—as hooks for the back of doors; tandem holder with 
space for 8 toothbrushes; soap 
and metal, brass plated. 8" wide pull is perfectly suited 
for cabinets, 5" wide pull for 
5 drawer chests, 2-1/2" for 
2 drawer chests. $2.99 each. 

RENEW YOUR SHOES . . .  
with soles and heels $4.95  
POINTEL TO SQUARE 4.95  
PUMPS CUT DOWN . . . shell or D'Orsay style. 4.95  
A new discovery can slip 
into a phone directory for permanent 
record. 

THE FACTORY WAY  
YOU'LL LOVE WICKER FOR CHARMING ACCENTS! Fine quality—use natural or paint. Try our wicker spray paint. $3.95 10 oz. 

CHRISTIAN RE:STYLES AND REPAIRS SHOES  
Send for catalog 
and mailing carton

DOOR SLIDERS  
Custom design- 
Ced to beautify 
your sliding 
doors. 3-9/16" 
Antique gold 
plated metal 
rings, red 
rhinestones, 
rich warm 
look. Easy to mount. 
Slides are included.

AMERICAN WICKER  
WICKER WORKS  
P. O. Box 186A, Camden, Mich. 49232

DECORATORS: Please Note!  
SPANISH WALL PLANTER  
The elegance and gay charm of old Spain is captured in this striking stoneware. Made of sturdy 
unbreakable steel, it is perfect for any 
room. Takes two cans of pink and 
green, each weight about 1-1/2 lbs. 
$3.99 each. Ppd. Ann Isabel  
Dept. 637, 7400 Rugby Bl.  
Philadelphia, Pa. 19150

MAGNIFIER ENLARGES  
AN ENTIRE PAGE!  
Read the whole page magnified all at once—no more moving magnifier 
from line to line. Big 10" x 7" ultra- 
thin enlarger doubles the print-size 
of a paperback book, or anything. 
Unbreakable new discovery can slip 
to a phone directory for permanent 
use. Excellent for legal documents, 
shop market tables, classified 
ads. Relieves strain, makes book reading easier.

GREENLAND STUDIOS  
DEPT. HS, MIAMI, FLORIDA 33147

 bikinius  
ow off treasures in museum 
shop with hinged glass case 
for people who live in 
tan, bronze or stainless. 
$17.95; unfinished, $19.95. 
P. 0. Box 186A, Camden, Mich. 49232
Big man steps out
King-Size has designed dress shirts to give true comfort to the big and bony. A blend of Dacron polyester and cotton with perma-press. White only. Neck 17 to 22; ½ sizes to 19; sleeves to 36. Semi-spread (shown) button-down collar. $8.95
Free catalogue. King-Size, King-Size Bldg., Brockton, M. 02301.

French originals
From the brush of well-known American artist, Cordé, come these exquisite French originals. Executed in ink with washed or brushed colors, each local is different and unique. Originals on heavy art paper. 9" by 26" for rows panels or effective group 3 for $5.95, 25c post., 4, $7.50.
World Art, HG34, 5 Church Westport, Conn.

Tree treat
Here's a tree that grows in Brooklyn or any other locale indoors. The mighty miniature Japanese black pine stays green all the year. Once it's grown to approximate height, transfer the little chart outdoors to enhance your garden. At $1.98 p.p. each, why not order several from Holiday Gifts, HG753, Raritan Ave., New Brunswick, N. J., 08902.

Easter confection
Looks good enough to eat, but please don't munch the chocolate daisies atop this heavenly beehive shaped box. It's a charming cake to store trinkets, sweets, dust powder and other heart's desire. It's now available white or ivory, 6" w. A dreamy Easter gift for hostess' dressing table. $4.95 post.
Imré Ban, HG378, 3950 L Shore Dr., Chicago, 111. 60613.

Send postcard for FREE CATALOG
SIZES 1 to 5 ONLY
For perfect fit in your exact size — order shoes by mail from our catalog showing huge variety of beautiful styles for every occasion — each particularly designed to delight and flatter your little feet!
 Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded.
EDCO FRAGRANCE Dept. HG-1
17-30 166 St., Whitestone 67, N. Y.

Wonderful Willow Furniture
Imported from Europe
For extra comfort: Right: TELEVISION CHAIR—Handwoven and strengthened for strength, comfort, and beauty. White or ivory. 1, $65.00, 2. $110.00. Right: TELEVISION CHAIR—Handwoven and reinforced, with polished brass legs. 1, $110.00, 2, $220.00.
From Basket House, HG3, 216 Ridgewood Ave, Ridgewood, N. J. 07450. Phone, Elec. 3-4269.
**Shopping Around**

**It for a princess**

For royal treatment in the bath: sumptuous shower books in antique gold or silver. Many-faceted sconce design makes the shower curtain look more handsome. Shade of rustproof zinc aluminum foil. Set of 12 is just $2.29 at retail. Order from Miles Kimball, 300 Bond St., Oskosh, Wis. 901.

**Antler light**

English lanterns have handles to carry them from terrace or patio to floors, hung in a half-moon bracket over mantel. Lantern, 7 1/4" h. holds single candle which shines through the glass panes. Entwine with vine leaves, dried flowers or strings of evergreens. Candle not included. $2.50 ea.; $4.75 for 2. Add postage. Heritage House, HC3, Allingford, Pa. 19086.

**Bird watchers’ must**

The volume field guide with full color illustrations of 2,000 birds and 699 species is a must for all bird watchers. Fine Easter gift! Kit includes song cards that make a "picture" of the bird's song, maps of winter and summer ranges; migration patterns; 540 engravings; 4 1/2" by 7 1/2". $2.95 plus postage. Clymer's of Bucks County, HC3, Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 19086.

**Beauty team**

Generations of beautiful women have sworn by rose water and glycerine to keep their skin glowingly-pink and petal-smooth. The formula is still a marvel. 4 oz. bottle of non-sticky softening lotion, $1.50. Pink soap is soothing and mild; 3 cakes gift boxed, $1.75. Talc. Woodmere Mills, Inc., Dept. B, 336 Putnam Ave., Hamden, Conn. 06514.

**stant-Home” Kit**

If you’re thinking of buying, building, decorating or renting, you’ll save plenty with this kit! As a set of fiber partitions, doors, windows, kitchen cabinets, plus over 200 furniture shapes made to 1/5" scale. Helps estimate, obtain financing. A perfect 3-D model everything will look, how furniture will fit. "Decorating Guide” is 8 1/2 color with 224 paint swatches, 56 carpet, & upholstery color schemes provide hundreds of correct combinations! This kit not available from any other advertiser. $3.95 postage. Penna, residents add 5% tax. Leslie Creations, Box 4677, Leslie Creations, Box 5811 Columbus, Ohio 43221.

**THE SMART SHOPPER**

SAME PRICE ANYWHERE

**Antique Business at Home**

**PROFIT & PLEASURE HOME STUDY COURSE OF ANTIQUES**

"Knowledge of Antiques has always been a value, in itself. ppd. for $1.50. plated spool and spoon, 336 Putnam Ave., Hamden, Conn. Anywhere in U.S.A., NO COD.

**DECORATORS; PLEASE NOTE!**

**Floor Candle Holder**

99.95

Two for $18.95 ADD 75c POSTAGE

**TALL SHOW PIECE OF DWIGHT IRON IN SPANISH MOTIF**

This is an important show piece that will add Weatherproof beauty to your living room, dining room or family room as it graces the mantel. Lantern, height will add Mrdil-r flavor to your living room. Flanking a door, on terrace or patio. Black heavy wrought iron, height will adjust from 34" to 40" for your own desired effect. Please specify color. 4" wide base and 9" high.

**MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

TATTOOL

Box 5811 Columbus, Ohio 43221

Please send free "Profit and Pleasure in Antiques" Booklet.

**NAME**

**Address**

**City**

**State**

**Zip**

**PROFIT & PLEASURE HOME STUDY COURSE OF ANTIQUES**

"Knowledge of Antiques has always been a value, in itself. ppd. for $1.50. plated spool and spoon, 336 Putnam Ave., Hamden, Conn. Anywhere in U.S.A., NO COD.

**Are you afraid?**

Amazing new portable, two ounce door lock protects you against intruders at home or away. Two small flat pieces of fine steel fitted together to make this powerful lock. Fits any hinged door with a latch. You need protection when traveling or alone. Get Totalock and be secure.

$3.00 each postpaid

Send check or money order for one or more to TOTALOCK

Box 5811 Columbus, Ohio 43221

**for the ORDERLY ESTABLISHMENT $6.50 per**

**casual living**

(Sept. 8-8)

108 Chatsworth Ave.

Larchmont, N. Y.

1038

Placed in prominent spot in home bar or game room, this polite remonstrance will promote correct, genteel behavior at all times. After 10 P.M., 7/4" x 1 7/8", hand screened in three colors on antiqued fan pine.

**All you do is one simple stitch to make these prestyled wool rya wall hangings or cushions, imported from Sweden, the kits feature prepared threadings, easy to follow full color graphs and English instructions. Costs three times more ready made. Send 25¢ for award winning designs in our color brochure.**

**Knob RUG CRAFT**

53-A Lambert Lane

New Rochelle, N.Y.
NEW! PERMANENT HAIR REMOVER

SAFELY REMOVES UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER!

PERMA TWEZ! Revolutionary ‘one-step’ home electrolysis device that safely and permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. THIS IS THE ONLY INSTRUMENT WITH SPECIAL U.S. PATENTED SAFETY FEATURE THAT DESTROYS THE HAIR PERMANENTLY WITHOUT PUNCTURATING SKIN.

AUTOMATIC ‘TWEZER-LIKE’ ACTION GIVES SAFE ROOT CIAL U.S. PATENTED SAFETY FEATURE.


Leathercraft, HG, 305 E. 51 St., NY, NY. Plaza 9-3955. 54-page Catalog, 25c.

BISOLAR SUN LAMP

Three 6-0/.. lins all of the same tungsten bulbs, packaged. $1.98 ppd. $500 dollars of exotic Hawaiian imports. Melon and ginger, different taste treats. Smashing hit in the hostess department. Get out of entertaining ruts. Set the table with Macadamia nuts. Score a real smashing hit in the hostess department.

Charming rescuer

Yes, dear reader, lots of homes in the USA are without electricity by preference! A Heritage genuine rose-bedecked beauty like til would have come in mighty handy in November, ’65 if you’d had its oil ready and the wick clean. Eleutheranare lamp is 14” high with glass chimney. $8.95 ppd. Imre Ban Studios, HG4171, 39 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60604.

ALOHA!

Get out of entertaining nuts. Sen Macadamia nuts. Score a real smashing hit in the hostess department. Liven the party with the exotic Hawaiian imports. Melon crunchiness. Different taste treats.

INDIAN SPREAD

Trooping ceremonial horses for the colorful border design of these hand-blocked prints. As be-spread, tablecloths, or make into shirts, sliv shifts, cafe au lait, shades of green, orange, red, brown, or blue on mazer. 2 by 108” wide, $4.95 “0” by 108 double, $5.95 ppd. The Pat HG3, Box 25, Highland Park, IL. 60035.

WICKEr FOR WEAR

Durability and strength as well graceful design add up to the very sattile wicker chair. Old-fashion charm for indoors or out. Nature but paintable chair is 38” h. over all; seat, 25” w. $22.50 ea.; package. $39.50 ex. coll. Four-fold tufted corduroy cushions, $9.95, for each chair. In gold, black, taupe, gerine, lime. Elizabeth McCaffre HG3, Northport, N. Y. 11768.

DOLLS

YOU LEARN TO make and restore dolls of all kinds—old and new. Wonderful hobby, profitable part time business. Tart your love of dolls into rewarding pastime. Design and create dolls clothes, repair mechanical dolls, authenticate old dolls. Easy to read lessons and free consultation to insure your satisfaction. DON’T DELAY—Start today for your exciting future. Send for FREE BOOKLET. No salesman, no obligation. Use coupon below.

FAMOUS AMERICAN WOODCUT

LIMITED EDITION

All FOUR $191

These prints of Washin. Lincoln and Abraham Lincoln genuine original rare, unusual and exclusive. Ideal for the Lincoln collector. $175.00 each. Superb technique, unframed, limited edition of 125. No prints have been. Hand-numbered. A very fine decorative horse, impressive collection. Printing limited to their tragic death of the Lincoln command. Reproduced for only $1,725.00. Other fine portraits. Order now or ALL FOUR for $49.13. The art of old woodcuts. Original block-in-hand. Each block printed on beautiful vellum. $2.98 plus 25c for each. A fateful value!

FAMOUS AMERICAN STUDY

Box 1000

Spring Park, Mich. 49344

HOUSE & GARDEN

102
napely pastry

Arm out cream horns, coronets, niature ladylocks like the most owned pastry chefs. Tapered aluminum forms turn the trick, not get you involved with making paper forms that must be torn away. Pastry wraps on and off easily. Re-use for years.

Forms plus recipes, $1.98. Add邮 post Lang’s, HG3, 20 Magee ave., Stamford, Conn. 06092.

masterpiece

In Gogh’s superb Post-Impres- sionist painting, “White Roses,” and silk-screened on genuine canvas or fine art paper. Full color with white roses in deep blue- green vase against yellow wall. 25” 20” v. Ready to frame. On can, $8.95; art paper, $2.98. Add邮 post. Lambert Studios, Dept. 83, 336 Central Park West, New York, N. Y. 10025.

singing a song of 4 x 4

Many bands at each “double- drawer end” table serve you—at no extra expense? Use in your home cabinet when a double-duty Executive File-Drawer Table serves you—all extra expense! Use in your home for 30 days. Satisfaction guaranteed, or return for full purchase price refund. Send check or money order. Shipped promptly, express charges collect.

CURTAIN CHARM

With Ball Fringe on Bleached Muslin

For years, clever New England housewives have made these charming BLEACHED MUSLIN curtains for every room in the house. Now you can buy them direct with all the original simplicity, and hand-made look. Practically, long-wearing, these unusually attrac- tive fabrics of white, pre-shrunk muslin with matching color ball fringe retain their crisp appearance with a minimum of care...

Holds leaves, folds to just 3” wide to tuck away behind a chair or door between uses. Perfect for snack dishes and glasses at party time; holds extra ash trays where needed; stands right for hall or landing. Drops its leaves, folds to 3” wide to tuck away behind a chair or door between uses. Smoothly all-finished, golden brown look: 10’ high, 15” across.

Organize your personal papers at home with office-file efficiency and custom-crafted beauty!

EXECUTIVE file-drawer table

Hand-made in our own workshop from seasoned woods. Holds years of memories.

Who’d ever guess that this fine, hard-crafted and table holds a double life? It looks like an elegant table but it is also an impression for the “executive in residence.” One file drawer (or two) slides open to receive a full bank of alphabetical files. Deep and long, it can accommodate years of files—correspondence, policies, and all important documents.

Drawers ride on non-slip nylon guides. Devastated for Flash fit. Mounted with antiqued hardware. Each inch hand-made in our North Carolina workshop, where crafts- manship is traditional and values old-fashioned.

Thousands of executives use it! Why buy an ordinary file cabinet when a double-duty Executive File-Drawer End Table serves you—all extra expense! Use in your home for 30 days. Satisfaction guaranteed, or return for full purchase price refund. Send check or money order. Shipped promptly, express charges collect.

MOPPER

One Size Fits All Men or Women

Mopper is the towel holder, origs of roses adorn this richly and finished holder in antique or fine art paper. Full color with white roses in deep blue-green vase against yellow wall. 25” 20” v. Ready to frame. On can, $8.95; art paper, $2.98. Add邮 post. Lambert Studios, Dept. 83, 336 Central Park West, New York, N. Y. 10025.

touched of elegance

touch is a rose is a towel holder, ors of roses adorn this richly and finished holder in antique or fine art paper. Full color with white roses in deep blue-green vase against yellow wall. 25” 20” v. Ready to frame. On can, $8.95; art paper, $2.98. Add邮 post. Lambert Studios, Dept. 83, 336 Central Park West, New York, N. Y. 10025.

COUNTRY CURTAINS

STOCKBRIDGE, MASS.

DEPT. 48

For years, clever New England housewives have made these charming BLEACHED MUSLIN curtains for every room in the house. Now you can buy them direct with all the original simplicity, and hand-made look. Practically, long-wearing, these unusually attrac- tive fabrics of white, pre-shrunk muslin with matching color ball fringe retain their crisp appearance with a minimum of care...

Holds leaves, folds to just 3” wide to tuck away behind a chair or door between uses. Perfect for snack dishes and glasses at party time; holds extra ash trays where needed; stands right for hall or landing. Drops its leaves, folds to 3” wide to tuck away behind a chair or door between uses. Smoothly all-finished, golden brown look: 10’ high, 15” across.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

**Please, your zip code is required.**

DEPT. 1408

EVANSTON, ILL. 60204

Drop-eall All-Teak Table

Beautifully crafted of solid genuine teak-wood, little round table can be a permanent part of your décor or a handy helper when extra table-top space is needed. Per- fect for snack dishes and glasses at party time; holds extra ash trays where needed; stands right for hall or landing. Drops its leaves, folds to just 3” wide to tuck away behind a chair or door between uses. Smoothly all-finished, golden brown look: 10’ high, 15” across.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

**Please, your zip code is required.**

DEPT. 1408

EVANSTON, ILL. 60204

CRUSADER CROSS PENDANT

3 imported directly from the Holy City of Jerusalem. Originally designed and worn in the 13th Century. They are now made in sterling silver in the same traditional man- ner as in the days of old. They are set with Alexandrite stones that are deep red at night and violet in daylight. Available in 3 sizes. PETITE 13/16” diameter $10.50. MEDIUM 13/8” diameter $12.50. LARGE 15/8” $22.50. FINGER RING $10. EARRINGS (clip or screwbacks) $16. Excellent for Easter.

JAMAICA SILVERSMITH

507 Woodhull Ave. 537

Victoria Street, N. Y. 20, N. Y.
Miracle mite
Handy blender, mixer and juicer from France works small miracles with little effort. Made of high-impact styrene with twin mylar beaters—no parts to rust. 8" base holds 16 oz. Use it to beat egg white, blend mayonnaise, mix batter. Instructions, red incl. $4.98 plus 35c post. Hanco House, Dept. Z78, Hanover, 17331.

Table for treasures
Small prized objects show beautifully from inside glass top and sides keeps dust-fingerprint free. Table's exotic wood finished in light finish. Surprise feature: a side panel that's a door! 22"h. 28"w. $129.95 exp. charges collect. Catalogue, 25c. Ephraim Marsh, D-436, Box 266, Condor, N. 99205.

Rooster rouser
Rollicking rooster cheers grumpiest getter-upper. You'll love his rich mellow pine appearance the convenient way he holds paper napkins. When excitement warms he'll take to porch or patio. Winds can't disturb his paper go! 6" high. $3.50 ppd. Old Country Forge, HG3, Guilford, Conn. 06437.

Right for flights
Imagine a traveling companion that weighs next to nothing, but a whole week's wardrobe. Cintinel flight bag is of natural sheepskin with brass buckles, zip top and sides keeps them dust-free. Fully-lined too! 19" h. by 6" w. by 15"d. $19.95 plus 75c postage. Orders from Hobi, HG3, Flushing, N. Y. 11352.

No place like home
Cats and dogs enjoy the coziness of this little snuggery. Pet-Hide Way is insulated for their comfort washable for yours. One-inch p. foam and stiffener comes zippered in fine corduroy. Colors to make your own decor in red, gold or blue. 12" by 18" $7.75; 14" by 22" $9.95 Ppd. Holiday Gift, HG3A, 7953 Baritan St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

PRESS ON (SELF-STICK DIE-CUT ADDRESS LABEL)
Put these beauties on your camera, sports equipment as well as correspondence permanently. Just peel off at a glance. Ink is black, on "Silver Opaque" White pressure-sensitive label x 1 1/2". Any message to 4 lb. letters each. Plastic slide fits purse or pocket. 225 for $4.95 (400 alike, $1). 20 matching labels included. Guaranteed shipment. Via air, add 16c. Bollind, 23-P Bollind Bldg., B. Colo. 80102. Thank you kind Sir.
Shopping Around

High 'n Handsome
Home-made Colonial Classic
THE
Jenny Ladder Back

...Now available also in
Antiqued Decorator Colors!

Our Jenny Ladder Back, high 'n handsome replica of an Early American beauty—now in high-fashion antiqued decorator colors—lovingly created by traditional and modern! Authentic Jeff Elliot from the cutting and shaping of our own timber to careful construction in our own workshops. Such fine-furniture detailing as mortise and tenon joint construction, which grows even stronger with use and hand-leafing of liver rust washes. Decorative turnings prettily suggest French colonial influences. A thoroughly antique look!

Smudged ash, smoothly sanded, ready to paint $18.95 Natural finisher out (blank) $21.95


Holds about 60 books

Fully Assembled!

Regal 42" Tall, Seat 17 1/2" wide, 14" deep, 17 1/2" high.

Tiffany Lamp Kit
True Classic Tiffany Linens

New forming technique enables you to assemble this choice Tiffany Decorator Lamp with ease. The glass is in the neutral tortoise-shell of the traditional Tiffany which mutes well in any decor. Is trimmed with red and green "grapes." The romantic interest in this lamp style makes this true 20 inch diameter lamp an unheard of value at the price.

New simplified assembly $14.95

World Arts
Box 577-F Wilmington, Calif. 90744

Secrets of Teaching Yourself Music

Revealed in your own home this money-saving way

SUSAN BOOK END TABLE

FREE CATALOG - 700 PIECES Finisnaded and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Yourself Music

Teach yourself music as you work, as you shop. Turn any space in your home into a music center, music shop. Assemble your collection, add to it, organize and enjoy it. How to practice the piano, violin, guitar, all stringed instruments. How to play the clarinet, cornet, trumpet, etc., all wind instruments. How to work with sheet music. Seneca and Baren's five-voice Music-Making-in-the-Family, complete with music and instructions on playing piano, violin, and other instruments. Free trial copy, $1.00 refundable if you are not perfectly satisfied. Write today for the free copy, or send for 25c trial copy of Seneca's Music-Making-in-the-Family. A 25c return for each trial copy ordered when you write for the free copy. No obligation.

Dept. G-37, Statesville, N. Carolina 28677

Questions or comments? Contact us at sales@hightechdictionary.com
ELITE MEAT

That's Pfaelzer's Prime Filet Mignons. So elite they aren't sold in ordinary markets. They're the steaks served in America's finest clubs and restaurants. Each one is aged for flavor and fork-tender. Now, you can have them at home or send them as a gift, shipped quick frozen, packed in dry ice, gift boxed, and with a personalized card. Satisfaction guaranteed.

THE LITTLE TEASER

from the World's most extensive and distinguished collection of precious stones, statuary, and garden ornaments in lead, bronze, and stone, displayed at the Florentine Craftsmen Showrooms. THE LITTLE TEASER is a fine patinated lead statue of a child sitting on rock with frog on his foot spraying water. Signed "25" high base "8" x "8". $125. N.Y.C. (Express collect) 25c for catalogue $6 in coin or postage.

N.Y.C. (Express collect) 25c for catalogue $6 in coin or postage.

Florentine Craftsmen
481 FIRST AVE. (33rd St.) NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 Phone: 389-6580

SHOPPING AROUND

Rope trick


Wicker delight

Choice lamp to hang on the wall any room of the house is made with an 1" dia. han woven natural wicker shade—a perfect diffusser. Arm extends 1 from wall, swivels right or left. Height adjustable for perfect setting or soft lighting above. $13.99 plus $1.25 p. Lampland, Dept. B-37, 579 Ave. N. Y. 10011.

Swedish sextet

Exquisitely-chased demitasses with a feathery design a pluméd bird is crafted in Sweden. The spoons are of heavy silvers plate. Use them, too, for individual pots of jam or jelly, to add curvaceous accompaniments like coconut crushed peanuts, chutney, $2, a set of six. Send free catalogue. Fortunoff's, H3, Box 145, Welbury, N. Y. 15590.

Poachers, beware

Stop simmering your eggs sticky pans. Fellow three-pc. poacher banishes stickiness. entire platform holds cups at exact level for any 7" or larger pan shallow or deep. $1.98. Also available: Six-egg poacher insert to any 10" or larger pan $3.75. P. S. Gifts, H3, 632 S. Main, Gaston Ave., Dallas, Texas 7521.

In the dark?

Attach this magical battery-operated light to any standard phone Lift receiver for automatic illumination, comfortable dialing, a more wrinkle-producing situation in dark corners. No accident while groping for a switch at night. Unbreakable plastic. Battery is included. $2.98 postpaid. Holiday Gifts, H4C, 795 Raritan St. Denver, Colo. 80221.

FINE KID GLOVE CLEANING

A SAFER PROCEDURE FOR REFINISHING AND SHOW-PROOFING

White gloves are white...colored gloves, Brotherhood, and kid gloves are now "SHOW-PROOF" treated to prevent water spotting. "SHOW-PROOF" pleases lovers because most gloves stay cleaner. Kid gloves are finished to the same quality. Satisfaction guaranteed on your money refunded. Postage paid on all orders accompanied by check or money order.

WE ALSO CLEAN ANY TYPE LEATHER OR LEATHER FRONTED COATS, DRESSES—ALL LEATHER GARMENTS.

LANO-FLEX

House & Ga
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Chippendale Fire Screen
by Benbow

Beautiful with your hand-crafted needlepoint, size 14½ x 18½. Hand-crafted in mahogany, walnut and cherry. Overall height, 43". Screen size: 14" x 18".

$230

Shipped freight charges collect.

Send $1.00 for complete catalogue of reproductions.

Visit our showrooms in Greensboro, N.C.

Benbow Reproductions

3918 Friendly Rd., Greensboro, N. C. 27410
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Benbow Reproductions

3918 Friendly Rd., Greensboro, N. C. 27410
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ALABASTER BUNNY hand carved in ITALY
Pure white alabaster, carved with love and an expert hand. Appealing pink glass eyes and cuddly rounded body make a winsome mantle decoration, a perky paper weight. Gather several for your Easter basket, for now, for special gift-giving occasions. $7.95, 2¾" high.

FREE Write for 75-cp. Christmas Crochet pattern. in return.
WORLD HANDICRAFT CENTER
Distribution of Shopping International, Inc.
Dept. 547, Norwich, Vermont 05055

BLUE ONION TABLECLOTH
What a setting for matching Mauve war or for wonderful white trellis curtains. White cotton cloth hand-printed with the cherished Blue Onion pattern. In ball-lining In blue and come-

adjEStable Hi-Lo T.V. POLE STAND
For the bedroom, living room, kitchen, family room, porch...no matter where you're viewing this smart new T.V. Pole Stand holds your portable tV at the level and place best suited for comfort...without taking up valuable floor or table-top space. Takes any width, up to 16" top to bottom. Easy to install and move, brass plated pole has spring tension rod at top to adjust to your ceil-

Fix loose chairs
Chair-Loc "Swells" Joints Tight
For any pair, $1.75

PET SEAHORSES FROM FLORIDA
SPECIAL OFFER - LIVE MATED pet Sea-
horses sent. Air Mail from Fla. Orders receive kit with FREE food, catalog and simple instructions for raising these aquatic little pets in a jar or fish bowl. The father Seahorse gives birth to young alive.

RATTAN PLATE HOLDERS
Helen Gallagher
Dept. 105, Peoria, Ill. 61616

FAN LOOSE CHAIRS Chair-Loc "Swells" Joints Tight
Sauces liquid plastic penetrates wood fibers, makes them S-W-E-L-L. Fixes loose chairs, loks runs, legs forever tight. All you use Chair-Loc for dowels, towel and broom handles, marred joints.

Diamond-studded! Among five thousand styles (air prices) in Empire's eighty-page catalogue, a fabulous necklace appears that contains fifty-five pear-shaped diamonds whose cen-
ter-blaze is over twelve carats, ph host of other cuttings, $80,000 Catalogue's free. Empire Diamond Corp., HG3, Empire State Bldg. New York, N. Y. 10001.

The fox knack Snazzy paperweight in the shape of a sleeping-beauty fox slyly deco-

Wide, wide ruffles In answer to earnest pleas, the Country Curtains ladies have added deep 45" ruffles to their marvelous bleached preshrunk muslin curtains. You must have a wind where they'd be wonderful! Available in five lengths and all 84" wide per pair, 54" and 72" L, $6.50 per pair. 51" and 90" L $7.50 pr. Fpd. Country Curtains HG3, Stockbridge, Mass. 01262.
**Shopping Around**

**New Forslund Catalog...$1.00**

New, big and colorful! 124 pages filled with Quaint American Furniture and all the nice things that go with it—so many exclusive with Forslund—many made in our own little Grand Rapids manufactory. Your one dollar is refundable on your first $10.00 order.

Carl Forslund

Dept. HG, 50 E. Fulton St.
Grand Rapids, Michigan

**Overpaying Your Taxes?**

Perhaps. Well, here's a guide that may help you save hundreds of dollars.

Written by an expert, in easy-to-understand language this book should be in every home.

Contains, too, all the necessary forms for maintaining accurate expense records.

**$5.00**

Price is subject to postage. Send check or money order. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

Satisfaction guaranteed.

**OAKBROOK PUBLISHING COMPANY**

DEPT. HG, BOX 1004 • OAK BROOK, ILLINOIS 60521

**OAKBROOK PUBLISHING COMPANY**

**Silverware REPAIRED & REPLATED**

We'll make your silver look brand-new again!

Send precious silver to us, as thousands do from all over America. We plate with pure silver; repair flawlessly, when needed. We also do Gold Plate, Brass Plate, Chromium Plating. We refinish and repair Sterling, restores Pewter pieces. We install handleless knife blades. Send for free booklet, with prices, information.

Famous for 76 years; established 1891

**SIMMONS PLATING WORKS**

409 Whitehall, Atlanta, Ga. 30303
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SALT MACKEREL
A basketful of Downs East flavor. We have these delicious salted Mackerel fillets packed in brine — the traditional curing method. East Coast except in fishing towns. A vintage food for the gourmet and the whole family. Packed in reusable wooden bucket. Mackerel Bucket: 3 lb. $7.75, ppd. Mackerel Bucket: 10 lb. $14.50, net. Add 25¢ handling charge paid of the Massachusetts.

BROWN'S
OF GLoucester
Dept. HG-3, 116 Main St.
Gloucester, Mass. 01930

SHOPTING AROUND

Relax, take it easy
Kifa back rest developed by Scottish physical therapists is the feet way to rid yourself of tired, strained muscles. Lie down — it restores your energy, turns you to good posture. Use when driving, too. Fits any foot size. Light, strong wood laminating $9.95 ppd. Kifa Imports, Dept. I Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

Old friends framed
Historic locomotives, printed four colors, handsomely frame cherry. The frames are finished dark rich tone or lighter by wheat honey, 61/4 by 71/4. Excellent choice for display in a study, a library or a boy's room. $4.45 ea.; 2, $8.50; at $25, Pd. Catalogue, 1 St. Clair-lund, HG3, 122 East Fulton Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

Fashion adoot
Step lively, now in the new rounded-style toe. Heel's high in fashion-right just so shape; toe's flattened as well rounded. Widths AAAAAA to in sizes 6 to 12; in white, black wild mink brown cashmere: blue suede; black patent. $18.95 p 50¢ post, Free catalogue. Moon & Gilbert, Inc., HG3, 17 W. 57, New York, N. Y. 10019.

Bone beauties
Bone china dishes, perfect salads, side dishes, dessert snacks. Each gold-timmed dish a different bouquet of fresh, brissie decorating its center. A very happy shape to use on tables, causes it to come down on crowded place settings. 65.75. Set of $8.50, ppd. of Bond, 12260 Ventura Bl., Studio City, Calif. 91604 or 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

Dancing lights
Soft light glowing through shers of hand-cut crystal prisms golden beacons reflect the men tiers of 18th Century drawing rooms, ball gowns and powder wigs. The crowning touch to your gleaming silver, elegant gracious living. 171/2", 9" d $29.95 the pair. Exp. charges cost. Luzi Crystal, HG3, 7352 From ford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 191.

HIDE UGLY VEIN
UGLY LEG VEIN • BROWN AGE SPOT CREAMS • DRUG CREAMS • SCARS • Blemishes
Use amazing Kove-All. It magically and startling hides these ugly things on any part of the body, legs or face. YOU CAN EVEN USE WITH WATER-PROOF KOVER-ALL. You too youngsters are better. Keep your friends with your skin and looks natural. Affect by money back guarantees. Avoid cheap imitations. Select your shade: Light, Medium or Dark. Regular $1.25; c.o.d. or same day, by sending $2.98 with order. Mail orders to:

HOUSE OF CHARLES
MAIL ORDER DEPT., HG-1, BOX 98, CEDARHURST, NEW YORK
Shopping Around
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OLD OR WHITE
PRESS LABELS
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... or on gold gummed
1 1/2 inches long. Packed
. in plastic box. 1000
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M. S. Morton
3240 Maple Leaf Drive
Farmington Hills, Michigan 48034

American STAIR-GLIDE Corp.
1817 Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo. 64108

PICTURES & PRINTS

WYETH, "COOT HUNTER"

4 x 10" $1.20

NEED PICTURES ON YOUR WALLS?

Oestreicher's can put them there! With
over 300,000 prints to choose from,
Oestreicher's has the largest collection of
Fine Art Reproductions in the world.
Our clients choose from old masters, modernists,
npressionists and all other artists, as well as
landscape, seascapes and sporting prints.
Please add $1.80 to each order to cover
postage, insurance and handling.

Our latest Reference Book of Fine Art
Reproductions includes over 1,100 pictures
lists over 12,000 titles by 1,500 artists. $2.50 pp.

Oestreicher's
Dept. HG-37
634 W. 46 St. (Bet. 5th & 6th Aves.) N.Y.C.

STATIONERY

Mail Organizer

Stationery's 49.98

Mail Organizer

From Portugal, it has real Foreign-betigue
Floral Handwoven of natural willow with
shelves, 3 deep partitions for complete
organizing. Service 11 1/2" H, 6 1/2" deep
Order #3092 54.95 - 24 Shipping

FOSTER HOUSE

Dept. T19, Potters, Illinois 61806


direct from factory

COLONIAL Knotty Pine

One-Door CONSOLE

Beautifully styled in clear pine, Delightful
tapered shape, with one center door and
one shelf, 39" High, 24" Wide, 12" deep.
Unpainted ready to stain or varnish, $21.95. Finished
in charming forest green or antique white, $39.95. Fully assembled.

Send for FREE Gift Catalog

S nocre ii for Catalog of Other Values

MEADOWBROOK INDUSTRIES

Dept. HG-37, 201 Belleview Ave., Belmont, N. Y. 14696

RIDE UPSTAIRS ON

STAIR-GLIDE®

FREE TRIAL!

RIGHT IN YOUR
OWN HOME!
BEFORE YOU
BUY OR RENT!
Installed in 2 hours
without mark or
scratch on home or
apartment—no wir-
ings; plugs in like a
radio. Gladly left
free for normal use.
Costs $4 a week to op-
erate. Automatic
Safety Devices.

WRITE TODAY for literature, prices.

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

MORTON'S Dept. HG-37

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004

Please send me FREE stylf bulletin plus Spec-
ial JACKET STYLE BULLETIN.

Name

Address

City

State

111

Morton's remolds your old worn fur coat,
hat or cape into a glamorous new fur fashion
for only $24.95. Includes: customizing, new lining,
interlining, monogram, cleaning, glazing, writ-
ten guarantee.

Order from MORTON'S. World's Largest
Fur Remolder. 3811 S. 14th St., Washington, D.C. 20004
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HAWAIIAN KAFFOCCI
(Apop)

Beautifully Hand- screen-printed Fijian Prints fashioned into a charming "Cover-Up" to wear just for Fun— in the Kitchen or on the Beach
Size fits all
3.55—pad. Add 60¢ for air.
Anthurium Red, Plumiera Pink, Hibiscus Yellow, Surf Green, Mango Orange, Surf Blue.
Send 25¢ for brochure. Send check or money order to:
the TRADER • Pier 39, ltd.
Pier 39, Honolulu, Hawaii

SPECIAL: 6 boxes (your selection) $10.00; 12 boxes size for $1.75. postpaid.

AMAZING new imitation wrought iron. Looks just like an expensive original. Fun to assemble. No tools needed. Easy to finish in any color or leave black. Stands 197" high and 19½" across. Complete "do-it-yourself" kit only.

Send name, old, 15¢ postage and handling.
The Mail Box #275
Dept. H9, New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040

MAKE THIS BEAUTIFUL CANDELABRA

THE ONLY COCOA BUTTER SOAP

Sewing's made a snazzy "The Dramatic Difference" booklet that shows more than just items from Dritz to make your sewing easier and more proficient. Pictured are kits for belts, ornaments, eyelet and snapper buckles, pressing aids for curved and base. Availabb- in many fibers. S24.00. Exp. 1/31. Send to: Dritz to make b

SHOPPING AROUND

Seal of approval
Everyone is pleased when you send your letters with the lovely Hands of Albrecht I. They are so appropriate to Easter cards and gifts, or on correspondence of any kind. Impress your guests! Hand-stamped gold labels are 5½" by 1½", across. Of 50, 99c; 100, $1. Pp'd. Sp. Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Ati

Haute cuisine
Imagine your gleaming pots and copper cooking utensils, or favorite mug collection han from this semi-circular decor black wrought-iron reproduc of an old French mouth. Leaps, above the kitchen work center. S7.9. w. 15½" h; 8 b $8.98 ppd. Ann Isabel, HG3, Rugby St., Phila., Pa. 19150.

Room spinning?
No, just the stool—this bar
swivel! Curved seat, hand w fiberbrush back; hardwood corn and base. Available in many fin es and antique hand-glazed co Seat 24" or 30" h. ( specify). 5 shades, $22.50; finishes, and glazed colors, $24.50. Exp. Free "Chairs in Color" book Casual Crafts, Dept. HG13, St.

A ring to remember
One we promise you will not get. Its romantic rosebud des weaves an intricate pattern of the entire outer surface. And the ring leader is made of genuine ivory. Hard to believe at the fi $3.98 p.pd. Harriet Carter, Dept. HG3, P

PIKN ROS

... painted by hand and embossed, decorate this dainty household glasware. A pink hue blouses the bowls of the ware and around the pink hue blouses the bowl. The stemware and around the plate is a set to be cherished. D

ALSTO CO.

Dept. HG-A, 13th Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44107

Edith Chapman Dept. 21 • Route 303 Rockland County, Blauvelt, N.Y. 1

HOUSE & GA
AN IRISH BLESSING

A hand-screended reproduction of an Irish blessing in six brilliant colors. Framed in maple-finished wood, 10" x 13". A lovely manuscript with a warm blessing, for your home or friend’s. Comes ready to hang.

Also available in the prayer of St. Francis of Assisi.

$4.95 each, Two for $9.75

Please add $1.75 Postage.
P.0. Box 258, Highland Park, Ill. 60035
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DAY-NIGHT MARKERS

Beautify Your Home—Identify Your Home

So proudly shines in friend’s or doctor’s headlights.

A lovely personal gift! Traditional designs, attractive size, rustproof, so durable —10 year warranty.

Level Factory direct to you. S&H Green Stamps, fool

MAILBOX MARKERS

SMX Standard (ordering one side) . . . . $1.95
MX Deluxe (wording both sides) . . . . . $2.95
MX Deluxe with frame (not shown) . . . . $3.95
NRX Deluxe with frame and number . . . . $4.95

To convert these mailbox markers ... order Kit M
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FRAMING RECYCLED PAPER

Elegant Crystal Lamps

WITH ITALIAN MARBLE BASES

The richness of these handcrafted Baccarat gold fin-
ed products and imported Italian marble base is un-
matchable at this price. The perfect decor for bath, sitting rooms, offices or foyers, into our mantel surrounds, as they are 18" high. No. 244. 19 in.

$34.95 Shipped Express

SUSAN BOOK COFFEE TABLE

COMPLETE IN KIT

Here is one of the loveliest and most com-
pletely useful tables made. Holds up to 100 books and magazines—nearly ar-
ranged, lifes visible, conveniently at hand.
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ORIENTAL WOK AND SPOONS

Automated Oriental cookery... updated in gleaming stainless steel finish on iron. The traditional Japanese Wok is a 12-inch bowl with a curved bottom that provides a large, evenly heated bottom to mix, blend, stir, stew, bake and buffet in. Handled; 3" deep; set includes five varying length wood mixing spoons.

3.49
set ppd.
set of 5 spoons only 1.25 ppd.

We're looking for people
Jon Whitcomb
Si-nel with no obliKation the Famous Artists Tal­
Famous Artists School

BASK-ETTE COVER UPS

Heart Side Chair

Authentic Ethan Allen PEDESTAL TABLE

(constellation) in fresh, preserve and dress up modern basket chairs. Seat-on covers fit any size chair up to 32" round. Cover both back and front; have drawing bottom for snug custom fit. Choose oat-to-be-touched-to-be-beloved Zebra stripes (black/white) or Leopard spots (beige/brown).

11.88
via R.E.A., exp. ship.
postpaid

Suede Care

(medicine for hair and scalp)

Suede Guard
Sprays

BRITISH BASK-EHE COVER UPS

Choose got-to-be-touched-to-be-beloved Zebra stripes (black/white) or Leopard spots (beige/brown).

12.95
postpaid

Full Page Magnifier

Don't forget!

Put a wall memo caddy up by a telephone. Includes a note pad, pencil holder plus six slot emergency phone numbers, 4 for keys and racks for note­
ters, bills, 1315 by 055, 4 white plastic. A must by phone.

$1.49 ppd. Walter D.
HG-71 Drake Bldg., Colo

Crewel look

Interesting art of crewel er­

Proud beauty

We're looking for people
who like to draw
says famous illustrator
Jon Whitcomb

If you have talent, you can be trained for success and security. Find out with our
Free Art Talent Test

Never before has there been such a de­
mand for artists to fill high-paid jobs. That's why a group of America's most famous artists make you this special offer:
Even though thousands paid to take our revealing 12-page Talent Test, it's yours FREE if you act at once. This is your chance to find out if you have talent for a full-time or part-time art career. Men and women who do well on the test—offer other evidence of art talent—may enroll in the School. But there's no obli­

gation. Mail coupon today.

Coupon entitles you to free test

We're looking for people

Suede Guard

SUEDEGUARD sprays

DUCKS WHITE OR BLACK

TIME FOR A CHANGE

1-14-66, Darrows, Miss. 66103 Call your Zip Code!
Shopping Around

NEW CONTOURED SUPPORT for LEGS

Provides Restful Relief From Tired Feet, Leg Aches & Pains!

Many doctors recommend elevating the legs as an aid to circulation and to relieve tired feet, tense and aching leg muscles. This new contoured leg rest cradles the entire limb, giving comfortable all-over support from the thigh to the arch. Molded foam rubber is proportioned to fit 3 sizes. Washable cover.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

LEG RESTS

- 76606X . . . (under 5'10")
- 76604X . . . (5'10" to 5'9")
- 76612X . . . (over 5'9")

Only $14.95. Add 75¢ postage and handling

HANOVER HOUSE

3AMAZING NEW NO-ODOR CAT TOILET

RARELY, IF EVER, NEEDS CHANGING

Litter is constantly dried by screen filtration and ventilation. Dryness plus a weekly second spray prevents odor and keeps litter fresh as new month after month. Wide scoop removes dry solids in a jiffy. Ends odor and messy cleaning. Saves time and money. 18" X 14" X 6". Sturdy Non-Corrosive. 3 yr. supply of special spray (easy reorder). $19.95 Ppd.

AMAZING NEW NO-ODOR CAT TOILET

SEND FREE BROCHURE.

ANSA PRODUCTS CO., Box 861, Traverse City, Mich. 49684

1000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1

ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2

CAUTION...mail bargain! Your name and address hand-copied on 1000 finest quality gummed labels. Copied in pencil. Packed with FREE useful Plastic GIFT (staple them on stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, etc.). Beautifully printed in finest quality. 1000 labels only $3.00 postage.

ALL—SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT OR

DIE. A terrible bargain! Makes an ideal gift. If you agree this is the buy of the year, we'll refund money in full.

FLORAL LABELS 211 Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Calif. 90230
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BEAUTY AND THE BLEACH

No fairy tale this, but a fact! Problems fade with Jolen Creme Bleach — the fabulous new cosmetic that bleaches superfluous hair on face, arms and legs. Like magic, medically approved Jolen turns dark hair pale blond to blend with your own skin tones. Be a beauty ... try JCB now!

JOLEN
Box 561, H2, Fairfield, Conn. 06430

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________ Zone ______ State ______
Money back guarantee. No C.O.D.'s.

BEAUTIFUL CURTAINS BEAUTIFUL WINDOWS

Marvelous Lace by Scranton, 100% Cotton, your choice of white or ivory. 42" panel, 81" sq. $4.50, 108" sq. $6.50 each.

Durable vinyl mats with foam rubber backs are both practical and lovely. Ideal for the busy homemaker. Drip-Dry, No starching.

FREE BROCHURE ON REQUEST
Po. Box. Add 60c Postage - Send No Co's.
HERITAGE HOUSE
Dept. HG37, Wallington, Pa. 19086

SEND NO MONEY Order your Sudbury Soil Test Kit on a 30-DAY FREE TRIAL.

Now ... Make Things Grow Like Magic!

SPECIAL! We're so sure no Active Gardener would ever part with a Sudbury Soil Test Kit, we want to send you one on an absolutely free trial basis. Pay nothing for 30 days, then only if completely satisfied — otherwise return it FREE.

This Popular Garden Soil Test Kit takes the guesswork out of gardening. Every plot needs a soil test before it can be grown to best advantage. This kit is simple to use and will keep your plants growing strong all season long. Send for yours today. Order now and save money and trouble.

FREE BROCHURE ON REQUEST
Po. Box. Add 60c Postage - Send No Co's.
HERITAGE HOUSE
Dept. HG37, Wallington, Pa. 19086

DON'T SLIP on ICE!!!

DON'T SLIP on ICE!!!

There's a big difference between a Boarded up winter hill and a Boarded up winter hill.

Bamboo, too

From the deft hand of Lillian Vernon, a pretty pull to give common chest, dresser a totally new, elegant look. Two-piece dress pulls with one hole opening, lavish golden metal. We'd them on kitchen cabinets, a pair $7.49 by 7.49. Screws incl. $1 a pair; 5 pairs, $4.98. Ppd. Lillian Vernon, H36, Box 155 Third A

Blooming right

Time's awasting. Start seeds of your home now. Transplant fabulously for handsomely blooms with this Seed Starter Kit. Include mixtures plastic green house, mixture milled peat moss, vermiculite, plant nutrients. Choose To bell Pepper, Petunia or Paprika hybrid seeds. Two kits, $1. Moultrie Manufacturing Co., H36 Moultrie, Ga. 31768.

Peg the mugs!

Hand-painted porcelain mugs are cheerful and pretty as they practical — and they keep coffee, tea, cocoa or soup piping hot! Ten cups come with an expandable rack that has pegs to hold mugs in decorative fashion on the wall. Mugs hold 10 oz. Set includes rack and mugs for $6.95 at Breck's, 924 Birk Bldg., Bost. Mass. 02210.

A tiskit, a tasket

You won't lose this gay straw basket. Needlepoint your monogram. Add the fancy velvet ribbon, if you're all set. Inc. basket, canny needle, cement, monogram charcoal tapestry yarn, easy directions a ribbon in your choice of rose, blue, brown, green or black ($4.95). 100" by 74", $7.50 plus 65c post. The Stitchery, H36 Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

PURPLE MARTIN Mentry


Mokanes Mfg. Co., Dept. 53, Whitewater

HOUSE & GARDEN
in the whole wide world?
The most unique fabric service
we remain...

In our second decade
CHERUB PLATE HOLDER...$1.50

This lovely ornate plate holder will delight the collector. Proudly display your favorite Bone China, Bavarian, Limoges on this graceful stand. Carefully made of 18K Gold Plate or Rhodium Silver on fine cast metal. Plate holder measures 6 7/8" x 4 1/4". Only $1.50 each. Order several.

GLORIA DEE
P. O. BOX 110—Dept. 637
MT. VERNON, NEW YORK 10551

VERSATILE CHAIR

Wonderful little chair, imported from Europe, blends with traditional or Early American decor. Perfectly proportioned for comfort, ideal for indoor or outdoor use. Matched finish, comes overall, with seat 17" from floor.

FOUR FOR $49.95
SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT
PA. RES. Add 5%, Sales Tax. Sorry No COD's

THE ADDED TOUCH
12-H Waver St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

FLAN TIN

Turn out a glorious mouse, pile the center high with fresh strawberries: a tomato, again with your special dressing; a shortcake filled with whipped cream, shaved chocolate. It's so easy with this aluminum flan tin, 7" diameter, 1 1/8" deep at outside edge. The center has a depression 1/8" deep that turns the trick. $1.25 Ppd.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

THE MASTERS IMPORT COMPANY
3933 O. B. Jones Rd. Fort Myers, Florida 33905

GRANDFATHER CLOCK

Pendulum clock with 3 1/4 hour spring movement. Size 1/2 ft. Comes with winding key and pendulum. Select nearest color to match the interior or of your room.

Hand Painted
Available in red, blue, black, or ivory. ONLY $4.98

Ask for 2770 & be sure to state desired color.

CHECK ______ or money order ______

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

THE MASTERS IMPORT COMPANY
3933 O. B. Jones Rd. Fort Myers, Florida 33905

Like Walking On Air
Here are handcrafted moccasins that fit ever so comfortably and stylishly to flatter any foot! Over 223 sizes in stock for the gal who likes to prance around outdoors, or the lass who likes to relax indoors. Like walking on air—with light bouncy foam crepe soles. Smoke, White, Red, Black or Taffy-tan leather in full or half sizes 3 to 13, L E A E N to see widths. Naturally, purchases can be exchanged—guaranteed to delight. Factory-to-you. $6.98 post.

MOCCASIN-CRAFT
65-XC Mulberry St., Lynn, Mass. 01920

Gloria Dee

P. O. BOX 110—Dept. 637
MT. VERNON, NEW YORK 10551

Beautiful willow chair, imported from Europe, chases can be exchanged—guaranteed paid. (COD's accepted.)

FLAN TIN

Sign 10" X 15" $1 shpg.

-many other marine prints to choose from-

D fo r s h a p e d w ea n h u l l a n d p a r t s, t a m e d b y a l l f i t t i n g s, d e t a i l e d i n s t r u c t i o n s. B u i l d t h e s h i p m a d e f a m e d i n t h e s t o r y a n d m o v i e.

MARINE PRINTS FOR FRAMING


New Catalog—96 pages. Unusual kits, rare prints, nautical treasures. Send 50¢ for catalog of supplies $1.50 ppd.

MARINE MODEL CO., INC. Dept. 310, Halesite, Long Island

HOUSE & GARDEN'S SHOPPING AROUND

Worth Looking Into
Ever considered setting up your particular product service by mail? Write us for complete formation on how you sell profitably, here, House & Garden's Shopping Around Sectic America's favorite by-mail-center.

House & Garden's

SHOPPING AROUND

420 Lexington Ave New York, N. Y. 10

Unique Gifts and Ship Models recapture the romance of the...
CLOTHING

WOMEN

Pants 4.95
Jackets 9.95
Dresses 2.95

MEN

Suits 39.95
Sweaters 7.95
Ties 2.50

CHILDREN

Outfits 5.95
Shoes 8.95

good grip

go with this steering wheel. Foam lined for non-slippery grip. Vinyl, polyurethane lined hand comfort whatever the elemts outside. Racy leather look. To wipe with soot and cord
1. Black, tan, ivory, blue or mauve to match any interior. One

template tables

Entertaining table imported from Hong Kong is just the right height for those wonting to sit. Made
3. of hand carved kiln-dried rosewood with ebony finish. 14" h., 18" by 18". $45; 15" h., 16" sq., $39.95; 16" sq., $34.95; 18" sq., $39.95.

HOTI

The God of Happiness


The Chinese believe rubbing his back causes Good Fortune the whole day through. Four items in set to protect, ensure and enrich.

3" 1.95
6" 5.95
10" 12.95
12" 17.95

New! Hot Jewelry! Carry and Wear Good Luck wherever you go...

EDWARD H. ZIEF Importer

Draft. HG37. Merchandise Mart
P.O. Box 3972, Chicago, Ill. 60654

COOK and SERVE in

Royal Worcester EGG CODDLER

(Also tight water fight; classic egg coddlers made of English bone china, decorated with a charming bird design. Add elegance to your breakfast table. Easy to use. Break one egg in cup; add salt, pepper, butter. Screw on cap; place in bolli. When egg is done, if not replace cap and cook a bit more. Serve in same cup. One egg is perfect. Single size, set of two $7.95 ppd.)

FREE with order, 50 page catalog of unusual Early American lines. Catalog sine $5.00. Overseas, 118 pages. Free on request. Art Books: House of Gifts

COUNTRY CORNER

P.O. Box 3072, Chicago, Ill. 60654

The Mailing Box - 225

New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040

Oct 9, 1967

210 Adams Street

Windfall

Dept. G-37

N. Y. residents add 3% tax

$4.50 each, p.pd. 2 for $8.50, p.pd.

P.O. Box 9507

Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
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ALASKAN WILDFLOWERS

Grow beautiful, unusual Alaskan Wildflowers in your gar­
den with seeds produced and packaged in Alaska. These
seed are also ideal as a gift for the select and im­
aginative gardener. Each order includes six in­
dividually packaged varieties of quality seeds.

Shipping Around

$3 ppd

CH. 1967

892-HG3. Laguna Beach, Cal.

10010

Table Car Vacuum—$28

No batteries! Simply plug this into your dashboard cig­
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Table Car Vacuum—$28

No batteries! Simply plug this into your dashboard cig­
Blue Danube China... timeless design, reproduced in true Meissen Blue, that gracefully harmonizes with both traditional and contemporary table settings. Permanently sealed under glaze, Blue Danube China is dishwasher- and craze-proof to give heirloom years of service. Elegant and distinctive, in complete sets, starter sets, and over 100 open stock accessories, like:

- Coffee pot 12 cup 9.00
- Sugar & creamer 6.00 set
- Divided vegetable 6.50
- Salt & pepper 3.25 pair
- Jam jar with spoon 3.50 set
- Covered butter dish, 4.00
- 5 piece place setting $6.00 / 20 piece starter set $24.00

For a color brochure showing full service and accessories, write

LIPPER & MANNinc.
P.O. Box 18, Madison Square Station, New York City 10010

LOOKING AND LISTENING
FINDING YOUR WAY THROUGH MODERN MUSIC
BY FAUBION BOWERS

To many people the words "modern music" are a little terrifying. They see a specter of something grotesque and exceptionally difficult to comprehend. The conviction that they will not, cannot, ever hope to enjoy such music seems irreversible. Nevertheless, more and more audiences today are determined to come to terms with the music of our time. Where once they withdrew from anything smacking of the modern, they are now willing to hurdle the differences that time has inexorably brought about in our music. One motivation is simply to keep up with the times, but far more important is the genuine desire to increase the pleasure obtainable from a catholic choice of music. Those good old days in which musical snobs used to say "I never listen to anything written after 1827" (Beethoven's last quartet) are over—and should be.

First, let it be said in deference to the purists, such words as "modern" and "classical" mean little. Today's modern is, hopefully, tomorrow's classic. And since it is a two-way thoroughfare, students continually delight in finding amid the antique modernistic forewarnings, such as the grating (and forbidden) parallel fifths in Bach, the master, and the raucous consecutive sevenths in Guillaume de Machault (which were borrowed by Debussy six centuries later), as well as the hints of a 12-tone scale in the works composed for the virginal by the Elizabethan, John Bull.

Although the classical days were pretty strict as to what sounds were considered agreeable, for around 250 years now the criteria have been fairly lax. No matter what conjunction of tones were assembled, everything seemed to be all right if it resolved into a familiar, sweet-sounding consonance. Next thing we knew, the moderns were giving us the discord and not bothering with the resolution. The strident, unmuffled clash of notes was suspended in place. Where we had been used to hearing triads and concords of three harmonious sounds, as example as C-E-G, suddenly, it seemed, composers were using every note in the scale—sometimes all twelve of them at once—each defying its "classical" gravitational pull toward its next-door neighbor.

To complicate matters, vertical complexity of harps (or discordant, if you prefer) glommerations was splintered rhythmic subtleties so unfamiliar as to be unintelligible. Gone are the um pah pah, tiddly tum, which made music so pleasing to listen to. Now, with the (i.e., expected) notes time fractured into uneven 5's and 9's, and worse, changing ever other measure, many an ear is unwilling to the new music quickly his way.

But to develop an ear modern music—or at least to out what it is all about—you don't need to have leap all at once to music of today's avant-garde. These electronic resources we are shooting our music into the outer space of sound. Instead, with an easy and painless way of approaching "modern" music, we normally think of it—a those pieces of its repertoire we are today being called "classic".

The history of so-called modern music begins with the turn of the twentieth century when so indeed grew harsher, more diagnostic— even discordant. Most composers whose lives spanned two centuries made a tremendous shift from old to new, convention to iconoclastic, classical to romantic. Not all of them course. Some were exceedingly cautious. A timid listener and begin with these latter and in gradually to the more adventurous composers. Any number Janus-headed works—romantic music by composers who look back to the past and simultaneously to the future—are being frequently performed. Our youngest contingent of artists—reviving them on their program Any musical explorer, no matter how reluctant to listen to avant-garde, will be honey in the organic melody but, since in time in which they were written the twentieth century, the brat inventing oxygen of modern music is also present.

Paul Schoenfield recently performed the extraordinarily co
St. Charles
CUSTOM KITCHENS
for people who like
having things their own way!

Have everything your own way in a St. Charles kitchen! Concept, decorator colors, materials, dimensions, textures—every detail is custom designed (truly!) around your ideas.

The St. Charles dealer-designer brings, to your plans and personality, a depth of experience and infinite resources in equipment, finishes, lighting and features. He designs, you decide. The result is a one-of-a-kind triumph . . . your own personalized kitchen. When completed, you'll only wish you had seen your St. Charles dealer-designer sooner.

-dignity is the look in this St. Charles kitchen, walnut doors harmonize with richly textured cabinets in Blue. Ample storage for everything.

This is just a glimpse of the wonderful experience awaiting you upon opening this beautiful 36 page "St. Charles Custom Kitchens" color folio. Large, full-color pages treat you to a tour of the most fascinating kitchens in the world.

30 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN CREATING CUSTOM KITCHENS
at 5740 Dempster Street, Chicago North Shore Area . . . 101 Park Ave., New York . . . 8660 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles . . . and at more than 200 St. Charles dealers coast to coast. See the Yellow Pages.

SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY..."
plex and gratifying "Variations and Fugue on a Theme by Brahms" by semi-modernist Max Reger, André Watts, the sensation-al young Negro pianist, made his New York City concert debut not long ago with arch-romantic Rachmaninoff's rare but detectable "Variations on a Theme by Correlli"—of course, having lived more than a century earlier than Rachmaninoff. Richard Goode and Peter Serkin of the Marlboro Music Festival in Vermont recorded this year a fascinating masterpiece: "Fantasia Contrapuntistica for Two Pianos," (Columbia ML-6291/MS-6891), by that eccentric giant of conservative-modern music, Ferruccio Busoni. In it he extravagantly finishes Bach's unfinished, final fugue.

Other composers—Richard Strauss and Jean Sibelius among them—while moving with the changing times, and even helping to change them, never really relinquished the romantic allegiance of their youth. Both are excellent composers for the neophyte to study in order to move from the musical past into the present and future. Two of Strauss's operas, Elektra and Salome, for example, (finely excerpted by soprano Inge Borkh on RCA Victor LM 6047) dispatch crashing, clashing layers of strident disharmonies. No music in its day was more advanced and no vocal line considered more unsingable. Still the music is romantic in that it is emotional and expressive of ideas and therefore palatable, with careful listening, to the most classically attuned ear. The music suits the lyrics and engenders the emotions which the composer is trying to arouse. (How could the grisly situations to be found in Elektra and Salome possibly be conveyed with the thorough bass and plagal cadences that Bach and Beethoven used in their conventional church or concert music?) The music of Sibelius, that mighty Finn, is the most influential, yet in its day was more advanced and no vocal line considered more unsingable. Still the music is romantic in that it is emotional and expressive of ideas and therefore palatable, with careful listening, to the most classically attuned ear. The music suits the lyrics and engenders the emotions which the composer is trying to arouse. (How could the grisly situations to be found in Elektra and Salome possibly be conveyed with the thorough bass and plagal cadences that Bach and Beethoven used in their conventional church or concert music?) The music of Sibelius, that mighty Finn, is the most influential, yet in its day was more advanced and no vocal line considered more unsingable. Still the music is romantic in that it is emotional and expressive of ideas and therefore palatable, with careful listening, to the most classically attuned ear. The music suits the lyrics and engenders the emotions which the composer is trying to arouse. (How could the grisly situations to be found in Elektra and Salome possibly be conveyed with the thorough bass and plagal cadences that Bach and Beethoven used in their conventional church or concert music?)

P. Hanson

15 East 26th Street
New York 10
611 Merchandise Mart
Chicago 54

* Slightly higher in South and West

MODERN MUSIC continued from page 122

For Sibelius, of course, is the most unamiable giant of modernism. If you haven't Bernstein's stirring record of The Firebird (Columbia ML-5182/MS-6014)—or any other conductor's for that matter—you should get one for both enjoyment and education. After you listen to it, immediately play Stravinsky's Threni (Columbia ML-5383/MS-6056), a cris-cross twelve-tone work for chorus and orchestra written half a century after The Firebird. You will think the pieces are composed by two different men, and in a way they are. The latter Stravinsky is at least a hundred years more expert, sophisticated, and aware of the further sheres of modern music. The most influential, yet in

Continued on page 218

COLOR PROGRAM... and backed by the authority of H & G Color Program, no celebrating its twentieth year!
Bring in the sunshine with color

The place to put color today is anywhere. The place to start a new color scheme or revitalize an old one is wherever you like. As we move further and further away from standard decorating formulas, we are discovering innumerable ways to fill a room with color, wondering, perhaps, why we never thought of them before. Where once, for instance, the quest for color might have sent us shopping for paint, it is likely now to make us turn first to fabric, especially printed fabric. Some decorators rely on fabric alone—perhaps a single print, perhaps two—to carry the whole color theme of an otherwise neutral room. Some like to mass color at the windows where its glow seems to magnify the morning light. The vivid fabric that covers the chairs and sofa may cover the walls, too. Or the walls may be drenched in pure color as lively as H&G's Parrot Green or Goldfinch, and the same sparkling hue repeated on the floor. For as the simplified one- and two-color schemes that H&G highlighted last September continue in full swing, there is more often reason for matching paint to carpeting, wallpaper to fabric, printed fabric to plain, or any of them or all (which is where H&G Colors can be of such help).

As spring comes in and daylight lasts longer, all colors seem to recover their snap. But some seem to carry sunshine with them, generously shedding stored-up sparkle even when the sun itself lurks behind a cloud. H&G's 1967 palette gives you six of these clear light hues: Azalea, Goldfinch, Parrot Green, Peppermint Pink, Sunflower, Aquamarine Blue. Where could you start more logically to bring their sunshine into a room than at the windows?

For fresh new ways to do that and solve your window problems, too, turn the page
Window wizardry

Wonderful new ideas for colors, designs, materials, and optical illusions

The first thing you notice when you walk into a room is very likely to be the windows, since you are almost sure to be facing them. Hence the effectiveness of the window treatments can easily mean the success of the whole room. If its proportions are less than pleasing, the window treatment can correct them. If the view is uninspiring, curtains or blinds can obscure it. If the furnishings have no common bond, an aptly designed window treatment can provide unity. And if the room is short on color, the windows offer an excellent place to introduce it or to bolster whatever colors are there. No rules limit the ways or the means. You can frame the windows in more of the same vivid print that covers your chairs and sofas. Or you can restrict pattern to the windows, choosing for your curtains or shades a print that repeats every solid color in the room. If you prefer unpatterned fabrics at the windows, you can continue the wall color, thus boosting its strength. You can veil your windows in the room’s major accent colors, or, in a room confined for the most part to wood tones and white, you can settle on the window areas as the only spots for color. Starting here are twenty-four fresh ideas for curtains, shades, and blinds, among which color plays every imaginable role at every imaginable type of window.

* A frame of sunshine colors softens the aspect of the sliding glass doors in Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Earl’s poolside party room in Pasadena, Calif., without impeding either the view or traffic to the terrace. The overcurtains in H&G’s Azalea, Goldfinch, and Parrot Green are permanently tied back, and form daytime shields for the sheer white curtains that are drawn across the glass at night. Fetching detail: the shape and cutouts of the Goldfinch-lined valance is repeated in a second, all-Goldfinch valance at the outer edge of the porch roof. Interior designer, Jamie Ballard of The Staircase, Inc. Paisley-patterned sailcloth in curtains and upholstery by Woodson. For shopping information, please turn to page 192.
Sliding screens paneled with closely gathered fabric span one wall of the Louis Stirlers’ New York City living room, masking the unstimulating view of a nearby apartment building. But the fabric—a drip-dry polyester in H&G’s sunny Goldfinch—is sheer enough to admit plenty of light and easy to whisk off the rods (mounted on backs of screens) for washing. The screens, finished to match barn-siding wall paneling, also conceal radiator and air conditioner. Interior design by Robert Moore. Tergal voile by Bloomcraft.

A false wall with openings designed to match the panels of the adjacent oak boiserie gives entirely new proportions to three unsymmetrical windows in a living room. Floor-length curtains printed in Blueberry and brown are fixed in place, but café curtains slide back for easy access to the radiator and hi-fi equipment they screen. When Roman shades are drawn up during day, the window areas they expose are the same size although actual windows are not. Interior designer, Renny B. Saltzman. Printed linen by Brunschwig & Fils.

Wood frames marry curtains to architecture

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ECKERT, GRIGSBY, YEE, MAYA
**Striped Roman shade** brings a Sunshine Color—H&G’s Goldfinch—to the window of a study where bookshelves would crowd floor-length curtains. Interior designer, David Eugene Bell of Bloomingdale’s. Fabric by Brunschwig & Fils.

**Balloon-puffed curtains** and a slashed valance of taffeta frame silk moiré shades in Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lane’s dining room in Forest Hills, N. Y., blend window bay with room. Interior designer, Angelo Donghia, Burge-Donghia. Clarence House silk.

**Pull-up and pull-down shades** at a window are a highly flexible means of adjusting light, providing privacy. In H&G’s Antippe they make a quiet transition from outdoor colors to vivid indoor hues. Interior design by Paul Krauss. Joanna Western shades.


**Twin curtains and shades** plus a pair of armchairs, all in a print echoing the Tangerine burlap on walls of a study, blend into background the one awkwardly placed window. Interior designer, Angelo Donghia of Burge-Donghia. Brunschwig print.

**A shaft of chintz** to match the covering of the sofa shades a ceiling-high slot of a window which was added to a Long Island game room to bring more light to a dark corner. Interior designer, Melvin Dwork, Clarence House fabric.

**You can use shades with or without curtains**
Lauver-like folds of fabric held in place by wrought-iron rods with decorative finials keep out the sky glare from fashion designer Anne Klein Rubinstein's Manhattan penthouse living room. Since the window looks out on a terrace high above the neighbor's view, no adjustable shades are needed for privacy. Interior designer, Burt Wayne. Dan Cooper fabric.
Simple fold-back shutters of natural pine control the light in interior designer Joseph Braswell's New York living room without competing in any way with the beautifully proportioned floor-length windows. Well-scaled frames were painted white for maximum contrast with Black Pearl walls. Shutters by Jerret Installations, Inc.
A handsome window; mask an awkward one

**Sheer curtains** printed in blue, Empire Green drapery across the French doors in the William M. Meuhans' East 81st Street dining room, but stop short of the top of the window added to expand garden view. Designer, Jessica Rummel, Eagle Linen Industries.

**Sheared horseradish** covered with shiny black vinyl stand in lieu of 14 in front of three small windows in Mr. Hubbell Pierce's New York apartment. Screens are pulled together to hide the black wall. Vinyl by Gilford, Inc.

**A modern hand-woven shade** of cotton, linen, hemp, and wood is the only hanging at the arch-framed window in Mr. and Mrs. Elias Pinto's New York library. Arch is cut in a false wall, shade mounted in back. Interior designer, Edward M. Benesch.

**Papiered panels** flanking ordinary drop-curtains suggest overcurtains, the room's color accents: Goldfinch Ives, Bronze Green of carpet. White curtains create illusion, windows go from ceiling to floor. Interior design by Alman's.

**Treillage and sunshine color** reshape the windows of a former sun porch. Goldfinch curtains draw back of vertical panels of treillage; areas behind other panels are painted same color. Interior designer, Melvin Dwork of Burge-Donghia. Batiste by Henry Cassen, Inc.


 accent a handsome window; mask an awkward one
Seven great ways to brighten your window with H&G's Sunshine Colors

Free-hanging unpleated panels of fabric that slide back and forth on ceiling tracks can frame a window with color by day, cover it completely by night. This method of hanging is a particularly good choice for a bold pattern that might be obscured by folds—such as the tropical bird print in Parrot Green, Lemon Peel, and Sunflower that covers chairs and sofa and is repeated at the window of this country game room. Curtain tracks are concealed by bamboo framed rattan cornices to match the painted rattan furniture that fills the room. Cyrus Clark fabric; Paneltrac hardware by Kirsch.
A pleated Roman shade in a sunny print to match the slipcovers makes a quick-switch summer window treatment for a living room. When the Goldfinch and Parrot Green covers are removed from the Fern velvet loveseats, the tall floor-standing screen and its mate can be moved close to the window to flank alternate shade of heavy white silk banded in Fern. Waverly fabric.

Bright striped curtains to match the wallcovering give a fresh, crisp, bandbox-lining look to an entrance hall. The curtains are made with strap headings, and the same Goldfinch and Sunflower stripe is used for the tiebacks and to cover the curtain pole and panels of the front door. Ceiling-to-floor curtains also frame doorway to living room. Bloomcraft fabric.

For shopping information, turn to page 192.
An exuberantly shaped valance gives importance to curtains that must stop short at a window seat. The sheer fabric in Aquamarine Blue printed with Azalea, Jade, and Forget-Me-Not is gathered very full in the draw curtains and again for the bed skirt. Fortrel print by Cohana.

Identical curtains with swag valances both window and bed in a softly feminine bedroom. The Dacron fabric printed in Azalea and Peppermint Pink is sheer enough to tie into soft bows, and so washable that it can be used lavishly without an aesthetic problem. At the window: a broad shade in the paler tones of the print. Printed fabric by Cohana; shade by Breuer.
Floor-length café curtains enlarge the scale of small windows that actually stop at a high sill. Sheer Sunflower batiste admits a sunny glow of light even though it covers the window for privacy. Stationary overcurtains of Sunflower and Lemon Peel print, hung from short poles mounted close to ceiling molding, make room look much higher. Dacron batiste and sheer Dacron print by Berkshire-Hathaway.

A clean sweep of one fabric from ceiling to floor and wall to wall provides an uninterrupted background of pattern for a study in which all the other furnishings are plain and tailored. The Parrot Green and Aquamarine Blue flame-stitch print covers the box frame around the windows as well as the wall between, and makes the shirred floor-length curtains at each side. Printed Fiberglas by David & Dash.

For details on the curtain hardware used on these and the two preceding pages, please turn to page 202. Shopping information, page 192.
A talent for living
THEY LIVE
wo things to aim at in life, according to the late philosophical essayist, Logan Pearsall Smith, are first, to get what you want; and after that, to enjoy it. The second calls for considerably more talent, but it is a talent with which Carolyn and René di Rosa are bountifully endowed. It took them a while to know what wanted and longer to get it, but their enjoyment began the day, about three years ago, when they moved from San Francisco to the old Napa Valley winery they had bought and rebuilt, and set themselves up as grape growers, dog breeders, geese raisers, peacock fanciers, and art collectors. Their dogs are Labrador retrievers, but instead of being called Nanook or Joe, each is named after a regional grape. The di Rosas fancy peacocks because they’re pretty, and geese because they’re clowns. They love modern sculpture, collect it as some people collect coins, and keep most of it outdoors in a parade that begins at the entrance gates and seems never to stop. Mad for bountiful oddments and contemporary painting—op, pop, anything that titillates them—they buy like eager children and display their prizes with the skill of a Bernard Berenson. They care nothing about genre, but hang or display what they like, where they like, and somehow, like perfectly tossed dice, the result is a winner. (Continued)
Feeling “hemmed in” in San Francisco, the di Rosas bought the Napa property to build a country pied-à-terre, only to discover that they were caught in a tender trap: a place to put down roots—their own and, later on, those of the grapes that were to become a passion. Since it will be three years more before the vines come to fruition, they are devoting the waiting period to an intense brushing up on their enology. Their previous knowledge of wine assured them of ordering the right years in restaurants, but was quite bereft of the answers to such sticklers as how many vines will grow on an acre (540), or exactly how you operate a tractor-mounted auger.

As detached as scientists about their grapes, they are utterly relaxed about their other possessions. Because of their love of miscellanea, their furniture is riotously polyglot—Spanish, Italian, French, a bit of Early American. And they see no reason at all for not hanging eighteenth-century Italian altar cloths on a spiral iron staircase that once curled up to the slightly blowy dressing rooms of the Alcazar theatre in San Francisco. It now goes up to a balcony, down to the wine cellar. (Continued)
ABOVE: As a background for their lively and highly diversified collection of paintings, the di Rosas had one wall of the living room paneled in pale redwood board-and-batten. The balcony’s balustrade they literally snatched from the wreckers when, one lucky day, an old campus building at the University of California gave way to something less Edwardian.

RIGHT: Tucked into a corner of the living room are two sofas—one for him, one for her—covered in natural linen. But when the mistral is blowing and the di Rosas want to toast their toes, they warm up baronially on the antique Spanish settle, square in front of the fireplace.

BELOW: Water pump looks not so much like a pump as like a moon rocket. Camouflage is by a friend, artist Tom Nuzum. “We have to have it, but pumps are not a thing of beauty.”
RIGHT: Sunday is the di Rosas' favorite day for entertaining. They put Spanish benches and tables end to end in the living room to form a board with the pleasantest groan in the valley. By themselves, they dine at one end of one table—always with Robert Arneson's ceramic sculpture, "Six-Pack," as a centerpiece.

BELOW LEFT: Walnuts are a local delicacy, and at nutting time the di Rosas hoard them away like squirrels—fodder for a winter-long succession of Mrs. di Rosa's justly famous tarts and cookies.

BELOW CENTER: In the kitchen, the di Rosas breakfast at a little Queen Anne table partnered in typical "non-match" fashion with French Provincial chairs. Mrs. di Rosa puts lost peacock feathers in a Tiffany vase, yellow daisies in a silver pitcher. Mysterious rope in doorway goes up to the bell the couple installed in the tower. A good yank brings dogs and their master to meals.

BELOW RIGHT: Between chores, Mrs. di Rosa takes a breather on the deck. Poised for a double gainer is Pinot Chardonnay, one of the blonde retrievers (his black counterpart is Pinot Noir). Off in the distance, the di Rosas have planted a sculptured fantasy of metal by David Lynn.
In his cellar-museum, René di Rosa cocks a speculative eye at a siphoned-up sample of wine still aging in its cask. To a true enologist, the color of wine is quite as important as bouquet.

Typical di Rosa still life, old wine vat and French demijohns in woven wicker overcoats.

Thoughtful gift to the vintners from their good friend, sculptor Nancy de L’Arbre, was the dr of bottle panels she designed to flank two old Spanish doors. Right bottom, between the foyer and living room. The bottles (real ones) are moored in sheets of opaque glass like flies in amber.

When Carolyn di Rosa, who is the artist of the family, isn’t working on a collage or a piece of sculpture (or doing the laundry), she turns chef in the grand manner. “Except for Chinese cooking, which I had to take a course in,” she is self-taught and has developed on her own the expertise of a Cordon Bleu. There is always a kettle of ambrosial soup simmering on the back of the range, and fresh bread just out of the oven. If guests are coming, there may also be that despair of so many cooks, a croquembouche, throned like royalty on a shelf. “If you can make one of those, you can make anything!”

Her husband’s atelier is the old cellar, where he has his office, his collection of old wineasks and corksers, and “because they make me chuckle,” a stately trio consisting of an ancient doctor’s carriage, a hunter’s carriage, and a tatterdemalion old surrey, fringed to the ears.

The house itself, designed by architect Francisco Centurion and built on the old winery foundation, retains as much of the original stonework as could be salvaged and strengthened with concrete posts and beams. The century-old stones have walled not only the original winery, but a granary, a mill, a mushroom cellar, and finally, until revenue agents drummed it out of business, a highly successful but illicit brandy mill.

(Continued)
Up with the birds, the di Rosas go about their appointed tasks like joyous demons. He may spend the day on a tractor while she waxes floors, bakes bread, or cuts out a new dress. Lunch may be a quick picnic by the lake, and dinner—much more leisurely—fairly early. By eight thirty, they are in bed, blissfully tired. Never, however, are they fanatic about work. They take little respites to swim, play with the dogs, cosset the geese, or simply laze away an afternoon in the sun. Once every two months or so they drive to San Francisco to shop, sample a new restaurant, go to the theatre, or visit friends. Because they have a crew and an expert foreman for the vineyard, they can spread their wings whenever they feel the itch of wanderlust. You may see them in the village one day, buying grape stakes, and two days later in Rome, dining at Tre Scalini. They have learned that the simple life is best when it is spiced a bit with the quickened rhythm of change.
Neither a narrow lot nor limited cubage faze ingenious planners who know how to stretch space and open up views by building upwards.

There is always room at the top.

The architect's model reveals open-air core of house with outdoor terraces ascending like steps—at least one at each level.

In three-story plan, rooms are arranged unconventionally to take maximum advantage of the Bay view to rear. Third floor extends only half as far back as others, giving music room and its terrace a view of the Bay as well as the courtyard, and allowing more light to reach sitting room and guest room below.

One of the basic and most welcome achievements of contemporary design is the way it has opened up house to the outdoors. But for this fulful indoor-outdoor entente, you need plenty of land, and as every site soon discovers, desirable land is becoming a very scarce commodity. How can you make generous living space, privacy, accessibility to the outdoors, too, when confined to a city lot only 25 feet square? This San Francisco town house presents an elegant answer.

Although the 25-by-137-foot lot on which it was designed commanded a view of San Francisco Bay to the front and an almost completely walled-in courtyard to the rear, the architect Charles Porter and Robert Steinwedell, did up—the three stories street level. At the same time, the managed to give almost every room in the house not merely a wide view, but access to outdoor living space.

The key to their accomplishment was the central courtyard with a 15-by-20-foot swimming pool which every room —dining room and kitchen overlooks—wises, the house occupies every inch of the site from lot line to lot line. In front, the second and third stories have been pleasantly extended by twin bays, swimming pool, bordered with potted plants and fed by a spouting swan, has become an indoor water garden although it is completely open to the sky and its impoundment of light for rooms that face it. It are glass-walled galleries that connect and back rooms. From master bedroom race, a spiral staircase descends to the outside living room so swimmers can go down to pool without going through it.

Swimming pool,
If = 1
The other end of the living room, above and right, is also opened up by floor-to-ceiling sliding glass doors which are possible on this constricted site because it slopes downward toward the rear and because a vest-pocket balcony could be built outside for safety and privacy. Door frames lacquered black provide sharp accents to the gray-walled room with its nicely detailed white moldings and antique stone mantel. Panels on each side of the fireplace are barely detectable doors to closets designed to house firewood and books.

The house opens to two vistas—one natural one man-made

The house is the home of a singer who concertizes as much in Europe—perhaps more—as in the United States. He entertains a great deal in a variety of ways, and the house gives him a variety of rooms each admirably suited to a different need. For musicales, he uses the first floor living room which enjoys two contrasting outlooks—from one end an intimate view into the flower-and-water-filled court; from the other, the spectacular panorama of San Francisco Bay and the Golden Gate Bridge. There are two pianos in the house, one here, one in the music room, and one or the other is being played most of the time. (Continued)

At one end of living room, below, sliding glass doors lead out to a palm-filled terrace which looks across pool to guest bedroom and, above it, the balconied sitting room
The location of the sitting room next to the dining room on the second floor makes that floor the equivalent of a self-contained apartment (see plan, page 148). Paneled in pale straw-colored ash, the sitting room gives the host an inviting place to welcome dinner guests and serve pre-dinner drinks. The high, wide window opens to a balcony overlooking the pool court. Curtain tracks are neatly concealed between the ceiling cornice and the panel above window. Floor, like most of those throughout the house, is of walnut-stained oak. The paintings, except for the two largest, Elizabeth Charleston's "Evening Floral" and a Voyet still life, are the work of the singer as a boy of twelve.

On the second floor: a cozy sitting room and minuscule bar

The bar, which is equidistant from dining room, sitting room, and serving pantry, conveniently doubles as a wine cellar. Measuring only 24 square feet (and every inch of it painted firecracker red), it is nevertheless big enough for mixing and washing up and contains an abundance of storage for glasses and liquor as well as racks for wine.
Even the dining room has an open-air annex

Although the dining room is at the front of the house and, like the kitchen, has no view of the pool court, it, too, has been endowed by ingenious planning with a tiny terrace—a porch actually, since most of it is recessed within the perimeter of the house. But at the front it is enlarged by a projecting oriel-bay of the type of temporary architects are using increasingly to expand space, as H&G reported last month. In this instance, however, the tall openings, screened from the street by trelliswork, have no glass, so the space is in fact outdoors. At one side is a door to the kitchen and, opposite the trelliswork, a wide sliding door to the dining room.

In fair weather the dining terrace is a lovely place for breakfast—a sun-dappled spot to enjoy, the cloistered Moslem women do, the pleasure of being able to look out without being seen. For inclement days, there is an alternate breakfast area behind glass in the twin oriel window which opens up one end of the long narrow kitchen. The other end of the kitchen opens to a pantry ell which almost as large again as the kitchen proper.

The dining room, lacking a view to give visual excitement, is rich with color. Its longer walls are covered with rosy burlap stenciled with raspberry red pineapples, and four short diagonal walls that cut across the room's corners are painted raspberry. In dramatic contrast, the master bedroom on the other end of the second floor is mostly white and, like the living room below it, flooded with light from two sides.

(Continue)
Master bedroom opens wide, has privacy, too

Courtyard end of bedroom, like the living room beneath it, is extended by a flower-bordered terrace which can be used for sunning in complete privacy, since outside wall of pool court is topped by a latticework fence. Brass mantel is flanked by concealed cupboards for books and logs.

Sliding glass doors at the Bay end of bedroom open to another of the little balconies that make glass to the floor practical. Built-in bookshelves are topped by cane-fronted niches that hold the speakers for the music system. Old French armoire opposite the beds houses a record player and TV.
The top floor is ingeniously planned for music—live, written, recorded.

One of the advantages of going up for space is that you can have as much as you can climb or ride to. In this house, an elevator next to the stairwell takes you to the third floor, which consists of one huge 24-by-33-foot room plus a sizable terrace overlooking the pool. Here the singer has established a Parnassus devoted entirely to making, recording, storing, and listening to music. Since his collection of discs, tapes, sheet music, opera scores, and books on music is fantastic, it called for mammoth storage facilities. The answer was four walk-in storage stacks, one in each corner of the room. Shaped like a G (or a G in reverse), each stack is specifically designed to accommodate one type of thing or another on both its inner and outer walls. And every last item cached so neatly in the four stacks is meticulously indexed. Because so much time is spent in music room, it is not only a musical and efficient workroom, but a comfortable living room as well. A scotia molding emphasizes the room's massive scale and makes the tray ceiling of white-painted rough-sawn fir seem to float above the door-high stacks. Acoustically, the combination of non-sound-reflective walls (because broken up by book-filled stacks) and moderately reflective ceiling are close to perfect for the musician. His favorite piano has plenty of room to itself between the pair of pitched bay windows overlooking the street.
Storage is varied but concentrated

At terrace end of room, above, storage stack at right shares the sublime with the pragmatic. Here are recordings, books, and several bookshelf feet of bound press clippings. But hidden in the curl of the stack is an unmusical core—a kitchenette from which lunch is often served to the work table facing terrace.

Stack in opposite corner, left, near staircase, holds more recordings, catalogues, musical biographies. On its outer wall is a bulletin board for announcements; programs, et al., and a series of drawers—small ones for index cards, big shallow ones for musical scores and manuscripts.

Stack, below, near piano keyboard, houses scores for every operetta Victor Herbert ever wrote, plus oratorios and more LP’s. Companion stack at street end of room (see opposite page) is recording center, includes built-in record player, tape deck, tuner, controls. The tapes are stored in the lower drawers.

Diagram, left, shows how neatly each stack fits into a corner of the room. Built-in speakers for music system are located high in wall on each side of fireplace.
A box house unboxed
by adroit juggling of heights

By approaching the allocation of space in a fresh way, archi
Moore, Lyndon, Turnbull & Whitaker have come up with a
derfully fresh house in Monterey, Calif., for Mr. and Mrs. Sam P.
and their three daughters. Outside dimensions of 28 by 30 feet do
as a rule, offer the ultimate in spaciousness. Most houses of this siz
up as boxy little structures with small, low-ceilinged, claustroph
rooms. The Karas house does not. Modest in cost, with cedar-shi
exterior walls and roof, and interior walls of rough-sawn redwood
wood, the two-story house is laid out around a central core consis
the kitchen, a bathroom, and the fireplace chimney. This arrangemen
not at all unusual. What is unusual is the way the architects have cre
a low-ceiled area around the fireplace, then allowed the ceiling
the adjoining areas to soar up to 17 and 26 feet in height. The stair
to the second floor ends in a wide, mezzanine-like landing that bri
the high areas, and from there a ladder climbs to a little crow’s-nest.
As a result, the family can enjoy either the exhilaration of height
cozy-cave sense of shelter in less than 1,500 square feet. (Continu
"Sun-catcher," *left*, is a little shingled bay built around a big north window, *below left*, in the library. Smooth inner surface of wall projecting above roofline is painted with a great golden sun on a white background—a reflecting board for the southern sun whose rays hit the catcher and bounce down into the library and the mezzanine landing. Some of this stolen sunlight is also psychological: the Karases find that just to stand beneath the window and find a "sun" so close at hand is wonderfully cockle-warming.

On the two-story plan, shaded sections indicate areas and rooms with conventional 8-foot ceilings. These include living and dining areas, kitchen, baths, and bedrooms. Unshaded sections are the areas with soaring ceilings—26 feet high in the library, 17 feet at the foyer end of the living room.

The lofty library adjoins the balcony-landing (at parties, a guitarist is sometimes stationed here like an old-time minstrel) and the piano end of the living room. Two built-in bunks were designed for the older Karas daughters, both away at college. Books on top shelves are knocked down with a long pole (everyone ducks) until enough accumulate to be put back in place from a ladder.
Windows of various sizes and shapes were placed without any concern for symmetrical arrangement. They are where they are to meet the need for sunlight, air, and vista most strategically. This one, at one end of the living room, is 12 feet high. Mrs. Karas calls it her "picture" because it frames a thick plantation of pines, always beautiful, and a view of Monterey Bay.

Kitchen is very simple—an 8-foot wall with basic appliances hugging it like a glove and a huge Roman shade to mask them from view. The house specialty is meat barbecued in the living room. Dining area is a quiet spot called the "round table" corner. Because of its view of the woods, it is used as much for a study as it is for dining: "It feeds the spirit."

A BOX HOUSE UNBOXED continued

"We never feel lost in the height or confined in the square"

Having lived most of their married years in a conventional house, the Karases find life in a "high-low type" so exciting they feel as young as their children. Mrs. Karas teaches English composition at Monterey Peninsula College, Mr. Karas is in the wholesale meat business (hence, says his wife, his skill as a barbecuer), and the whole family is stage struck. Judy, age nineteen, also writes poetry and works hard at it; the crow's-nest loft was designed especially for her courting of the muse. The family loves parties and gives all kinds, although dinners are usually limited to ten guests who dine in the library. Mrs. Karas' favorite recollection is of an indoor barbecue for a group of Russian women who were fascinated by the house, but politely refused to believe that the Karases lived in it. To them, it was far too light-hearted for anything except entertaining. "What nicer house could you have?"

Kitchen is very simple—an 8-foot wall with basic appliances hugging it like a glove and a huge Roman shade to mask them from view. The house specialty is meat barbecued in the living room. Dining area is a quiet spot called the "round table" corner. Because of its view of the woods, it is used as much for a study as it is for dining: "It feeds the spirit."

A BOX HOUSE UNBOXED continued

Exterior shingles will weather to soft gray of surrounding Monterey pines.

Top-of-house loft is an aerie, a sanctum, and, at times, a handy guest bedroom.

Two stories high, the library is both a book room and, when older daughters are at college, a guest room served by the floor bath under the balcony. Beautifully bright, the room is lighted by the sun through a window in the long wall and the end wall, a clear sheet of glass that starts at about door height and rises 6 feet to frame the treetops, sky, and stars. Cabinet in corner holds china, glassware, and, on top shelf, "white elephants"—chest against wall is for table linen and flat silv
Surprise is always an enlivening ingredient in the decoration of a house. Even when the rooms are linked by a coherent theme, an occasional unexpected twist adds leavening. But few houses offer surprise as ceaselessly and effectively as the one where Mrs. Davies Lewis lives with her small son and daughter in San Francisco. There, moving from one room to another is a continual adventure, for Michael Taylor, the interior designer who planned them, made a point of creating a different ambiance in each. Colors—largely from H&G’s 1967 palette—change swiftly from a quiet play of neutrals in one room to a vivid rainbow in the next. Curtains, blinds, and hangings (most of them masking ungainly windows) run all the way from the austerely simple to extravaganzas as ebullient as the canopy of many colors on the bed on our cover. Yet nowhere in the house do you experience shock—simply a delightful sense of discovery.

The entrance hall is muted

As you walk down the hall, from the front door toward living room, you get no more than a hint of the exuberance that awaits in some of the other rooms. The colors are quiet white plus neutrals like Mushroom and Putty—and furnishings are few. But there is nothing timid about the scale: the French façade in the stairwell is 10 feet high.

The party room has a festive air

At the other end of the hall comes the first big surprise: a large room splashed with bright strokes of Goldfinch, Parrot Green, Purple Iris, Azalea, and bright blue. Designed specifically for entertaining, it is finished to serve variously as a game room, auxiliary dining room, or a place for dancing. Both the checkerboard floor and the chairs in eighteenth-century Venetian style (their caring swags are bolstered by steel enforcer pads) contribute to the room’s festival mood. But the background is quietly elegant: soft neutral walls accented with white molding and fretwork at the French doors. Roman shades that seem to be an integral part of the architecture...
The dining room is warm, genial, relaxed

As you walk through the double doors from the party room to the dining room, the atmosphere changes instantly. The big round table and the rich colors of the Jacobean documentary chintz suggest the hearty hospitality associated with an English manor house. Even the shades of the chandelier are dressed permanently in the chintz. The ceiling-to-floor curtains and the woven wood shades were carefully designed to create the illusion that the windows reach up to the molding.

Subdued elegance marks the living room

One rich warm color at the windows—a slightly darker version of H&G's Coral—gives the living room an opulent air although almost everything else except the antique Oushak rug that inspired the scheme is quietly neutral. Tempering the contrast between the overcurtains and the atmospheric tints of the view are undercurtains of off-white taffeta. The windows have been made to appear ceiling-high by the use of blinds and by the one-sided drape of the curtains at fireplace windows.
A little girl's room:
fresh as a snowdrop

A sparkling expanse of white-walls, curtains, carpet, furniture—is the surprise that greets visitors to ten-year-old daughter Lucy's room. The white fabric on bed, chairs, and window seat is striped with light blue, and sprigged with blue and green nosegays, and the same blue accents the moldings and door panels. The armchairs that seem to belong perfectly to little-girl scale are actually adult designs, but uncommonly low. Lucy's dressing table, below, is a little girl's dream complete with flounces and a baroque mirror.

Master bedroom:

a folie simply framed

Minus the bed's glorious canopy, which you see in color on our cover, Mrs. Lewis' room would seem more like a softly feminine but unfussy sitting room. There are no curtains at the windows—simply wood shutters—and the furniture, mostly Italian antiques, might easily be used in any other room in the house. The canopy crowns not only the bed, but visually the whole room. Its taffeta sections are shirred onto a rectangular steel frame and completely cover the curved steel arms and the straight posts at the corners of the bed that support it.

The guest room:

inviting comfort

Everything that could make a visitor feel welcome is at hand in the guest room—easy chairs, a breakfast table, books, a real desk. And visually the room is both cheerful and restful—cheering with the glow of HaG's Red Apple again white, restful because of the simplicities with which the two-color scheme is carried out: of the fabric used for everything; the same two colors in rug; red moldings on the walls. Chinese wood elephants by fireplace are one of several animal duos you come upon unexpectedly throughout the house.
Lively sheets
you can put many uses

And new patterns simulating the kings of exotic animals have catapulted the shy sheet into unaccustomed prominence. Their robust scale hearty colors clamor to be seen in other places than on the bed and in other rooms than the bedroom. You could use any of them, for instance, make café curtains or a zingy slipper. There are also numerous other things it would be fun to make from these remarkably unbedroomy sheets.

Peacock's feathers, right, in Hag's Fern, Antique Gold, and blue, make spicy accents for an all-mast bedroom, especially when the sheet is bed with a bright yellow blanket. To give the room more scope, a twin-size sheet was cut up for window shades, then laminated directly onto shade cloth. Interior design by J. Steven Doktor.

Giraffe's patches, opposite page, combining Antique Gold with shades of brown, are bold enough to their own with a Tangerine blanket on a Tan-lacquered bed in a man's room. For a some-younger man, below, a giraffe-patterned sheet join forces with an Antique Gold sheet to a sleeping bag for a safari that halts for the lit in the living room. Interior by Daren Pierce.

Sheets and pillowcases from "The Animal King" created by Larsen Design Studio for Stevens.
Lively sheets
continued

The jungle cat’s brown and black spots on a sheet with a bold black border offer a lively pattern for a black-and-white bedroom, above, and blend well with a bottom sheet in H&G’s Antique Gold. Two more sheets in the twin size have been stitched up into a table cover, left, elegant enough to consort with oriental antiques in the corner of a living room. The cover is made of four pie-shaped segments mitered at the center, and finished around the edge with a self-covered roll. Interior design of the bedroom by Melvin Dwork. Living room accessories from Doris Dessauer.
The stripes of the zebra could look no more at home on the veld than in this masculine bedroom, left, with its walls, windows, and valances covered in earthy brown corduroy. Since the zebra is no stranger to the living room, the same sheet, backed by a bright blanket and bordered with bands from a black sheet, makes a dashing throw, above, for a Tangerine covered couch. Below, still another role: three twin sheets, stitched up into shower curtains, hung over a plastic liner. Interior by Angelo Donghia of Burge-Donghia. For detailed instructions for making a sleeping bag, table cover, and other things from sheets, please turn to page 195. For shopping information, see page 192.
Greenhouses tend to mature, even as people do, and sometimes the rejuvenation of the former can abet the rejuvenation of the latter. One suburban Long Island family made this discovery last spring, when the relatively small wood-frame Orlyt greenhouse they had erected at the end of World War II next to their dining room began to show its age. Having decided it was time for rejuvenation, they called Lord & Burnham, who had put up the greenhouse in the first place, to see what improvements had been developed during the past two decades. On these and the next two pages are the answers they found, the most dramatic of which is the new livability that today's greenhouse can offer—livability for people as well as plants.

First, of course, the family was eager to enjoy all the mechanical aids currently available to make a greenhouse easier to run without doing away with all the fun. Second, they wanted to take advantage of a new design in home greenhouses just about to go into production—an aluminum-alloy-framed structure with vertical rather than sloping sides which would provide about 3 feet more growing space at shoulder height than the prevailing slant-wall types. The new design was so handsome, with its curved eaves, and so spacious in places where extra space could best be used—2 feet above the plant benches—that its most important and exciting attribute—livability—emerged almost of its own accord. Providing space for people as well as plants, however, required a good deal of back-of-the-envelope planning and some sacrifice to greenhouse tradition. The result was a clear floor area of approximately 7 by 10 feet—enough for three chairs, a table, and a ceramic stool, or as much room as many patios and porches afford. This space was dedicated to lounging, relaxing, even entertaining (drinks before dinner, coffee afterward, Sunday morning breakfast) —all in a balmy sub-tropical atmosphere.

Once it became apparent that the greenhouse atmosphere would be pleasantly livable, the family sought to make the space decorative as well. Their search for a floor material more inviting than the secondhand bricks of the original greenhouse, or the plain cement slab laid for the new one, led them to a new glazed tile, the first American-made ceramic tile to be produced in a four-tile-repeat pattern with a distinctly Mediterranean look (see page 173). They used it in two different finishes. On the floor they laid one version that has a built-in abrasive to prevent slipping. On the sides of the plant benches, they used the same pattern in a version with no abrasive. Applied with waterproof mastic and grouted in the conventional manner, the tiles are really the decorative making of the greenhouse (not forgetting the plants, of course). In addition, the tiles are not affected even visibly by water from the greenhouse hose, and can be swabbed down in moments with an ordinary plastic sponge mop. The calculated slope of the floor helps drainage. (Continued)
AFTER
New straight-sided aluminum greenhouse offers greatly increased head room, ample living space, new garden door

Inside, the environment most favorable for semi-tropical plants is fine for people, too.
Before the summer was over, what had begun as a simple greenhouse renovation program became an adventure in providing a new kind of living for a pair of dedicated gardeners. Having started out with the latest heaters, humidifiers, thermostats, and related gadgets as their prime concern, they had become absorbed in transforming a working greenhouse into a place in which to loaf and invite their souls.

Not that the horticultural aspects were neglected. Where it was difficult in the old greenhouse to maintain a properly humid and "buoyant" atmosphere for plants, a relative humidity of 50 per cent is easily within the capability of the new automatically controlled humidifier. Where the original hot-water heating system, assembled from scrap parts at the close of the war, was barely able to maintain a night temperature of 50 degrees in winter, the new gas heater—about as big as an ordinary television set and built into a concrete block wall—can easily maintain a night temperature of 60 degrees. New automatic ventilator motors (improvements on the original models) can air the whole greenhouse quickly and effectively without drafts when the temperature rises to 72 degrees so. So the plant collection, with a little juggling and many happy changes, is well taken care of (Gardener's Monthly, page 206).

The donkey work of potting, repotting, propagating, and general routine care was necessary and subject to compromise. Potting was relegated to the tool shed and the basement of the main house. Hose and sink, which were indispensable, were prettied up and left where they were. Sprays, pruners, plant ties, labels, and the like are now stashed away in a new shallow cabinet happily camouflaged by the diamond lattice on which flowering vines are trained. (Continued on page 212)

Relaxing amid ferns and foliage, blossoms and hanging baskets is a sybaritic delight

For shopping information, see page 192.
Vinyl floorcovering in roll form, left, laid in a pattern designed by HaCa, gives character and depth to a dining room. We used the same stone-chip pattern in three different colors to create a bold room-size geometric design that would not have been feasible with vinyl tile. It can readily be adapted to a room of any size, since the contractor can easily plot the corner curves with his beam compass, using the corner of the room as his pivot point. Vinyl Corlon by Armstrong Cork.

Paving blocks of baked clay, below left, make a smooth transition from an outdoor terrace to an indoor garden room. These new 4-inch blocks are set here with untinted mortar in a fish-scale pattern. Whitacre-Greer.

Parquet of walnut veneers, below right, reproducing a design Thomas Jefferson used in Monticello, gleams in an apartment entrance hall. Each 9-inch square consists of five separate pieces, pre-assembled, stained, and finished at the factory. Wood-Mosaic.

BRAVE NEW FLOORS
Floors, no longer of a neutral and retiring nature, are taking their place as important design elements, enlivening rooms with brave new patterns, interesting textures, and a spectrum of brilliant colors. Elaborately patterned ceramic tiles that used to come only from abroad are now being made in the U.S. as well. Beautiful parquet floors that were disappearing at the same rate as the skilled craftsmen who knew how to lay them piece by piece are now reappearing in a new form: easy-to-install squares, pre-assembled at the factory. And like several new varieties of hard flooring, these squares come prefinished, require no further staining or varnishing, and offer minimal upkeep.

Today, long-standing notions about what kinds of flooring may be used where are disappearing. Vinyl in sheet form had humble beginnings in kitchen and pantry, but now it is being used in any room in the house. Paving blocks and ceramic tiles are no longer restricted to dining rooms or semi-outdoor areas. And some of the new prefinished hardwoods are hardy enough to be used in the kitchen.

There is no single source for all types of flooring. To buy wood you must go to a lumberyard or a building-supply company. Vinyl is available from flooring contractors or, for do-it-yourselfers, at many retail stores, but you have to visit several to see the complete range. Ceramic and quarry tiles, brick, slate, and marble are most easily obtained through building contractors. Before you decide on any of these heavier flooring, however, remember they require special support—easy enough to provide in building a new house, but sometimes difficult in an older one. If this poses an obstacle, however, don’t give up. All these heavier materials have been excellingly reproduced in lightweight vinyl—accurately colored and realistically textured.

Ceramic tiles are now made in the U.S. in a dazzling selection of patterns and colors. 1. Tile of classic Moorish shape in pale mottled pastels. Cambridge Tile Mfg. Co. 2. Japanese-inspired, incised chrysanthemum pattern on a 12-inch tile in brown or creamy white over brown. Interpace. 3. Another version of the Moorish shape in brilliant fire-flashed red or royal blue. Styloon. 4. Stylized flower, highly glazed, in green, white, yellow, blue, and brown. Outlines are rough-textured to make tiles skid-resistant. Interpace.

Vinyl tiles in fool-the-eye patterns now simulate every material imaginable. A small sampling:
1. Pebble pattern designed so that pebble motifs form a larger over-all pattern. Vinyl asbestos by Atroneck. 2. Nine Moorish tile motifs arranged in a raised pattern on a 12-inch square. Kentile. 3. Parquet pattern grooved to simulate wood, and heavily beveled at joints to increase the illusion. Amico. 4. Granite pattern in several neutral shades. Tile comes with adhesive on back protected by a peel-off coating. Flintkote.
Double damask is bursting forth in clear, fresh, positive colors that offer an exciting palette for imaginative table settings. Long limited to white and politely muted pastels, damask’s grand luxe has been restricted for the most part to conservative, color-shy tables. Now, with no loss of elegance, this weave has been adapted to contemporary Scandinavian designs in Tampella linens that make marvelous foils for vivid china and do wonders to bring out the quieter colors of subtle patterns on white.

Azalea, H&G’s buoyant pink, is the unify color accent for a variegated series of individual luncheon tables, left, above, set up in the sunny gallery of interior designer Richard Nelson’s New York apartment. Plain linen napkins of Azalea link rosy goblets to the table colors—Fern, Blueberry, Curry, Red Apple—and patterned place mats of the same hue are tucked over the slip seats of the ottomans. Bright idea for a buffet meal: 12-inch plates instead of dinner plates. Calyx Ware by Adam Gorham “Fairfax” sterling; Imperial goblet.
ueberry damask, seconded by blue-stemmed
ets, gives a newly vibrant look to the delicate
eties of blue-patterned white china. (The deli-
blues found in so many traditional china pat-
often need a color boost to snap them to life.)
contrast, the napkins are embroidered linen,
stead of a centerpiece, five cachepots march
the center of the table, three filled with bloss-
two with lacy greens. Royal Copenhagen china
ue Fluted Plain Edge”; Colony “Britannia”
ts; Reed & Barton’s “Burgundy” sterling.

cer gray etched in strong lines on white dam-
ask is as elegant as a white tie, as contemporary
as the Parrot Green dinner plates and the gleaming
silver bowls lined in brilliant green enamel. The
centerpiece, purposely emphasizing greenery rather
than blossoms, is echoed by more greenery, banked
for visibility, just above table level. “English Pro-
vincial” sterling and enamel-lined silver bowls by
Reed & Barton. The same cloth reversed, right,
ents an expanse of glossy pewter—a wonderful
plement for bright blue and glimmering crystal.

ALL LINEN DAMASK IMPORTED FROM FINLAND BY MATOUK
FOR SHOPPING INFORMATION, PLEASE SEE PAGE 142
A TRAVELER'S GUIDE TO THE NATIVE DRINKS AND WINES OF ITALY

BY ROBERT NEVILLE

EDITOR'S NOTE: Robert Neville, an American writer who has taken Rome as his home and one of its citizens as his wife, is a regular contributor to U.S. newspapers and magazines. An ardent gourmet and wine-taster, he works off calories by playing golf in the afternoon hours more usually dedicated to the calm of the siesta.

All manner of delightful adventures await the traveler in Italy with a receptive palate and a willingness to experiment. The Italian peninsula literally flows with interesting liquids calculated to excite the taste buds, and sampled on the spot they are also inexpensive.

The Italians do not normally favor long or strong drinks. They prefer them short and weak. Only the international set drinks such concoctions as whiskey-and-soda and gin-and-tonic. Most bars and homes in Italy do not even possess a man-sized highball glass. The usual aperitif, mostly of the vermouth family, is served in little more than glorified thimbles.

Practically all Italian bartenders, those in private homes as well as public places, are stingy with ice. The legend somehow persists here that refrigerated drinks are bad for the stomach. Electric refrigerators come in minuscule sizes; about all a customer can ever wangle is one tiny ice cube per glass.

Drinking in Italy usually converges on a meal. Even the shortest aperitif is likely to be accompanied by a tidbit. There is a wide variety of aperitifs (Aperol, Bitter Campari, Carpano, Cynar) and an equally long list of after-dinner liqueurs. Most of the latter, however, are copies of French drinks, two of the notable exceptions being Strega and Sambuca. The latter, made from elderberries, has a licorice flavor and is always served with one, three, or five (never an even number) whole coffee beans at the end of a meal. It is called a digestivo, an aid to digestion. In the trattorie of Rome and Central Italy, Sambuca is always on the house. Just ask for it.

Many of the larger monasteries and big abbeys in Italy have their own liqueurs. At the great Carthusian monastery of Pavia, a short distance south of Milan, the traveler can inspect their spectacular complex of buildings and at the same time quaff a bottle of a liqueur called Cura-Car, distilled on the spot by the resident monks.

The wanderer in Italy should always be on the lookout for improvised seasonal drinks. The best of these is perhaps the Bellini, a delicious concoction which in its sophisticated form consists of crushed fresh peaches and champagne or spumante, the Italian sparkling wine. There is also a country version of the Bellini in which simple, inexpensive local white wine, usually dry, is substituted for champagne. A glass of Bellini at a roadside stand will cost all of 100 lire, or less than 2 cents. In peach-harvest time around late July and all of August for the north of Italy, the Bellini is drunk at any hour.

There is little guzzling per se in Italy. An Italian drinker rarely gets reeling and almost never passes out, although alcohol-induced gaiety is common. Statistics prove that the national average consumption of alcohol is good for three times that of the United States, coming second only to record-breaking France, but this is due entirely to the fact that almost every man and woman and many children take wine at meals.

To all rules there must be exceptions. The general Italian aversion to strong drink is belied with a vengeance in the Veneto, the region that stretches from Lake Garda to the Gulf of Venice. Here they go in for a local firewater called grappa. Grappa, which can rise to 75, 80, and even 85 per cent alcohol, or 150 to 160 proof, is potent stuff, especially when consumed, as it so often is, with breakfast expresso.

The grappa capital of Italy is a pleasant, picturesque city in

Continued on page 187
If you can spend weekend after weekend in the country rooting around antique shops (and can spend plenty for it when you finally find it), chances are you can have stoneware as handsome as this someday.

If you can't, just take $10.95 to any good store and ask for Gourmet Stoneware by Pfaltzgraff — the 150 year old York, Pennsylvania pottery.

(You'll get a 16-piece starter set for 4, which you can add to any time you like from the Gourmet Collection of 68 distinctive, brown drip glaze, oven-cookable, dishwasher-safe pieces priced as low as $1.00. And don't take anything except the original, stamped like this, with the Pfaltzgraff mark.)

Stoneware by Pfaltzgraff
Write for free brochure to The Pfaltzgraff Co., York, Pa.
The soup-and-salad meal has the infinite flexibility and built-in convenience that suits the way we live today. It is just right for a casual or informal luncheon when you need something more than a sandwich and less than a banquet—and for the kind of easygoing open-house buffet at which guests are invited to eat as and when they please. A steaming soup and a cool salad are an unifying stimulus to appetite. The savory odors of soup tantalize the taste buds, the flavors of salad are the perfect follow-through. There is probably nothing more evocative of the warmth and comfort that good food, well prepared, can bring than homemade soup, yet all too often it is either completely eliminated from menus or given cursory attention when there are other courses to follow. Salads, too, get short shrift when regarded merely as side dishes. In the soup-and-salad inclusions in this cook book, each teamed with a complementary roll, or cracker, both dishes are accorded the prominence they deserve, and show how superbly they can hold their own.

As most soups are improved by reheating, they can be made ahead and refrigerated or frozen until needed (this applies mainly to thick or clear soups; those with cream in their constitution should not be held, unless the cream can be added at the last minute, during reheating). When it comes to serving soup-and-salad meals, there is no limit to the ways you can present them attractively. Offer hearty vegetable or oxtail soups in big enameled or earthenware pots and the suaver, creamier kinds in tureens, chafing dishes, and pottery bowls. And don't overlook the insulating qualities of ice buckets for either hot or chilled soups. Salads call for molds that give them shape and design, or decorative, imaginative containers—hollowed-out vegetables or vegetable-shaped dishes, leaf plates, and platters. As to the myriad garnishes, from chopped herbs to croutons, that make a plain soup or salad a feast for the eyes, rely on your sense of taste and color.

LIGHT SUPPERS

MUSHROOM BOUILLON

TUNA SEBASTIAN

HOT CHEESE BALLS

Mushroom Bouillon

and fresh mushrooms, chopped
all onion, diced
all carrot, diced
1t. celery, minced
parsley
th each of tarragon and thyme (optional)
2/4-ounce cans beef or chicken consommé
black pepper to taste
1/2-cup dry Madeira or sherry

Choose a shapely cabbage with good, green outer leaves, and wash and drain it thoroughly. Make a salad bowl of the head by hollowing it out with a sharp boning knife, leaving a shell about 1/2" thick. Spread the green outside leaves open, rose-petal fashion. Shred enough of the removed cabbage leaves to measure 2 cups. Toss the shredded cabbage with the onion, green pepper, and tuna. Add mayonnaise, using a bit more or less if you like, to bind, and season with lime juice, salt, and cayenne pepper. Heap into the cabbage head and garnish with the olive slices. Chill well before serving. After use, the "bowl" can be washed and the remains of the cabbage shredded and cooked as a vegetable side dish for an entrée.

*ALL RECIPES SERVE 6 EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE NOTED.

Tuna Sebastian

large head cabbage
1 medium onion, minced
1 green pepper, finely chopped
ounce cans white meat tuna, drained and flaked
1/2 cup mayonnaise
gt. of 1 small lime
cayenne pepper to taste

Choose a shapely cabbage with good, green outer leaves, and wash and drain it thoroughly. Make a salad bowl of the head by hollowing it out with a sharp boning knife, leaving a shell about 1/2" thick. Spread the green outside leaves open, rose-petal fashion. Shred enough of the removed cabbage leaves to measure 2 cups. Toss the shredded cabbage with the onion, green pepper, and tuna. Add mayonnaise, using a bit more or less if you like, to bind, and season with lime juice, salt, and cayenne pepper. Heap into the cabbage head and garnish with the olive slices. Chill well before serving. After use, the "bowl" can be washed and the remains of the cabbage shredded and cooked as a vegetable side dish for an entrée.

*ALL RECIPES SERVE 6 EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE NOTED.

HOT CHEESE BALLS

1/4 pound Cheddar, Monterey Jack, or Edam cheese, finely grated
1/4 cup butter
1 tablespoon bacon or sausage fat
1/2 cup sifted flour
Pinch each salt and cayenne pepper
1/2 tablespoons cornstarch, currypow, or sesame seed

Blend the cheese thoroughly with the butter and fat in a mixing bowl. Work in the flour, along with the salt, cayenne, and seed. Chill the dough in the bowl for 3 hours. Roll into 1" balls between the palms of your hands and place on an ungreased cookie sheet. Bake in a preheated 450° oven for 15 minutes. Serve hot. Makes about 2 1/2 dozen balls.
Turtle Soup

The one prepared soup that is almost the equal of homemade is clear turtle. Depending on the brand, turtle soup may be condensed and need diluting, or be ready to serve. Allow at least 1 cup per serving. Serve it as the label directs, adding a scant tablespoon of Madeira or sherry per cup if the makers haven’t beaten you to it, but don’t drown the turtle in wine.

Asparagus and Ham Mimosa

3 pounds fresh, green asparagus
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 cups Sauce Vinaigrette
6 slices boiled ham, 1/4" thick
3 hard-cooked egg yolks, sliced

Snap the tough portion from the asparagus; wash thoroughly under running water, and trim off any hard scales. Tie into six bundles of equal size and set them on end with tips up in the bottom of an asparagus steamer or a large double boiler half full of water. Add the salt, cover the steamer, or invert the top of the double boiler as a lid, and cook the asparagus over high heat about 10 minutes, or until the thicker portions are just tender. Drain thoroughly; place in a shallow dish, and pour over the Sauce Vinaigrette. Let the asparagus marinate about 2 hours, turning occasionally. When ready to serve, cut the string from each bundle and wrap in a slice of ham. Place on a chilled plate and sprinkle with sieved egg yolk.

Sauce Vinaigrette

1/2 cup olive oil
1/2 cup wine or cider vinegar
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon each white pepper and sweet paprika
Pinch dry mustard
1 small clove garlic, minced or crushed

Shake or stir all ingredients together briskly until mixture turns cloudy and thickens slightly. If crushed garlic is used, remember to remove it before serving. Makes 2 cups sauce.

A good accompaniment to this light soup and salad is Melba toast, packaged or homemade.

Bacon and Tomato Surprise Salad

6 large tomatoes, ripe but firm
Salt
9 rashers bacon, fried crisp and crumbled
24 pimiento-stuffed or ripe pitted olives, sliced
Sour Cream Boiled Dressing
Romaine lettuce leaves

Cut thin slices from the blossom ends of the tomatoes. Stand them up in the pan, not salted, nor chilled, on the lettuce leaves.

Sour Cream Boiled Dressing

2 eggs, slightly beaten
2 cups sour cream
6 tablespoons cider vinegar
1 tablespoon sugar
10 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon each dry mustard and sweet paprika
1/2 teaspoon white pepper

Put the eggs, cream, and vinegar into the top of a double boiler. Add the seasonings, then cook over simmering water, stirring constantly, until thick and smooth. Let cool slightly, then chill. This makes about 2 cups of country-style dressing, which will keep well in the refrigerator. Use in any vegetable or fish salad.

Soft, round poppy seed rolls go well with these dishes.

Featherbed Rolls

1 cup milk, scalded
1/2 cup vegetable shortening
1 envelope dry (or 1 cake fresh) yeast
1/4 cup sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1 egg, well beaten
2 1/2 cups (approximately) sifted flour

Melted butter

Pour the milk into a large mixing bowl and stir in the shortening until completely dissolved. Combine mixture aside to cool slightly. Dissolve the dry yeast in 1/4 cup lukewarm water at the temperature indicated on the package, then stir into the cooled milk mixture. (If using fresh yeast, crumble into the water, stir to dissolve then add to the cooked milk mixture.) Add the sugar, salt, egg, and sufficient flour to make a moderately stiff dough. Mix thoroughly, then knead in the bowl for 2 minutes. Fill greased muffin cups 2/3 full with the dough. Let rolls rise out of drafts in a warm place until doubled in bulk. Bake the rolls in a preheated 425° oven about 20 minutes, until golden brown. Remove the rolls from the pan immediately and set them on a rack. Brush tops with melted butter. Makes about 1 1/2 dozen.

Eastern Point Salad

2 1/2 cups cold, cooked fanmail haddock, cod, halibut, or fresh haddock, flaked
2 cups each shredded red and white cabbage
1 small onion, grated
1 green pepper, minced
3 tablespoons evaporated milk, drained
1 cup Beer Dressing
1 tablespoon prepared horseradish
1/2 teaspoon each celery seed and salt
1/2 teaspoon white pepper
Bibb lettuce leaves

Toss the fish flakes thoroughly with the shredded red and white cabbage. Add all other ingredients except the lettuce and mix well. Serve cold, not chilled, on the lettuce leaves.

Beer Dressing

3/4 cup white wine vinegar
3/4 cup beer
3/4 cup sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon dried mustard
3/4 teaspoon freshly ground white pepper
1 cup evaporated milk, undiluted
3 tablespoons flour
2 eggs

Combine the vinegar, beer, sugar, and seasoning in a saucepan and bring to a boil. Beat the milk flour, and eggs together in a small bowl until smooth and well blended. Add the egg mixture very slowly to the boiling liquid, stirring with whisk constantly. Continue to beat while cooking over medium heat for 5 minutes, until the mixture is thickened and smooth. Chill before using, and store in refrigerator. Makes about 3 cups.

A light tray supper of Consommé Belle Vue and Eastern Point Salad becomes very special when the soup is served from a Chinese hao ku (charcoal in base keeps liquid hot) into a handled glass. Roll and napkin (folded like a water lily) are to be removed, replaced by salad.
**Cream of Crab Soup**

4 scallions, green tops included, chopped  
3 thin slices ginger root  
2 tablespoons peanut oil  
1½ cups flaked crab meat  
3 tablespoons French vermouth  
½ teaspoon salt  
¼ teaspoon each Chinese powdered five spices  
2 tablespoons strained lime juice  
2 tablespoons prepared horseradish  
8-ounce can pimientos, drained and  
2 Clips boiling water  
2 tablespoons Louisiana-style hot sauce  
3 cups chicken broth  
¼ cup minced garlic  
1 large clove garlic, minced  
1½ cups grated or flaked coconut  
1 egg  
1½ tablespoons cornstarch  
1½ teaspoons salt  
1 teaspoon white pepper  
¾ cup evaporated milk, undiluted  
3 tablespoons melted butter  
3 cups sifted flour  
1 tablespoon baking powder  
1 cup chopped celery  
1 cup chopped onion  
1 cup minced parsley  
1 cup minced green pepper  
1 cup chili sauce  
1¾ cups chopped celery  
1 egg  
1 teaspoon salt  
1 cup chopped green pepper  
1 teaspoon each Chinese powdered five spices  
Salt, sweet paprika, and black pepper  
1 tablespoon beefsteak sauce

**Crème Olivette**

6 tablespoons melted butter  
1 cup mayonnaise  
1 cup chili sauce  
½ cup India relish  
2 tablespoons minced celery  
1 tablespoon horseradish sauce  
1 teaspoon each minced green pepper,  
1 pimiento, and chives  
Salt, sweet paprika, and black pepper to taste

**Avocado Balls in Pimiento Ring**

2 envelopes unflavored gelatin, softened in ¼ cup water  
2 cups boiling water  
8-ounce can pimientos, drained and  
coarsely chopped  
¾ cup each chopped green scallion tops  
and parsley  
2 tablespoons prepared horseradish  
2 tablespoons strained lemon juice  
½ teaspoon salt  
¾ cup sour cream  
1 large clove garlic, minced  
¾ teaspoon Tabasco  
2 large avocados, ripe but firm, cut into balls  
Salt to taste  
Minced chives or scallion tops

**Cold Shrimp in Beer**

1 quart beer or pale ale  
5 allspice berries  
1 small bay leaf  
2 dried, hot red chili peppers  
3 dozen jumbo shrimp or prawns, unshelled  
Watercress  
Lamaze Dressing

**Lamaze Dressing**

Bring the beer and seasonings to a boil, then  
cool about 5 minutes. Add shrimp and bring to a  
rolling boil. Simmer 3-5 minutes. Remove from  
heat and cool in the liquid at room temperature.  
When cool enough to handle, shell, leaving tail  
shells on, and devein. Return shrimp to the  
liquid in the refrigerator. When ready to serve,  
drain thoroughly, garnish with watercress sprigs,  
and pass Lamaze Dressing.

**Avocado & Garden Salad**

Simple soup-and-salad meals lend themselves  
to decorative touches. Down-East Squash  
and Oyster Soup is ladled into outsize chowder  
cups; tomato roses alternate with Bacon and  
Tomato Surprise Salad. Butter pools are stamped,  

**Avocado Balls in Pimiento Ring**

Prepare a pimiento ring: Add the softened gelat-  
in to the boiling water and stir until thoroughly  
dissolved. Chill to egg-white consistency. Add the  
pimiento, scallion tops, and parsley to the thick-  
e and sweet paprika, celery, and salt. Serve sprinkled  
with chives or scallion tops.
SOUP AND SALAD  SUPPER COOK BOOK  continued

Tarragon Lamb Loaf

2 envelopes unflavored gelatin, softened in ½ cup water
3 chicken bouillon cubes
3 cups boiling water
3 tablespoons strained lemon juice
3 tablespoons tarragon or white wine vinegar
2 tablespoons sugar
2 teaspoons crumbled tarragon
½ teaspoon each celery salt and coarsely ground black pepper
½ cup minced parsley
3 cups diced roast lamb

Iceberg lettuce leaves

4 peppercorns
1 teaspoon sugar
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin, softened in cup
Ice

Iceberg lettuce leaves

Cut each pair in half and refrigerate immediately under a weighted plate. When thoroughly chilled and firm, serve on lettuce leaves, garnished with radish fans. Serve with Sauce Gribiche.

Sauce Gribiche

3 hard-cooked eggs
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
¼ teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon pepper
1 ½ cups olive oil or salad oil
½ cup white wine vinegar
½ cup chopped sour gherkins
1 teaspoon each minced parsley, chives, fresh tarragon, and chervil

Separate the egg yolks from the whites and mash them to a smooth paste in a small bowl with the mustard, salt, and pepper. As in preparing mayonnaise, beat in a bit of the oil briskly, alternating with a small amount of vinegar, to make a smooth, thick dressing. Finally chop the egg whites and add with the remaining ingredients. Blend together thoroughly. Chill. Makes 2 ½ cups.

Small brown-and-serve biscuits, hot from the oven, split and buttered, round out this menu.

HEARTY SUPPERS

GARDENER'S CHOWDER

Gardener's Chowder

3 leeks, white part only, thinly sliced
4 tablespoons pork sausage or bacon fat
1 cup each cut green beans, green limas, peeled and sliced tomatoes
½ cup each peeled and diced eggplant, diced carrots, kernel corn, and sliced okra
½ cup sweet red pepper or pimiento, cut julienne
¼ cup each chopped green pepper and celery
2 ½ cups brown stock or 2 ½ cups water
1 cup coarsely chopped liver, ground
2 tablespoons butter, melted
2 tablespoons cornstarch

Sauté the liver pork with the mushrooms and salt. Bring to a boil, then reduce heat and drop brains carefully into the bubbling liquid. Cover and poach about 15 minutes. Remove the brains and blend immediately in cold water. Carefully remove membrane and blood vessels. Cut each pair in half and refrigerate immediately under a weighted plate. When thoroughly chilled and firm, serve on lettuce leaves, garnished with radish fans. Serve with Sauce Gribiche.

Blend the roux smoothly with a bit of the hot water and let soup cook, uncovered, 20 minutes. Add the cream and season with salt and pepper. Bring soup to just under boiling. Serve garnished with croutons.

EGG SALAD MOLD

2 envelopes unflavored gelatin, softened in ¾ cup water
3 tablespoons vinegar
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1 teaspoon salt
1 ½ teaspoons dry mustard
1 ½ cups Blender Mayonnaise
½ cup chopped celery
½ cup each chopped green pepper and pimiento
1 tablespoon chopped scallions (white part only)
8 hard-cooked eggs, coarsely chopped
Watercress, radish roses

Chili Mayonnaise

8 hand-cooked eggs, coarsely chopped
1 cup chopped sour gherkins
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
1 cup white wine vinegar
1 cup each chopped green pepper and pimiento
1 tablespoon chopped scallions (white part only)
½ teaspoon each celery salt and coarsely ground black pepper
Salt, pepper to taste

Chili Mayonnaise

4 eggs
2 teaspoons dry mustard
2 teaspoons sugar
1 ½ teaspoons salt
3 tablespoons each strained lemon juice and white wine vinegar
½ cup olive oil
2 cups peanut oil

Put the eggs, mustard, sugar, salt, lemon juice, vinegar, and olive oil into the blender all at once. Blend 5 seconds on high speed, then switch off. On low speed, pour in the peanut oil in a steady trickle until homogenized, then whirl 20 seconds more on high. Makes a good 4 cups mayonnaise.

W hen luncheon may be delayed, a meal such as Liver Bisque and Egg Salad Mold can wait indefinitely without spoiling. Chafing dish heats up soup at the last minute. Individual molded salads on platter come from refrigerator in perfect shape.
**Ertwensoup**

**Macaroni and Ham Salad**

**Mustard Cream Dressing**

**Creole Black Bean Soup**

**Hard Bolls**

**Chicken Liver Dressing**

1. Reserve 6 tablespoons of the flour, then sift the rest with the sugar, baking powder, and salt. Stir in the wheat germ, sesame seed, and whole-wheat flour and mix thoroughly. Cut in the shortening to make a mealy mixture. Combine the milk and molasses; blend thoroughly with dry ingredients.

2. Sprinkle reserved flour over a board, then turn dough onto it, and knead vigorously until all the flour is absorbed and the dough is stiff. Pat the dough into a cylinder and cut into 15 pieces. Roll out each piece to a 6" round. Place on an even-proof wire rack—not a tray—and bake in a preheated 225° oven for 30 minutes, or until golden brown. Cool on the rack. The bread will be very crisp and brittle and will stay that way in a tightly sealed tin. Makes 15 pieces.

**Salsa Italiana**

1. Heat the oil in a large kettle, add the mussels, and cover. When ready to serve, fry the sliced mushrooms. When ready to serve, fry the sliced mushrooms. When ready to serve, fry the sliced mushrooms. When ready to serve, fry the sliced mushrooms. When ready to serve, fry the sliced mushrooms. When ready to serve, fry the sliced mushrooms.
Salsa Italiana

1 cup Sauce Vinaigrette (see recipe on page 182)
4 cloves garlic, crushed
3 anchovy files, minced
Generous pinch each oregano and thyme

Mix all ingredients together and let stand at least 2 hours before using. Remove the crushed garlic before serving.

Crusty Italian bread is needed with this luscious musso sauce and tangy salad.

**MENU**

**COUNTRY CHICKEN SOUP**

**SALADE VERONIQUE**

**DOUBLE CORN DROP BISCUITS**

---

**Country Chicken Soup**

6-pound chicken, dressed
1 ½ cups chopped onion
1 large bay leaf
Parsley
2 cloves
2½ teaspoons salt
1 small clove garlic
3 peppercorns
¼ teaspoon mace
1 cup fresh bread crumbs
1 teaspoon poultry seasoning
1 egg
4 young carrots, cut in julienne
3 stalks celery, cut in julienne
5 tablespoons flour
1 ½ cups milk

Put the whole chicken into a large soup kettle with the onion, bay leaf, few sprigs parsley, the cloves, 1 ½ teaspoons salt, garlic, peppercorns, mace, and 10 cups water. Bring to a boil, then cover and cook over low heat until chicken is tender, about 3 hours.

Remove chicken from the broth and chill it. Strain the broth and chill. Remove the layer of fat from top of broth and reserve. Cut enough chicken from the bones to make a good 1 ½ cups when ground. Mince 2 tablespoons parsley and add to the ground chicken with the crumbs, 1 teaspoon salt, and poultry seasoning, and mix well. Add the egg to bind the mixture and form into small balls.

Bring the strained broth to a boil in the kettle and add the carrots and celery. Lower heat and cook 15 minutes. Melt 6 tablespoons of the reserved fat from the broth in a small saucepan and stir in the flour, blending until smooth. Cook until thick then add the cream, stirring in small amounts. When thickened, add the chicken balls and simmer about 8 minutes before serving. Serves 8.

**Salade Veronique**

3 cucumbers (not waxed)
2 bunches watercress
1 clove garlic, scored
1/2 pound seedless green grapes, stemmed

**Mayonnaise (optional)**

Score the unpared cucumbers with a sharp-tined fork, then halve and cut into 1/2" slices. Cover with ice water and let chill about 1 hour. Wash and crisp the watercress, trimming the stems. Rub a salad bowl with the garlic clove. Drain and dry the cucumbers and toss with the watercress, grapes, and just enough dressing (add a bit of mayonnaise if you prefer it creamy) to coat the ingredients lightly. Serve in individual salad bowls.

**Double Corn Drop Biscuits**

1 ½ cups flour
1 cup stone-ground cornmeal, yellow or white
3 tablespoons sugar
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 egg
1 cup milk
3 tablespoons melted bacon or sausage fat
1 cup canned cream-style corn
1/4 teaspoon chili powder, thyme, or savory (optional)
Butter, whipped

Sift together onto waxed paper the flour, cornmeal, sugar, baking powder, and salt. Beat the egg and milk in a large bowl, then blend in the melted fat. Stir in the corn and season, if used. Add the dry ingredients all at once and beat, lightly but quickly, to a homogeneous batter. Drop by the tablespoonful onto a greased baking sheet. Bake in a preheated 400° oven until tops are golden brown, about 15 minutes. Serve hot with butter, whipped preferably. Makes about 2 dozen.

---

**Veal Salad Russe**

3 ½ cups diced veal, cooked and cooled
1 ½ cups each boiled potato, peeled and cooled; cucumber, peeled and seeded; and salted red apple, unpared and seeded; all diced
3/4 cup diced kohlrabi dill pickle, drained
1 ½ cups Russian Mayonnaise
Minted chives
Watercress

Toss all ingredients except the chives and watercress together thoroughly. Chill well. Serve sprinkled with chives and garnished with watercress.

**Russian Mayonnaise**

2 hard-cooked egg yolks, sieved
1 teaspoon each salt, dry mustard, and sugar
1 ½ teaspoons freshly ground white pepper
Dash of beefsteak sauce
1 ½ cups sour cream
3 tablespoons peanut oil
1 tablespoon vinegar
1 teaspoon lemon juice, strained
1 teaspoon each minced fresh tarragon, flat (Italian) parsley, and chervil

Rub the yolks to a smooth paste with the salt, mustard, sugar, pepper, and beefsteak sauce. Blend in the cream, a little at a time, working to a smooth, thick sauce. Stir in the oil briskly. Add the vinegar and lemon juice, stirring well to combine thoroughly. Add the fresh herbs and chill before serving. Makes about 2 cups.

A loaf of good pumpernickel is the natural companion for this Russian menu.
ITALIAN DRINKS AND WINES continued from page 178

... Dolomites called Bassano del Cinema, Bassano in itself is worth the trip, but for those interested in fine wines, the region you strike is Piedmont. Its capital is Turin which is Italy's Detroit, but some forty or fifty miles south of the city lies what I believe to be by far the best eating-drinking region of all Italy. This is a strip of Piedmont called the Langhe, an untranslatable term which implies the foothills of the Maritime Alps, and it produces the finest red wines of Italy.

To make things relatively easy, most of the Piedmontese wines begin with the letter B—Barolo, Barbera, Barbaresco, Brachetto—and which customarily the best is Barolo. (Some excellent non-B Piedmontese wines are Grignolino, Dolcetto, Nebbiolo, Freisa). Dead center of this wine district is an oversized village named, naturally enough, Barolo, but the largest and best-known place is a spot called Alba.

Alba is noted among gourmets, Italians and otherwise, for its white truffles. With the first light of the moon in October, Alba stages a truffle festival and literally reeks with the distinctive odor of this precious delicacy, dug out of the ground with the aid of a corps of specially trained and muzzled mongrels.

The fall truffle season is also the very climax of the good-eating season, and good food in Piedmont inevitably spells good wine-tasting, which brings us back to Barolo. This superb wine is produced in ten small townships to the east of Cuneo and south of Alba, all reached by good, although winding, secondary roads. Barolo is robust and strong, dark, and soft, with a velvety taste and a bouquet suggesting violets. It should be brought to room temperature and opened a few hours before serving.

There are perhaps 300 separate brands of Barolo in all, not to mention the other wines of the district, and it is no secret that in some years certain estate managers find their production so short of commitments that they doctor the genuine stuff with lesser wine such as Barbera.

A few years ago, a company friend of mine said challengingly, "I doubt very much whether you have ever tasted an undiluted Barolo." By that he meant, of course, a Barolo unmixed with other wine. But since then, I have. During a few days of snooping about the best eating places in the hilltop towns of the Langhe, I came upon modest but productive vineyards belonging to the family of one of Italy's noted postwar statesmen. It is now managed by two extremely capable spinsters...
ITALIAN DRINKS AND WINES continued from preceding page

who jealously make up the lists of
those privileged to buy their prod-
uct. Some of the great homes of
Italy get a yearly consignmant.
Quirinale Palace in Rome, the
President's residence, is favored,
as is the Apostolic Palace where
the Pope lives. Almost none goes to
mere mortals. By luck I was
eventually allowed not only to
taste the unadulterated Barolo
now coming to maturity, but also
permitted to buy a few bottles.

The same vineyards produce
seven different types of wine of
which only six have been sold. The
seventh type used to be consumed
entirely by the estate help who, for
lack of a better name, always
called it Tocai, although it has
nothing to do with Tokay grapes.
I tasted it and found it superb.
The estate managers have now decided
to market it and are casting about
for a suitable name. It will no
doubt soon be added to the list of
finest wines that can only be ac-
quired by perseverance.

Similar situations exist all
over Italy. The truly fine wines,
the genuine simon-pure undiluted
product, are invariably produced
on small, family owned plots.

Moving quickly across the
northern tier of Italian provinces,
the enologist can safely skip Lon-
bardy, except perhaps for the
Frecciarossa wines of Casteggia,
and proceed to Verona, in the
Veneto. This city is the center for
the production of two excellent
wines, the white Soave and the red
Valpolicella. They come in well-
known brands, always safe to or-
der, but there are also scores of
local versions. Here is the place to
do some indiscriminate sampling
and comparing. A bottle of local
Soave or Valpolicella in most of
the country trattoria (where the
food is also good) will cost no
more than 70 or 80 cents.

The white wine belt
Further east and north is the
kingdom of the white wines. Tre-
viso is the great center of produc-
tion, but a detour first into the Alto
Adige and then to Gorizia, up in
the northeastern corner of the
country, is warranted. At Mezzo
Corona there can be found an excellent
white called Terlano, made by
mixing the juices of four different
kinds of grapes—Terlano, Ries-
lung, Pinot bianco, and Pinot
grigio. Gorizia also produces two
excellent white wines, usually made
lively from Pinot bianco and Pinot
grigio grapes. The production is,
again, extremely limited, but a re-
quest accompanied by a smile at a
local restaurant will lead to all
sorts of wonders.

Heading south, the next
portant wine belt might be
scrutinized as running from
Adriatic coast south of Venice
and the Tyrrenhian coast south
of Genoa. One of Rome's best
tastastors, who is so
sidered to exaggeration, insists
that from Porto Potenza, between Ancona and Pescara,
and the Adriatic, comes the best
wine in Italy. This wine, made
tirely from Merlot grapes,
esto sufficiently high that he
selected it as the one Italian
worthy of being bottled in num-
ems for his establishment.

A quaint alcove for breakfasting
in a local restaurant will lead to
all Italy and a genuine sparkl-
ing wine called Lambrusco. Even
the most hurried traveler should
stop and eat at a restaurant called F
or Modena, virtually on Bologn
outskirts. A meal should
naturally, with
torteiiini, the local
pasta, followed by either
either a smoked sausage served hot,
scallopini (here's one vote for
callopini). A most accom-
paing this repast is a bottle of Lam-
brusco. The Lambrusco should
from SForbara, it should be dry
it should be bottled for Fini.

What's in a label?
The story is much more co-
nplicated south of Genoa. The
best wine thereabouts is called Ca-
quatterie. It is supposed to con-
traverse the vineyards of five tow-
sips on the Ligurian coast be-
 tween Genoa and Spezia, but
much Cinqueterre is now on sale
as is the suspicion that has grown that
original five lands have been ex-
anded to at least fifty. It takes
true detective to come by this
thing, but again the search can be
rewarding, since Cinquaterre has
quite a subtle flavor with an ar-
matic bouquet.

To the south lies Tuscany, the
region with perhaps the most beau-
tiful countryside in all Italy (excels-
groves and vineyards) and with
the most controversial wine—
Chianti. The original Chianti area
is the Chianti Valley, between Flo-
rence and Siena is not more than
150,000 acres. Not even the ar-
dent Tuscan patriot would mainta-
ain that more than a tiny fraction
of the liquid sold under the Chian-
label comes from here. The secre-
be long since out that the coarse
red wines from Apulia are

HUNT CLUB
A quaint alcove for breakfasting
or a properly formal dining room—
Hunt Club's distinctively hospitable
designs impart an atmosphere of
understated elegance reminiscent of
the English countryside. Stoutly
solid cherrywood fronts are pains-
takingly hand-matched to finely
veneered ends and tops and
magnificently finished to a glowing
patina by masters of the woodworking craft.
Hunt Club dining and bedroom collections are
now on display at leading homefurnishers.
Tuscany en masse to
with the original Chianti.

The genuine Chianti is delightful in color, not heavy with
ol (around 12 per cent), with
bouquet. It is a joy to drink,
ripped away habits, it is
served with pasta. In fact, Tus-
is not just pasta country.

The wine-growers of the Chi-
Valley have tried to protect
iselves by using the label of a
ockerel to indicate the true
ut, but even so there are li-
holes. Black-sheep Chianti
ey farmers (and there are a
ber) can still import lesser
from Apulia and lend it
their own and nobody can
est or prosecute.

Truly Chianti is, indeed, dif-
It to find. The lugger home-
Chianti Valley certainly have
nd a pleasant
nuono di ritorno
le psychological moment at a
trattoria
can easily open up
ock of the genuine wine.

Italy, in brief, is a place where
the only sure guide to good drink-
ing is an educated and adventur-
ous palate. Italians, howe-
that a visitor, especially
American, shows interest in
their wines. A pleasant salutation
will usually open wide the gates of
wine-drinking hospitality.

Coming Next Month:

HOUSE & GARDEN'S
DINNER
FOR TWO
COOK BOOK
BY ELAINE ROSS

ON YOUR NEWSSTAND, MARCH 16
Hardly anyone bothered with the caviar at Pearle’s last party.

Pearle’s people discovered a new divertissement. Poppycock. They ate it before dinner. After dinner. Probably would have eaten it instead of dinner but Pearle balked. (What would she do with the squabs?) Poppycock is irresistible. A melange of whole toasted almonds and pecans and puffy white pieces of popcorn. All gathered up in a caramelized crunch made with butter. Butter, my dear. And more butter. In some circles this gorgeous golden stuff is known as the millionaire’s popcorn. And we must admit that it does help to have a buck or two in the bank to afford it. You’ll find Poppycock, priced at $2 a can, mostly in fancy food shops and in better department stores.

H&G’s gourmet’s guide

Quick Gourmet Recipe of the Month

Stuffed Mushrooms

1 pound mushrooms
1/2 pound ground raw pork
1/4 cup minced water chestnuts
1/4 cup minced green onions
1 egg
1 teaspoon shoyu sauce
1/2 teaspoon salt
Freshly ground pepper
Melted butter
Sesame seeds

Select mushrooms of uniform size—those with caps about 1 1/2" in diameter are ideal. Remove and chop the stems. Mix with pork, water chestnuts, green onions, egg, shoyu, salt, and a little freshly ground pepper. Mix well and stuff mushroom caps with mixture. Dip in melted butter, dip stuffed part in sesame seeds, and arrange in a baking dish, stuffed side up. Bake in a 350° oven for 35 minutes. Serve hot, as an appetizer.

SPODE BONE CHINA AFTER-DINNER COFFEES
FROM $10.00 FOR CONSUL (RIGHT) TO $18.75 FOR KENT (FOREGROUND)

The collector/hostess puts her hobby to elegant use when she serves the after-dinner coffee in Spode Assorted. It is a delightful custom indeed, using a different Spode pattern for each guest at dessert. The larger-than-usual demitasse cups nestle securely in the deeper-than-usual saucer wells. Matching dessert plates also available. At better stores in your community.
The Fiesta* has everything. Including the kitchen sink.

American-Standard brings you a sink you actually design yourself. With a Fiesta Kitchen Center, you pick the accessories you want. American-Standard puts them up high, where they are easy to use and easy to keep clean. Lifetime cast iron topped with triple-thick enamel that resists stains and acids; makes kitchen work quieter. And such colors! New Avocado, Gourmet Melon, Surf Green and Coppertone (shown), also Fawn Beige, Venetian Pink and Ivy Yellow. See your American-Standard dealer or contractor (he's listed in the Yellow under "Plumbing Fixtures" or "Plumbing Supplies"), or mail coupon.

AMERICAN-STANDARD, Dept. PG-367
Box 2, Midtown Station, New York, N.Y. 10018
Please send me your brochure on Fiesta Kitchen Sink Centers.
I am modernizing _ I am building_.
Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: __________________ State: __________
County: __________ Zip Code No: __________

* precios range from $799 to $2,699.
You furnish the View. Andersen makes the window to frame it beautifully...forever!

Andersen Beauty-Line* Windows give you picture-window beauty at a practical price. Open and close smoothly. You benefit directly from the natural, fuel-saving properties of rich, warm wood.

Gliding Windows are a wonderful way to enjoy the beauty of the outdoors while adding greater interest to your home. Complete top-to-bottom ventilation, yet close snug, year-round comfort.

Andersen Narrowline* Windows are so extra insulated the inside glass is practical. Eliminates the need for cleaning, and handling storm windows. Removable grilles snap in and out for easier window cleaning.

Andersen Wood Gliding Doors are just the accent for today's indoor-outdoor living; close extra tight to save on fuel and keep your family cozy warm. Feature the same quality construction that has made Andersen "America's Most Wanted Windows."

Andersen Casement Windows—are recognized as a mark of elegance in fine homes everywhere. And they're the standard for draft-free living...so weathertight you can save 15% or more on fuel costs every year. Casements ... and all Andersen Windows ... are available with the extra convenience of welded insulating glass.

Andersen Flexivent* Windows are one of the most economical units you can use. They're remarkably weathertight... unusually versatile. Use them singly, stacked, in picture-window groupings... or in combination with matching non-operating Flexiview®.

FREE! WINDOW BEAUTY IDEAS

Andersen Corporation
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
Send me illustrated Window Beauty booklet, packed with decorating ideas and a description of the Andersen Window line.

Because Window Beauty is Andersen

SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY."
Contemporary paint colors for young-minded home decorators of all ages! Paint a boy's room boisterous...a girl's room glamorous...a study studious...a bathroom beauteous! Imaginative? Do a room differently, with your personal choice of "conversation colors" and let people talk! Chosen from the Colorizer spectrum of 1,322 colors, which include HOUSE & GARDEN's "Sunshine Colors." See these "Young at Heart" colors in a brochure packed with lore on decorating, antiquing, interior and exterior color schemes. For your copy, send 25c to Colorizer Associates, 345 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60612.

Colorizer® Paints

Colorizer Paints are sold in these regional brands:

BENNETT'S, Salt Lake City • BOYSEN, West Coast • BROOKLYN PAINT & VARNISH CO., Brooklyn • BUTE, Houston • GREAT WESTERN, Kansas City • JEWEL, Chicago • KOMAC, Denver • LION BRAND, Minneapolis • VANE-CALVERT, St. Louis • WARREN'S, Nashville • WETHERILL/YARNALL, Philadelphia
A round table cover (page 168)

Determine the desired diameter by totaling the diameter of the table and twice the distance from the top of the table to the floor. Then add an extra inch for a rolled hem. Choose a sheet of the necessary width (you will lose some of the length) and remove the borders. Next, the simplest procedure is to fold the sheet into quarters by folding in half once, then in half again the other way. Measure a string half the length of the diameter you want, allow an extra inch for knotting, then cut and tie the string around a pencil. Get someone to hold the end of the string at the four-fold corner for you while you pencil an arc on the fabric. With heavy scissors cut along this line through all four layers.

Your round table cover will look more professional if you follow another, although more difficult, method: after folding the sheets into quarters, cut and sew together four separate pie-shaped pieces to make a cover mitered to the center. To do this, join two of the pie shapes together, sewing from the center out. Join the other two pie pieces in the same way. Iron seams flat. Now put halves together, carefully matching the seams and again sewing from center out. Floor-length cloths made by either method will hang better if you baste a soft, thick cord along the bottom edge, then roll and sew the hem over it.

A bed or sofa throw (page 169)

Cut off borders of a twin-size or larger sheet depending on the size you want the throw to be. Back the sheet with a layer of Dacron fiber-filled batting (you will find Stearns & Foster washable batting at most department stores) and a bottom sheet cut the same size; remember to put the right side up for the top sheet and the right side down for the bottom sheet. To make your throw more luxurious, have the top sheet's pattern outdone for the bottom sheet. To keep drawn all day, you might sew the fabric to a white shade. Remove it from the roller and cut your fabric an inch or so wider than the shade; fold over the narrow excess along each edge and machine-stitch it to the shade on the back. Staple it to the roller. The reveal of the window frame will keep the edges from showing outside. Caution: If you are making several shades, be sure the pattern runs the same way on each one.

LIVELY SHEETS continued from page 169

Lamps so exquisite in their design and craftsmanship you think you're seeing beauty for the first time...these are Rembrandt Masterpieces. Glowing metal finishes in the new antiqued tones...rich deep colors, singly or subtly blended...mellow woods, distinctively grained. Every lamp is handcrafted to flawless perfection...then invisibly protected against stains. Find a Rembrandt...and fall in love again.

For a 24-page treasury of Rembrandt Masterpieces in every decorative mood, send 25¢ to Rembrandt Lamps, 4500 W. Division St., Chicago, III. 60651.

Rembrandt Lamps
Masterpieces

DIV. OF THE SCOTT & FETZER CO.

FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY" SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE.
We
Air Conditioning
Mothers
Not just houses, stores, offices. People. Mothers cooking and caring for a family in temperatures no woman would endure for anything but love. Day & Night builds fine air conditioning—and our dealers install it carefully—so your family can enjoy the good life.

Lancaster Colony Corp.
Cat. crystal, "Austrelitz," dessert bowl, $25; plate, $32; water goblet, $16.50. Sectional centerpiece, clear crystal, curve shape (2 curves placed together to form an "S" shape), $80 each. Baccarat Inc., 55 E. 57th St., New York, N.Y., 10022

SOUTH Andres-SALAD SUPPER COOK BOOK
Page 151:
French bottle dryer, wrought iron, 10¼" high, 3 tiers, 28 spokes, $7.50, Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 E. 57th St., New York, N.Y., 10022

Stone jugs, made in France, dark brown, 9½" tall, 2 qt., $10; 7½" tall jug, 1 qt., $7.50, La Cuissinière, 903 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y., 10021

Hottelette, thermostatically controlled at 200°F., 8½" x 6½", brass anodized finish with walnut handles, 110 volts, AC, $5.50, Salton.

Page 152:
Huo Kuo—Mongolian Cook Stove, brass with tin lining, 2 qts., outer dish with chimney, grate for holding charcoal, bottom part holding water, and cover, $32.50, East Norwich House, 166 E. Main St., Huntington, N.Y., 11743

Salad dish, "Spica-Ribib," made in Sweden, 7¾" x 7½", $8, Scarab n. 54 E. 54th St., New York, N.Y., 10022

Hostess handled glass, set of 8, $15, Hammacher Schlemmer.

Page 153:
Electric soup tureen, 3 qts., creamy white china with built-in heating element, cord set removable for washing, 110 volts, AC, 88.50, Hammacher Schlemmer.

Ceramic chowder cups and saucers, cup 9½" dia., made in Italy, $5 ea., Mayhew, 603 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y., 10022

Bamboo woven basket, 29c, Azum, 666 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y., 10022

Page 154:
Copper chafing dish with brass handles, cover has wood and brass trim, alcohol burner heat stand, 2 qts., $45, Hammacher Schlemmer.

Two-piece covered soup dish, white ceramic with green daisy and petal cover, made in Italy, cover can be used as plate, $5, Bloomingdale's, Lexington Ave. at 59th, New York, N.Y., 10022

Cracker tray, ceramic, made in Italy, 8" long, 66, Mayhew.
You can make this bath as distinctive as your signature...

American Olean's

Signature Bath...

Amen can O/ean s » 

ath so practical leading builders are featuring it in their 
odel homes...so beautiful that remodeling-minded home 
ners are adapting it to their needs.

can be yours—uniquely yours! With the 
bad range of ceramic tile colors, textures 
d designs from American Olean, you can 
ake the Signature Bath as expressive as your 
sonality. Find out how. Write today for a 
lorful brochure on the Signature Bath, plus 
idea-packed 16-page decorating guide.

AMERICAN OLEAN TILE COMPANY
1064 Cannon Avenue
Lansdale, Pa. 19446
Please send me your 16-page booklet "Decorating Ideas with 
Ceramic Tile" and full information on the Signature Bath. 
I enclose 10¢ to cover handling.

NAME__________________________ (please print)
ADDRESS________________________
CITY_________________ STATE____ ZIP____
The Chateau wood paneling costs less than their week-end at the beach.

A pleasant surprise, isn’t it? Their wall is Williamsburg Elm, newest addition to Georgia-Pacific’s Chateau series. The real wood lends warmth and charm anywhere it’s used. And, the cost? A 12 by 8 foot wall is only $49.92.

Chateau paneling is exclusive with Georgia-Pacific. No one else makes it. The extra wide grooves give walls a deep, rich, solid look. The beautiful grain and color are protected by G-P’s family-proof Acryglas finish. A wipe with a damp cloth cleans it.

Before you take your next trip to the beach (and spend $60 or $70 as they will)... add a wall of Chateau wood paneling. Your Georgia-Pacific dealer has 20 beautiful hardwoods for your selection. Then, when you get back, you’ll have a nice warm room to welcome you home.

Please send me the G-P Paneling Catalog!

Enclosed is $1.00 for handling and postage.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY  STATE  ZIP CODE

Georgia-Pacific Corporation, Dept. HGT
Commonwealth Building, Portland, Oregon 97204

GEORGIA-PACIFIC THE GROWTH COMPANY

SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE FOR “WHERE YOU CAN BUY.”
STORES
ARRYING MERCHANDISE
IN H&G COLORS

If categories of home furnishings, you will find quality products by leading
manufacturers in H&G Colors at the following stores—H&G Color headquarters
their cities—as well as at other fine stores throughout the country.

Alabama
Birmingham Town & Country
Riddle's Home Furnishings

Alaska
Eugene, Portland, Salem,
Eugene, Portland, Salem,

Arizona
Phoenix
J. C. Penney

California
Los Angeles
Barker Bros.

Colorado
Denver

Connecticut

Florida
Fort Lauderdale

Georgia
Buckhead

Illinois
Bloomington
Knights Shoppe

Indiana
Bloomington
Town & Country Interiors

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky
Louisville

Louisiana
Alexandria

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

When you are the one
to whom others look

Someday, a relative, a dear friend, is going to turn to you in
time of bereavement.
And you will go. To be help­ful. To be close. With the warmth
of your love.
And the gentleness
of your understanding.
And in this trying hour you
will be particularly grateful for
the strengthening and consoling
presence of your clergyman . . .
for the funeral director, too,
whom you will find an island of
calm with quiet, knowing, sympa­thetic answers to the multitude of
sudden, insistent questions.
We think you will be grateful
that one question is already
answered in your mind. For
years you have known that the
burial vault that provides the
finest tribute, the most trusted
protection is the Clark Metal
Grave Vault. No other vault in
America is asked for by name by
so many families.

Would you like to know how to be more comforting and helpful to those who
have suffered loss? Write for a free copy of "My Duty". Its 32 pages tell you
"what to do" when you are asked to take charge . . . how to write sympathy notes.
It contains many beautiful poems that have brought consolation to millions. Write,
The Clark Grave Vault Company, Dept. HG-37, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

199
Just one nice thing after another!

America's largest and most diversified collection of distinguished decorative furniture. Ask your decorator or furniture dealer to arrange an introduction.

MERCHANDISE IN H&G COLORS

**Mississippi**
- Biloxi: Merchiston-Hall Galleries, Inc.

**Missouri**
- Kansas City: Mary’s St. Louie, Stix, Baer & Fuller

**Nebraska**
- Lincoln: Miller & Paine, Inc.
- Omaha: J. L. Brandeis & Sons

**Nevada**
- Carson City: Grey Reid
- Reno: Grey Reid

**New Jersey**
- Cherry Hill: Bamberger’s
- Menlo Park: Bamberger’s
- Morristown: Bamberger’s
- Newark: Bamberger’s
- Paramus: Bamberger’s
- Princeton: Bamberger’s
- Trenton: J. Fred Convery

**New York**
- Albany: Mayfair, Inc.
- Amityville: Nassau Wayide
- Brooklyn: Abraham & Strauss
- Jamestown: Wellman Brothers
- New York: Altman Stores
- Rochester: Magerstein’s
- Rockville Center: Nassau Wayide
- Watertown: The Globe—Watertown Inc.

**North Carolina**
- Charlotte: Colony Furniture Shops
- Fayetteville: Quinn & Miller
- Greensboro: Guilford Galleries
- Wilmington: Carolyn Furn, Co.

**North Dakota**
- Grand Forks: R. B. Griffith Co.

**Ohio**
- Akron: M. O’Neill Co.
- Chillicothe: Eisenback and Sons
- Cincinnati: H. S. Pogue
- Cleveland: The Higbee Company
- Dayton: Rike’s
- Kenton: Bernard Furniture Store
- Lancaster: Buchanan’s
- Lebanon: Hardy’s Furniture Co.

**Oklahoma**
- Enid: Newman Mercantile Co.
- Muskogee: Callison Dry Goods Co.
- Norman: Mister Robert, Inc.
- Oklahoma City: Hightower’s
- Tulsa: Frong’s

**Oregon**
- Eugene: Bon Marche Russe
- Portland: (Downtown) Meier & Fra

**Pennsylvania**
- Allentown: Schoen Furniture Company
- Bethlehem: Furniture H
- Harrisburg: Bowman
- Philadelphia: John Wanamaker Sto
- Pittsburgh: Gimb

**Rhode Island**
- Providence: The Outlet

**South Dakota**
- Aberdeen: Owins-Ang
- Hot Springs: Midwest Furniture
- Rapid City: Midwest Furniture

**Tennessee**
- Memphis: J. Goldsmith & So

**Texas**
- Arlington: Titch
- Austin: Scarsbud
- Dallas: Fort Worth: Anderson’s Sto
- Houston: Fole
- LakeWOOD: Titch
- Lubbock: Spears Furniture
- Preston: Titch
- San Antonio: Frost Barn
- Sharpstown: Fole
- Wimeswood: Titch

**Utah**
- Salt Lake City: ZCMI Dept. Sto

**Virginia**
- Seven Corners: Woodward & Loth

**Washington**
- Seattle: The Bon Marche
- (Northgate): The Bon Marche

**Wisconsin**
- Madison: Manchester
- Milwaukee: Stein’s Kosciusko Furniture

**Mexico**
- Mexico City: Galerias Chippenda

BUILDING INFORMATION

Materials and equipment used in the house with room at the top 

(see pages 181-155)

**Structure**
- Foundation: Reinforced concrete slabs and footings
- Framing: Standard wall and roof construction of wood studs and rafters

**Exterior of house**
- Walls: Cement stucco with integral coloring by California Stucco Co., applied over wood framework
- Roof: Flat roofs covered with layers of tarred felt and bituminous coating
- Insulation: Batts of sisal fiber between studs and rafters of wall and roof
- Doors: Panelled wood entrances
Materials and equipment used in the box house unboxed

(see pages 156-159)

Hardware: Brass, dull chrome, and oil rubbed bronze-finish hardware, by Schlage Lock Co., and McKinney Manufacturing Co., plus some made-to-order designs.

Kitchen cabinets: Custom made wood cabinets, painted white. Countertops of hardwood and ceramic tile.

Plumbing fixtures: Kitchen sinks by Kohler Co. Bathroom fixtures by Crane Co.

Mechanical equipment and appliances


Heating system: Hot-water heating system with boiler and custom designed convec-tor-type radiators. Automatic controls by Honeywell.

CONTRACTORS: C. M. Peletz Co.

The Duro-Lite “Flamescent” bulb is no ordinary light bulb. No Duro-Lite bulb ever is. They have extra-life—three to five times more than any of those ordinary big name bulbs. They glow with a gas light charm no other bulb can duplicate. Comes in three decorator shapes...chimney, torch and standard. They’re shatter proof and weather proof.

Indoors, “Flamescent” bulbs add a subtle beauty. Dining rooms, living rooms, foyers, sconces and chandeliers take on an aura of elegance.

Outdoors, they provide distinction and safety while bidding a gracious welcome to all guests.

Can any ordinary bulb match all this??

And Duro-Lite makes extraordinary bulbs for every use.

The rainbow-hued “Sparkleolent” and “Globe-light” bulb that’s really a fixture, the jewel-like “Crystal-light,” and the Frosted, “Tru-White,” and “Tru-White” multi-bulb windows...available at Department Stores, Lighting Showrooms or wherever light bulbs are sold.

After all the others have failed—Duro-Lite glows on and on and on...
How does an old favorite keep right on being favored?

Davis furniture grows old gracefully. Its Solid Wood starf does give it an edge. It means it stays around long enough to be appreciated. Like our Lillian Russell collection, pictured above, the oldest suite in continuous production in America.

For "The Story of Solid Wood Furniture" send $1.00 to Dept., HG-3, Davis Cabinet Co., Nashville, Tenn.

FREE-HANGING PANELS OF FABRIC slide independently, aluminum tracks, above, that come with one to six channels, one channel for each panel. When drawn aside, panels hang one behind the other, each from a slider equipped with a fiber-glass baton for pulling it back and forth. Front of slider, above right, is surfaced with Velcro and complementary mesh-faced strip of Velcro is sewn to top of panel so it can be pressed in place on slider and ripped off for cleaning.

In this case, Paneltrack channels are attached to top of a wood cornice covered with woven rattan that comes by the yard.

ROMAN SHADE fabric is interlined with stiff buckram, lined with Milium, then permanently pleated (a professional workroom job). Every 18-24 inches across back a vertical tape is sewn to inner creases of pleats, and rings are attached to tape at same points. Cord tied to bottom ring runs up tape and through a metal eyelet screwed into back of board to which top of shade is attached. All cords join at top, are operated in unison by cord at one side. When shade is drawn to top of window, hound's-tooth edge hangs flat, forming a little valance.

STRIPED CURTAINS WITH STRAP HEADINGS cut along the stripe lines hang from a rod of 1½-inch-diameter polished brass with acorn finials. In this case, rod is covered with tube of curtain fabric; tiebacks are cut from same fabric (with stripe running in same direction as in curtains), stiffened with Pellon, and finished with small rings that slip over Conso Expand-A-Screws, above right. Brass rod by Kirsch.
CURTAINS WITH SWAG VALANCES hang from rod screwed to underside of ¾-inch pine board mounted 3 inches above window frame. Valances with jabots are attached by means of Velcro to the board's three free edges, and bows are fastened in place with pushpins. Shade fixtures are screwed to window frame.

SHAPED VALANCE is cut from plywood with fret saw, padded, then covered with fabric to match curtains. Traverse rod for draw curtains is mounted on inside of valance. This arrangement would make an excellent camouflage for standard undercurtains required by some apartment houses to give uniform appearance to exterior. Traverse rod by Eastern.

FLOOR-LENGTH CAFÉ CURTAINS are shirred on a 1-inch-diameter brass rod installed at a point three-fourths of the distance from the floor to the top of the window. Printed overcurtains hang from large wood rings on a walnut-stained wood pole mounted as close as possible to the ceiling. Curtain pole by Graber.

CURTAINS OF FLAMESTITCH PRINT hang from narrow rods mounted on inside of fabric-covered box frame or lambrequin. Wood frame is 10 inches wide, projects 5 inches from wall, extends to floor. Fabric that covers frame and wall between the windows is seamed together, pulled taut, and stapled permanently in place. Fixtures for woven wood shades on spring rollers are mounted on window frame. "Lattishade" by Illinois.

Chippendale...for Casual Elegance

Chippendale Rattan has all the welcome warmth of spring sunshine. As accent pieces, it adds that special touch of elegance so desirable in today's sophisticated interiors. Write for descriptive literature and name of nearest dealer.

FLOOR-LENGTH CAFÉ CURTAINS are shirred on a 1-inch-diameter brass rod installed at a point three-fourths of the distance from the floor to the top of the window. Printed overcurtains hang from large wood rings on a walnut-stained wood pole mounted as close as possible to the ceiling. Curtain pole by Graber.

Mississippi Glass Company
88 Angelica St. • St. Louis, Mo. 63147
New York • Chicago • Fullerton, Calif.

Entertain and relax in the delightful atmosphere of simple elegance with this handsome translucent glass partition.

Outside or inside—you can brighten and enliven your home with decorative glass while adding exciting beauty. Select from a wide variety of patterns from your nearby distributor of quality glass.

Molded Rattan has all the welcome warmth of spring sunshine. As accent pieces, it adds that special touch of elegance so desirable in today's sophisticated interiors. Write for descriptive literature and name of nearest dealer.

Chippendale Rattan has all the welcome warmth of spring sunshine. As accent pieces, it adds that special touch of elegance so desirable in today's sophisticated interiors. Write for descriptive literature and name of nearest dealer.

Mississippi Glass Company
88 Angelica St. • St. Louis, Mo. 63147
New York • Chicago • Fullerton, Calif.

Entertain and relax in the delightful atmosphere of simple elegance with this handsome translucent glass partition.

Outside or inside—you can brighten and enliven your home with decorative glass while adding exciting beauty. Select from a wide variety of patterns from your nearby distributor of quality glass.

Mississippi Glass Company
88 Angelica St. • St. Louis, Mo. 63147
New York • Chicago • Fullerton, Calif.

Write today for free booklet, "Decorative Glass". Address Dept. 3.
B00NE TRAIL
COLLECTION
Yesterday's Craftsmanship ... Today's Taste ... Tomorrow's Treasure

I'M NOT DEAF

Under normal conditions I hear well enough. But sometimes my ultra-miniature Miracle-Ear® hearing aid is a blessing. I just put it in my ear and I hear more clearly.

It is so natural sounding—nothing above my ear or below my ear. Nothing behind my ear or in front of my ear. No tubes, nor wires. No scratchy sounds.

It is especially designed for those who hear but do not always understand—a classic symptom of nerve impairment. If diagnosis shows you have this type of loss, this modern hearing aid may give you the extra "lift" you need to live a full and active life.

Rush this coupon! You will receive descriptive pamphlet promptly. Discover how you may be able to hear again in both ears without using hearing aids that have cords or tubes. No Obligation Whatever.

MIRACLE-EAR
P.O. Box 549, Dept. HGS7
Minneapolis, Minn. 55440

Please tell me how I may be able to hear again in both ears without using hearing aids that have cords or tubes.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

LAMPLIGHT products presents...

The SPICE of LIGHT

An exquisite spice oil lamp collection. Pre-filled with world famous Lamplight Gold Label Lamp Oil... a unique spice scent and color in each lamp. Available at department, gift and specialty stores.

Manufactured by Lamplight Products, Inc., 3485 N. 127th Street, Brookfield, Wis. Distributed by Sun Glo Corp., New York, Chicago, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Dallas.

TAMBOUR CURTAINS

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, European ladies fashion who occupied their time with embroidery worked exquisite and fanciful designs on sheer muslin or bobbinet to make filmy, elegant curtains. The embroidery was done on a large hoop called a tambour because it resembled a tambourine; hence the designation: tambour curtains. A century or so later Alpine villagers began to recreate the tambour embroidery using small hand-guided sewing machines. This cottage industry flourishes today in such tiny Swiss villages as St. Gal and St. Margrethen, especially during the snowbound months. Sheer curtains are still embellished with the traditional baroque borders, elaborate scrolls, meandering flower and leaf designs which look as fresh and contemporary today as they did 300 years ago.

Tambour curtains are particularly delightful at windows where the sun shines through them, emphasizing their delicate designs. The simpler styles, which come in a variety of lengths to fit almost all standard windows, have finished headings. Those with more elaborate hem and border patterns come in 112- and 130-inch lengths with unfinished headings so they can be adjusted to an exact dimension. They can be finished with strap headings, pinch pleats, or hung on simple pocket rods.

TAMBOUR CURTAINS IN AN 1805 BEDROOM

Tambour embroidered white muslin curtains with little strap headings hang on slim white-painted rods in Elizabeth Dykman's bedroom at Boscobel, the charmingly restored early nineteenth-century house by the Hudson River, near Garrison, N. Y.
NURSERY STOCK SALE

ORDER BY MAIL

WE HAVE OVER 175 VARIETIES TO CHOOSE FROM

ALL PLANTS INSPECTED BY TENNESSEE DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE

Plating instructions included in each order • Every plant labeled

yellow bushes 35¢ each; 2 yrs., field-grown blooming size bushes. All month bloomers in these varieties.

RED

PINKS

CLIMBERS

WHITES

YELLows

TWO TONES

CHINESE HOLLY AND FOSTERS HOLLY;
1/2 to 1 ft. 69 ea.

YELLOW BERRY PYRACANTHA; 1/2 to 1 ft. 59 ea.

GROWAY HEMLOCK; 1/2 to 1 ft. 29 ea.

GARDENIA; 1/2 to 1 ft. 69 ea.

CAMELLIA; 1/2 to 1 ft. 69 ea.

VINES AND FRUITS

RED SCARLET HONEYSUCKLE
25 ca.

PURPLE WISTERIA
25 ca.

BITTER SWEET
17 ea.

ENGLISH IVY
20 ea.

KUDZU VINE
15 ca.

TRUMPET VINE
15 ca.

HALLS HONEYSUCKLE
15 ca.

DZWIERBERRY; 1 yr. plants 29 ca.

RASPBERRY; 1 yr. Red or Black 35 ca.

25 STRAWBERRY PLANTS—BLAKEMORE OR
TENN. BEAUTY; for 1.00

10 ARAPAGUS for 1.00

10 RHUBARB for 1.00

DAY LILIES
29 ea.

IRIS; Blue, Yellow, Purple
19 ea.

BLUE BELL
19 ca.

YELLOW JASMINE
79 ca.

FRUIT AND NUT TREES

CONCORD GRAPE VINE
45 ca.

DELIcIOUS APPLE; Red, Yellow, 21 to 4 ft.
55 ca.

PEACH TREES; ELBERTA, J. H. MAE, BELLE
OF GEORGIA; 2 to 3 ft.
35 to 1 ft. 45 ca.

4-YEAR-old Varieties on tree. 3 to 4 ft.
24.9 ca.

PLUM; Burbank, Methley; 2 to 3 ft.
49 ca.

PEAR; Kieffir, Bartlett; 2 to 3 ft.
98 ca.

MONTMORENCY CHERRY; 2 to 3 ft.
1.15 ca.

ENGLISH WALNUT; 2 to 3 ft.
1.25 ca.

SHELl BARK HICKORY; 1 to 2 ft.
98 ca.

APRILICOT; 2 to 3 ft.
49 ca.

BUTTER NUT; 1 to 2 ft.
39 ca.

HAZEL NUT; 1 to 2 ft.
69 ca.

HARRY PECAN SEEDLING; 1 to 2 ft.
88 ca.

CHINESE CHESTNUT; 1 to 2 ft.
69 ca.

PAPERSKILL PECAN; 3 to 4 ft.
2.49 ca.

25 LOMBARDY POPLAR; For Hedge for 2.00

25 BUSH HONEYSUCKLE for 2.75

HEDGE PLANTS—1 to 2 Feet Tall

50 SOUTH PRIVET EVERGREEN HEDGE for .98

50 MULTIFLORA ROSE for 2.98

35 GOLDEN BORDER FORSYTHIA for 2.00

50 LOMBARDY POPLAR; For Hedge for 2.00

25 EVERGREEN HEMLOCK HEDGE for 3.50

25 RED CEDAR; Hedge for 2.50

25 SHORT LIME PINE for 2.50

35 ARMY PRIVET HEDGE for 1.50

25 PRIVET HEDGE for 1.50

25 BUSH HONEYSUCKLE for 2.75
We cordially invite you to examine a copy of the long-awaited totally new House & Garden Cook Book. Without risk. Without obligation.

Above all a useable book, the House & Garden Cook Book will help you turn your own cooking skill into the art you want it to be. There's good reason.

The House & Garden Cook Book is based on the very best recipes from the magazine's monthly series of "Cook Books"...plus those from a truly impressive roster of guest contributors: James A. Beard, Julia Child, Craig Claiborne, Helen Evans Brown, Dione Lucas, and Myra Waldo, among others. Because the Cook Book comprises the cream of House & Garden's huge collection—1,000 recipes culled from 5,000—and represents 10 years' editorial achievement in acquiring, approving or rejecting dishes, it is bound to be the year's most important cook book. 

There is a complete section on the basic techniques of cooking. Many cook books on the market today merely give you recipes and minimal cooking instructions. Others touch superficially on techniques of food preparation. But House & Garden's Cook Book actually pictures and explains even intricate gourmet techniques. Drawings or photographs of the actual performance by Dione Lucas, for example, show you precisely how to line a flan ring with pastry, how to make thin cake layers for a torte, how to lend a roast of meat.

THE MAGIC OF IMAGINATION APPLIED TO PRESENTATION OF FOOD...

Another especially intriguing section illustrates some ideas that might not occur to most people. Food should be presented imaginatively. You might not only surprise your guests with a delicious Swiss Lentil Casserole, but also with its recipe lettered on their napkins as a delightful take-home souvenir!

Ideas like this spring up throughout this wonderful new Cook Book, as examples of the recipes. Try some of the ideas. Learn a few of the techniques. This way you won't be buying just "another new cook book," but also a "pig in a poke" you know nothing about. You'll know what you're getting. Only after you've had a chance to try it, without cost or obligation, in the privacy of your own home, will you know what you're getting. Only after you've had a chance to try it, only then—

THE MOST REWARDING

Light, perfectly balanced meals... Usually you find very little information about how to construct a meal. How to balance all its elements. "Balance" isn't just a matter of being careful not to serve a cream soup, cream sauces and a creamy dessert all in one meal. It means, rather, to try for variety in flavors, textures and colors. It means achieving contrasts of taste...sweetness vs. sharpness...pungency...tenderness... Benign, its aim: to make the entire meal more interesting, more enjoyable. The basic philosophy of balance determines the tone of the House & Garden Cook Book: plain, every day common sense. And because most people prefer lighter meals these days, the menu-planning and, in fact, most of the recipes are predicated on modern, lighter eating.

ALL THESE REQUIREMENTS Fulfilled—and More!

A really good cook book should contain:

**A really good cook book should contain:**

**Basic and advanced information about cooking methods and techniques.** 
**Information on menus, food preparation, entertaining, table service.** 
**Imaginative, colorful ideas about recipes for special occasions: dinner parties, cocktail parties, outdoor entertaining... in a word: for the way we live today.**

**No undue emphasis on certain foods: too many cakes, cookies and desserts and not enough pot roasts, casseroles, soups.**

**Ingredient listings clearly specified to show what and how much to include and how many people the recipe will serve.**

**Careful descriptions of equipment, explanations of its use; details on sizes, measurements and capacities.**

**Complete cooking information. For example: differences between simmering, boiling, stewing; whether to stir or not; how food should look at different stages of the cooking process.**

The House & Garden Cook Book alone meets all these requirements.

FEW PEOPLE CAN JUDGE A COOK BOOK BY SCANNING ITS CONTENTS...

That's why we invite you to reserve a copy of the House & Garden Cook Book, so that you can have it in your own home, in your own kitchen for a trial period of two weeks. Try some of the recipes. Try some of the ideas. Learn a few of the techniques. This way you won't be buying just "another new cook book" or a "pig in a poke" you know nothing about. You'll know what you're getting. Only after you've had a chance to try it, without cost or obligation, in the privacy of your own home...only after you've had a chance to watch your own culinary skill develop into an art...only then—

YOU DECIDE TO BUY IT

YOU'LL SAVE $2.55 (YOU NEED SEND NO MONEY NOW.)
First weekend

Fix spring steps. March is take-off time for lawn upkeep. And of the six (count 'em, 6) niggling chores we suggest to start the outdoor year with, three are concerned with turf. First, check your chickweed—not to see if it is doing well, because it undoubtedly is, but rather to discourage if not eliminate it. You can apply all-in-one packaged materials to turf now that will theoretically accomplish everything that needs to be done. But why pay for those measures you may not need to adopt? If you have a bluegrass-escape lawn, you also have chickweed, and its pretty lowers should be fully open now. Test specific for chickweed: products containing Silvex or 2,4,5-T. Get it on right away. Second, mow (spread seed on) peckish-looking lawn patches before night freezing (followed by daytime thawing) has ended for the season. Unless the turf is choked up with dead grass or other fluff, the seed should get down to germination level on its own. Third, apply fertilizer and pre-emergence selective crab grass preventer all at once. Use a good mechanical spreader. If you have sowed lawn seed either late last autumn (some of it surely is still unprunted), or this spring, use a selective chemical that will not prevent the germination of desirable grasses. Compounds of siduron will accomplish this trick. Fourth, clean up your woody plants—trees, and shrubs. That means not raking the ground beneath, but removing dead limbs and stems, cutting back stubs, eliminating such winter debris as might harbor disease and uneasily decay or that simply constitutes an eyesore. Fifth, plant bare-rooted trees and shrubs as soon as you can dig the ground (wait a bit with the evergreen material). Sixth, clean up the rose garden, prune back dead stems to live wood (no farther for another few weeks), and spray thoroughly with a ferbam mix against the overwintering spores of blackspot.

Reading notice. A book that has particular value especially because there are not many on the same subject on the garden shelf is Alan Bloom's *Moisture Gardening* (Branford, $7.95). This is not to damn the book with faint praise, but to note the fact that it is written for Great Britain. So American readers must make some accommodation for differences between British bog gardens and American ones. That said, we add that it is a simple, knowledgeable book, carrying the mark of the interested and literate gardener on its pages.

Second weekend

Forgotten fruit. The publicity calisthenics by which our attention has been called to the 150th anniversary of the founding of Stark Bro's nursery firm, suggests that it is high time to set out some fruit-bearing fruit trees. Home orchards seem to have been languishing in recent years, in part perhaps because the insect problem has been increasingly difficult to cope with, in part because the production of edible fruit has come to be a discredited by-blow of ornamental horticulture. But with dwarf apples and pears (not to mention pet-size peach trees) readily available and dependable without expert care, fruit growing deserves more attention. This is not to suggest that you need to sing Happy Birthday to the Stark family, but rather that raising a few fruit trees in your garden or on your lawn will prove doubly rewarding in the space of a season or two. The rules are simple: buy varieties grafted on Malling IX rootstocks (the smallest), prune back the stems of the year-old "whips" above the graft union to two-thirds of their original height, shorten side branches at least one-fourth, and spray thoroughly with a ferbam mix against the overwintering spores of blackspot.
Try our economy model: milled neoprene Ebonettes, 79c. Or for total protection, get insulated knit-cotton lined Bluettes. They're 1.69.

That's because they're made of neoprene. Yet Super Ebonettes are soft on hands. That's because these liquid-and-chemical proof household gloves are cotton-down lined. All for 98c. Too much?

There's a Reo that's right for you

Ten Reos in all. 18-inch to 32-inch cutting capacities. Popular priced rotaries, riders and reel type. Fully equipped—with grass catchers on all models. Dependable starting—smooth, even cutting action. Easy access controls. Quick, easy mowing height adjustment. When it's time to mow—go Reo. America's finest mowing equipment. See your Reo Dealer. He's in the Yellow Pages. Write for full color brochure. Wheel Horse Products, Inc., 422 West Ireland Road, South Bend, Indiana.

BUY RIGHT • BUY REO • BUY NOW

FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY" SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE.
and glazed by the manufacturer's men. Gas connections would have called for the proper experts in any case. But all the rest of the work could have been done during a summer by any able-bodied family team. The family, in fact, did do all the wiring (meeting code requirements), painting, and tile laying themselves.

Here is a detailed roster of the special features and new equipment that make the greenhouse livable the year round.

On the horticultural side:
Dyna-vent automatic gas heater, using outside air for combustion but recirculating the separately warmed greenhouse air. BTU capacity of the model chosen is easily up to maintaining the desired 60-plus night temperature, even in below-zero weather.

Automatic humidifier, with hygrostat, capable of maintaining a relative humidity of better than 75 per cent if necessary.

Automatic ventilation, including thermostat and four motors capable of opening and closing the two full-length ventilating sashes along either side of the ridge. Switches installed on the vent side of the thermostat permit putting either east or west ventilators, or both, under automatic control. (This can be important when winter winds or occasional storms from either direction are strong enough to cause damaging drafts.)

Sink and running water (remaining from the original greenhouse).

Emergency alarm thermobattery by means of which a battery-operated gong inside the main house will sound a warning when a preset high or low temperature is exceeded within the greenhouse (especially valuable in case of power failure, and even more with this type of space heater, which permits rapid cooling if the heater is not operating).

Comforts and conveniences:

Door from greenhouse to garden, originally requested of the manufacturers as a custom feature, but now available from them on an optional basis.

Glass jalousies (with summer insulating screens) to facilitate passage of summer air from the north end of the garden through the kitchen and dining room of the main house.

New concrete block walls set on old footings are painted with epoxy masonry paint. Concrete cap was troweled around sill after house was framed and glazed. Louvers aid roof vents in providing full summer ventilation. Gas-fed heater protrudes as corner.

New greenhouse is of extruded aluminum alloy members pre-drilled and bolted on site. Glass is set, puttyless, in plastic strips.

Old center bench was really a raised brick ground bed, had to be cleared by sledgehammer to make new floor space.

White Birch

Cabot's BLEACHING OIL
When applied to untreated wood surfaces, Cabot's Bleaching Oil imparts a delicate gray tone which, in the span of a very few months, weathers to a beautiful natural driftwood gray... a color effect ordinarily found only in seacoast areas after years of exposure to salt air. This remarkable product, while actually bleaching raw wood, preserves it by protecting against mildew, insects, and decay. Cabot's Bleaching Oil, easy to apply and economical, will not crack, peel or blister... is an ideal finish for all exterior wood surfaces where the driftwood look is desired.

SAMUEL CABOT, INC.
316 S. Terminal Trust Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210
Please send Cabot's Creosote Stain color card containing information on Cabot's Bleaching Oil.

WHITE BIRCH

WHY FIDDLE AROUND WITH A STOPPED-UP DRAIN?
When it's so quick and inexpensive to call ROTO-ROOTER*

*Your local Roto-Rooter Company
Roto-Kleen* any drain in your kitchen, laundry, bath or basement.
You pay no more for this fast, efficient professional service. Next time, try it. Millions do.

ROTO-ROOTER

Aluminum Greenhouses, Inc.

Over 90 Standard Models
of Everlite Aluminum Greenhouses
Prices start at $187.50

Select the Everlite Greenhouse to fit your own needs. All models are completely prefabricated—easily erected—require little or no maintenance.

Complete line of accessories for all models.

Write for Catalog—Price List HG37
This handsome 48-p. book is a must for planning your second home. Includes full-color pictures and floor plans of 24 vacation and year-round hideaways—from ski chalet to simple beach cottage. All architect-designed. Simple, low-cost plywood construction. Complete plans available. For your book send 25¢ to American Plywood Association, Dept. HG, Tacoma, Wash. 98401 (USA only).

"Elevator," the effortless way to climb from floor to floor in any home. A must for people who can't climb stairs, a convenience for every member of the family. And, "Elevator" is available in a variety of color-coordinated designs that will match any home decor.

This colorful, free catalog gives complete information on the "Elevator," on INCLINETTE, the budget-priced, single-seat stair lift and Inclinator, the stair lift that carries two people.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
2300 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17105

COLOR IN YOUR HOME

1. ACTUAL PAINT SWATCHES are included in a 12-page booklet from Colorizer that features full-color room settings from the pages of House & Garden. There are also tips on antiquing, plus suggested color schemes for inside and outside the house. 25c.

2. COLOR AND PERSONALITY is the theme of a 12-page booklet written by Dr. Joyce Brothers for Mapco Carpet Co. The emotional impact of color is discussed and major considerations when decorating your home are outlined. 25c.

3. BE YOUR OWN DECORATOR with Royalco paneled and House & Garden Colors is the advice of a full-color booklet from Masonite. Color schemes are suggested to go with 16 kinds of paneling. Directions for measuring a room and installing paneling are included.

4. CREATE COLOR SCHEMES with the suggested color coordination plans featured in an 18-page booklet from Azrock. Tips on designing a floor are given, along with a color wheel and decorating suggestions. 25c.

DECORATING

5. START YOUR DECORATING with a picture, advises a folder from the Dearborn Glass Co. It covers the arrangement of pictures, two types of arrangements, matting, and framing.

6. FROM A GRAND ENTRANCE to the remodeling of an old kitchen is the range of material in a 30-page booklet from U.S. Plywood. Over two dozen room settings in full color illustrate how Wetherwood prefinished paneling helps to give rooms individuality. 25c.

7. HOW TO DECORATE WITH COLOR is explained in a colorful 64-page let from Yorkraft that pictures decorations and accessories inspired by America's past. They range from portraits to coat racks. $1.

8. COVER A BOOK OR A ITEM WITH Con-Tact brand using the 200644c. that gives in a leaflet that on many other things you can do with versatile self-adhesive vinyl. A view of available patterns and is pictured.

WINDOW FASHION

9. A NEW LOOK IN WIND is shown in a booklet from Bem that has 31 pages of tips on how to decorate with shades. Room setting full color are featured, along with instructions on measuring for shades and caring for them. 50c.

10. FOR SEAMLESS DRAPER a folder from Charles Bloom and Tergal, the sheer polyester voile on silk looms of Lyons, France actual swatch is included, and available colors are listed throughout with full-color settings. 40c.

11. MAGIC WITH DRAPES and curtains is the subject of a 32-page booklet from Eastern Drapery Hardware. This new guide by decor authority Mary Davis Gilles is illustrated throughout with full-color settings. 40c.

CLIMATE CONTROL

12. YEAR 'ROUND COMFORT hours a day, is covered in a color brochure from Day & Night Mfg. that describes how their full-house door climate control system works, what air conditioning systems are available for home use.
19. PLANTATION BREAKFASTS. Southern luncheons and dinners, and party fare built around famous Virginia Ham are featured in a 14-page recipe booklet from Jordan's Old Virginia Smokehouse. Cooking and carving instructions are included, 25c.

20. A COOK AND DRINK BOOK is offered by Paul Masson Vineyards. It's a 50-page booklet that has recipes for cocktails, punches, hors d'oeuvres, and gourmet dishes, as well as tips on how to serve and store wine.

21. A GUIDE TO CANADA—province by province—has been compiled by the Canadian Government Travel Bureau. The 50-page booklet has 144 colorful pictures that depict the places to see and the things to do in this vast vacation wonderland. A schedule of annual events is featured.

22. YOUR CHILD AND A PIANO are discussed in an informative booklet from Everett Piano Co. It outlines the benefits to be derived from piano lessons, and answers questions about readiness, talent, practice time.

23. TWENTY CHINA PATTERNS are pictured in a colorful folder from Pickard China. It also has the four tests for finest china, pointers on taking care of your china, plus a price list, 10c.

24. THE INVENTORY VALUE of your household goods and personal effects can be recorded on a special form offered by Government Employees Insurance Co. Information on insurance rates is included.

ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS: March, 1967

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. A charge of 25c for postage and handling must accompany each coupon. Stamps not acceptable. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #3

Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, New York 10017

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th
4th 10 11th 12 13 14 15th 16th
17th 18 19th 20 21 22 23rd 24th

I enclose:
$____ for postage and handling of my request for booklets
$____ for booklets circled requiring payment
$____ is my total remittance

Offer expires 5/15/67

Mr. Miss [PLEASE PRINT]

Address

City State Zip #

The Lovely Lady Ann Desk

Whether crafted in solid mahogany, solid cherry, or solid maple... the Lady Ann Desk adds a practical and lovely touch to any room. Generous drawer and pigeon hole space. Individual lock on each drawer and lid. See it at your Taylor-Jamestown dealer's. Taylor-Jamestown Corp., Dept. HG-3, Jamestown, New York.
MARCH GARDENERS continued from page 211

half. You are in business.

Old-time fruit growers complain that the best flavored varieties are no longer obtainable. There is some truth in this, but not enough to discourage you. Some varieties do make better table fruits than others in varying climates. Suggestion: ask your state experiment station what fruit varieties are best for table use in your climate; then check the specialists' catalogues for the best of those varieties that are obtainable in dwarf plants. And happy birthday, Stark's, anyway.

Book note. F. H. Brightman and B. E. Nicholson have produced without fuss or flurry, but with impeccable attention to detail, The Oxford Book of Flowerless Plants (Oxford, $10). The marvelously precise color drawings are Nicholson's; the equally precise text paragraphs are Brightman's. Everything described is illustrated and vice versa. And the organization is excellent and convenient. While this is a British book, it will serve admirably as a reference book of American or other English-speaking devotees of ferns, fungi, lichens, liverworts, mosses, and seaweeds (quite an order).

Pseudo-espaliers. Traditionally, says H. C. N. Cowley, 1965, espaliering is a rigidly circumscribed art almost as stylized as the dancing of the filliu in England. In point of gardening sense, it is best that espaliering can teach may be applied effectively to an enormous number of plants in great number of ways. The (or essence of) the espalier technique is the kind of plant training that will produce maximum results in smallest (two-dimensional) space. Freely adapted to any plant that can be trained flat against a wall, fence trellis or other support, espalier pruning techniques—which call into play all the laws governing a plant's growth habits and production of fruits, flowers, and ornamental parts—can be invaluable. In some respects, the proper training of woody plants may be downright unespalierish. The way branches are borne along a main stem, the manner in which bud initiation takes place (and when), the sizes in which certain types of growth are most active—all these things govern almost as stringent an espalier technique as the kind of plant stiffened training that will produce maximum results in smallest space. Freely adapted to any plant that can be trained flat against a wall, fence trellis or other support, espalier pruning techniques—which call into play all the laws governing a plant's growth habits and production of fruits, flowers, and ornamental parts—can be invaluable. In some respects, the proper training of woody plants may be downright unespalierish. The way branches are borne along a main stem, the manner in which bud initiation takes place (and when), the sizes in which certain types of growth are most active—all these things govern almost as stringent an espalier technique as the kind of plant stiffened training that will produce maximum results in smallest space.

Fourth weekend

Thinning harvest. "What you lose on the roundabout," runneth the old English maxim, "you gain on the swing." Bear this in mind when you (a) prune or thin your spring-flowering shrubs or (b) cut branches of spring-flowering shrubs to bring into the house for pre-season color. All or part of what you prune for therapeutic or esthetic reasons, in other words, may be placed in water in the back of the garage for a few days, then brought into the living room where it should burst into bloom forthwith. (Actually, most of the early spring plants such as forsythia, flowering quince, apple, peach, almond, cherry, and hawthorn could have been harvested for the house a month ago. So they are ready to pop now.) The problem is not in bringing spring branches into flower indoors; it is in deciding which plants should be pruned and how. Forsythia, for example, is most effectively pruned by simply removing at ground level all superannuated or crowding growth (then the upper parts with buds can be taken inside). Certain other plants, especially the small or bushy fruits, to be pruned rather than thin in their entirety. It is important to remember in either case that pruning, or thinning of young growth will lessen the flowering of the plant. On the other hand, a member that a few flowering shoots or sprays in the house in late winter can lift your spirits amazingly long, too, that judicious training and thinning, done preferentially during plant dormancy, is part of good husbandry.

The wonderful warmth of finest Cherry in open-stock bedroom and dining furniture of tastefully Colonial motif. Candlelight bronze-brown finish with translucent green accent pieces to indulge your fancy. Moderately priced.

CHERRY GROVE

5000 Crittenden Drive
Louisville, Kentucky 40221

The wonderful warmth of finest Cherry in open-stock bedroom and dining furniture of tastefully Colonial motif. Candlelight bronze-brown finish with translucent green accent pieces to indulge your fancy. Moderately priced.

Send $0.05 for elegant color brochure to Drew Furn. Co., Dept. 8737, North Wilkesboro, N. C.

For "WHERE YOU CAN BUY" see next to last page.
A Special “Where You Can Buy” Service for House & Garden Readers
24 Hours a Day—7 Days a Week

Here’s how to find the store nearest you that sells the “Whereabouts” merchandise in this issue of House & Garden

1. Note the page number and name of advertised merchandise identified by the “Whereabouts” symbol.
2. Call telephone number NEAREST you.
3. Give operator page number and name of advertised merchandise. She will advise you what stores in your vicinity have this merchandise.
4. Service for the March issue starts February 16, ends March 15, 1967
Never Ordinary

There’s a special quality about Baker furniture. You will sense it—unmistakably. People who enjoy fine things say it reflects our “collector’s viewpoint.” For your Album of The Baker Collections, send $3.00.

Baker Furniture, Inc.
CABINET MAKERS
803 MILLING ROAD, HOLLAND MICHIGAN 49443
DISPLAYS NEW YORK • CHICAGO • PHILADELPHIA • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS
PITTSBURGH • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS • ATLANTA • GRAND RAPIDS

THE LIVABLE GREENHOUSE continued from page 213

house and out through the south greenhouse door to the woods beyond.
Three 110-volt floodlights for night work and eight electric outlets (of the three-wire type in weatherproof boxes) to operate heating cable for the propagating case, humidifier, coffee percolator, radio, vacuum cleaner, summer connection for garden lights, etc. The two separate branch circuits serving the greenhouse also allow for future installation of fluorescent tubes under the plant benches if desired.
Low-voltage Loran lights, operated through a 12-volt, step-down transformer and so placed that they illuminate the wicker table, bromeliad tree in the far corner and the angled south and west benches. The Venetian glass lantern and Tiffany shade (see pages 172 and 173) are party propped up as occasional dictats form high roof rafters on heavy aluminum plant hooks.

MODERN MUSIC continued from page 124

many aspects the least rewarding, of our quartet is Arnold Schoenberg. With an early opus written in 1899, the sensuously re- splendent Verklärte Nacht (Transfigured Night) (Columbia ML-294/M25-604). This poem for strings transmutes mortal passion into velvety ethereal sonority. Then you might try his “Three Little Orchestra Pieces” (in the same album of his complete works) written only twelve years afterward but cons later in terms of modernity. The sounds will probably scratch at your ear abra- sively. The intellect guiding the music’s deliberations may well be invisible and almost unbearable. The tones sound as scattered as mud flung at a newly painted fence by a child. There may be nothing here for you—at the moment—except distress and unrest, so put this later Schoenberg away. Come back to him another time. You may never like his ice-cold emotionless music, but if you persevere, you will at least come to respect it.

By now you should be ready for more recent landmarks of modern music—the twentieth-cen- tury masterpieces of our own day. The most tutorial and easily accessible is Béla Bartók’s “Concerto for Orchestra” (Columbia ML-6215/MS-6615). Here a certain formalism keeps you oriented, while the voluptuous texture of sound involves you emotionally. In similar vein is the handsome “Violin Concerto” (Columbia ML-6113/MS-6713) by Paul Hindemith as played by Isaac Stern.

You should also listen to the music of Charles Ives, America’s only really great composer. Although his life work places him with the early pioneers of modern music, he lived in unique isolation. First his career as a businessman, selling insurance, and later his health kept him from entanglement fully into the world of musi- cal sophistication. But no composer advanced or more daring. On now has the public begun to cat- up with him. The best starting point in the bewildering labyrinth of Ivesiana is his “Music of the 18th Century” conducted by George Szell (Columbia ML-6321/MS-6921). On this record we hear samplings of psalms, harve- choras and thrilling portrayals and pictures in sound.

Among the current composers of modern music, two men, Olivier Messiaen and Alberto Ginastera, stand in a particularly glamorous and fashionable position. Each is a member of a superhumanly, something of a super- or superbly creative artist of the romantic and modern eras of contemporary music.

These, then, represent the highest peaks of the Himalaya of the range of modern music. By studying them, you are sure to get their strangeness, familiar. Many of their strangest—first with the easiest compositions, gradually listening to the more difficult, you will build a foundation that will stand in you good stead when listening to a composition that you have never heard before and one that will help you to appreciate what it is the composer is trying to convey. If you have let the sounds of some of these experiences of modern music sink in, you will auto- matically have a sense of modern musical geography and you will never lose the way, no matter how “advanced” or “disagreeable” the new, new music may be to you.

No one can make you like ca- chophony, necessarily, but at least you now know just how much you are willing to go. If you know that, then you will also be able to tell the spurious from the genuine—the great convenience in this world where the accumulating centuries give us more to enjoy each day.
It all begins with Karastan

You take your first step toward creating memorable rooms when you choose Karastan. This treasured name in carpet offers a wealth of styles, tones and textures that will inspire you to design a decor as unique as your own personality. Luxurious all-wool Apropeau, above, is a broadloom of textural and color excitement—a shade to express your every mood. Beginning with the beauty of Karastan assures a room of truly distinctive elegance. In 17 colors, $21.00* the square yard, or as lavishly fringed area rug in a variety of sizes: 9x12 only $315.00*.
A standing ovation for the today magic of Plaudit by Drexel...

Mellow brown persimmon veneers play the leading role in Plaudit, with lively support from a special gilt accent finish, black marble, and cane in modern dress. Versatile nightstand with pull-out shelf has a finished back for other occasional roles... about $119.50 (slightly higher in the West).

Curtain going up... on elegance for the here and now. Style that eludes type-casting. Plaudit by Drexel... featuring clean, contemporary silhouettes, spirited individuality and a genius for projecting any mood you want to create.

For today's individualist who thrills to the bold drama of contemporary forms... and still succumbs to the charm of traditional motifs. You'll cheer the Eastern intrigue of tambour in the grooved panel fronts. The heroic strength of double-ribbed and block pilasters. The harlequin interest of moldings and overlays which repeats in striking brass hardware.

Look for a full cast for living room, dining and bedroom. Hi-low tables that rise to any occasion. A console with panels that flip to gilt. Bookcases that can be chinas, and vice versa. Star-quality armoires that can play supporting roles to a fashionable vanity. And others. All at prices you'll applaud.

Bravo! For today magic, start with Plaudit by Drexel.

For a booklet collection of Drexel's furniture styles, send 50¢ to Drexel Furniture Company, 202 Huffman Road, Drexel, North Carolina.